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the priesthood reorganization of 1877
brigham youngs last achievement

william G hartley

death knocking loudly at his door president brigham young
labored restlessly in his last five months of life to reorganize the
churchschurche government structures his priesthood reorganization of
1877 thorough and massive involved every stake 241 wards hun-
dreds of quorumsquorums and more than a thousand leadership positions
but this final achievement isis underrated or ignored by historians un-
known to church members and so far is a missing entry on his lead-
ership balance sheet

his contributions as colonizer economic director immigration
organizer preacher teacher defender of the faith and family man are
explored in various scholarly probes but what of his priesthood la-
bors As head of the fast growing church for thirty three years he
worked through priesthood channels thanks to studies by leonard
arrington dale F beecher and donald G pace we know some-
thing about how he utilized ward bishops michael quinn in-
troducestroduces us to some of the inner workings of the then church hier-
archy james N baumgartensBaumgartens excellent thesis at least opens the door
on what we need to know about the seventies then led by brig
hams brother joseph gary L phelpssphelphsPhelpss and my own research shed
light on the work of ward and aaronic priesthood teachers but oth-
er priesthood offices and units and their historical developments
await researchers attention including such fundamental matters as
the role and function of the presiding bishopric of stakes and stake
presidents and high councils of high priests patriarchs wards el-
ders priests and deacons of basic priesthood ordinances and of vari-
ous meetings among published histories and biographies about the
brigham young era only the story of the latter day saints attributes

william G hartley is a research historian for the historical department of the church ofjesusofjesus christ
of latter day saints this paper was delivered at the mormon history association session of the west-
ern history association meeting 12 october 1978 at hot springs arkansas
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much importance to brighamsBrighams 1877 reorganizings other accounts
skip the topic entirely or else merely list the stakes affected 1

this study describes and analyzes the reorganization itself it pro-
vides one more building block which historians can use to analyze
brigham youngs use of power and to generalize about how the
church historically has handled the dynamics of change 2 offering a
deep look at inner church operations we assume a familiarity on the
readers part with basic mormon terminology regarding priesthood
matters to understand what happened in 1877 we examine the re-
form in terms of what changes were needed how the program was
implemented and what resulted

the reorganization institutionalized both conservative and in-
novative elements As a devoted student and disciple of the prophet

see bibliography in james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints salt
lake city deseret book company 1976 for discussion of the basic books about president young
also see dean Cqjesseejessee ed letters of brigham young to his sons salt lake city deseret book 1974
and special issues devoted to brigham young of the utahutahhistoricalhistorical quarterly 45 summer 1977 and
of ofbrighambrigham young university studies 18 spring 1978

priesthood studies include leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history of the

latter day saints 1830 1900 cambridge mass harvard university press 1958 and from quaker to

latter day saint bishop edwin D woolley salt lake city deseret book 1976 dale F beecher the
office of bishop an example of organizational development in the church task papers in LDS
history no 21 salt lake city historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1978 D michael quinn the mormon hierarchy 1832 1932 an american elite phd
diss yale university 1976 james N baumgarten the role and function of the seventies in LDS
church history MA thesis BYU 1960 gary L phelps home teaching attempts by the latter
day saints to establish an effective program during the nineteenth century MA thesis BYU
1975 william G hartley ordained and acting teachers in the lesser priesthood 1851 1883 BYU
studies 16 spring 1976375 98 and the priesthood reform movement 1908 1922 BYU studies 13

winter 1973137 56 and donald G pace the LDS presiding bishopric 1851 1888 an administ-
rative study MA thesis BYU 1978

among standard biographies of 1877 participants which fail to discuss the movement meaningfully
are those for wilford woodruff erastus snow charles C rich franklin D richards orson hyde
edward hunter john taylor william budge and joseph F smith of brighamsBrighams biographers only
susa young gates and leah D widtsoe in the life story of ofbrighambrigham young mormon leader founder of
salt lake city and builder of an emempirepire in the uncharted wasteswastes ofwesternof western america london jarrolds
1950193011930 recognized churchwisechurchwideChurchwide significance for the 1877 reorderings

among standard church or utah histories those by B H roberts and orson F whitney identify
the stakes involved but fail to sense the vastness of the movement the seminary and institute church
history texts russell R rich ensign to the nations A history of the church from 1846 to the present
provo brigham young university publications 1972 and william E berrett the restored church

A brief history of the growth and doctrines of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints loth ed
salt lake city deseret book 1961 ignore the matter entirely eugene campbells chapter on eccle-

siasticalsiastical developments in joel E ricks cded the history of a valley cache valley utah idaho logan
utah cache valley centennial commission 1956 and lynn M hilton ed the story of salt lake
stake 1847 1972 salt lake city salt lake stake 1972 two of the best stake studies ever written fail
to explore the local impact of the movement of all the books written about the period besides the
story of the latter day saints only james R clarkdarkoark ed in messages of the first preslPresipresidencydeng of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city bookcraft inc 1965 properly credits the 1877 move-
ment with turning point significance 2295 see also ppap 283 95

2theathethe mormon history association newsletter for 7 december 1978 contains a summary of the cri-
tiques this paper received when it was read at the MHA session of the western history association
meetings at hot springs arkansas on 12 october 1978
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joseph smith president young knew well the priesthood revelations
and also the explanations of those by the revelator himself 3 after
josephs death few if any understood priesthood matters better
than the vermont painpainterter glazier part of his 1877 effort therefore
was to bring priesthood practices into closer harmony with the reve-
lations

but practical application of those revelations required creativity
and innovation the revelations said what but not always how imple-
mentation therefore required new approaches at times as apostle
orson pratt explained it in 1877

to say that there will be a stated time in the history of this church
during its imperfections and weaknesses when the organization will be
perfect and that there will be no further extension or addition to the
organization would be a mistake organization is to go on step after
step from one degree to another just as the people increase and grow
in the knowledge of the principles and laws of the kingdom of god
and as their borders shall extend 4

brighamsBrighams failing health by 1877 made needed priesthood reorbeor
demingsderings urgent that april he confessed 1I feel many times that I1

could not live an hour longer knowing the twelve would succeed
him he became very anxious to put the church in excellent order
organizationally for them earlier in june 1875 he took a major step
in this direction by assigning proper seniority to members of the
twelve making john taylor quorum president instead of orson
hyde then in 1876 he took another step clarifying the inter-
relationship of stakes by announcing to the surprise of many lead-
ers that salt lake stake held no center stake authority over other
stakes that all stakes were equal and autonomous relative to each
other by 1877 he wanted the twelve freed from local assignments
half the quorum served as stake presidents to assume general lead-
ership again 5

ad5d3d michael quinn the mormon succession crisis of 1844 BYU studies 16 winter
1976187 233 also ronald K esplinsesplingEsp lins forthcoming phd dissertation BYU 1980 will demonstrate
strong continuity between joseph smiths and brigham youngs presidenciespresiden cies

orson pratt sermon 20 may 1877 in deseret news weekly 18 jujulfjulyy 1877
brigham young sermon 6 april 1877 journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints

book depot 1855 1886 18357 cited hereafter asjdasdasad reed C durham jr and steven H heath
succession inin the church salt lake city bookcraft inc 1970 ppap 73 77 minutes of bishops meetings
with the presiding bishopric 1849 1884 cited hereafter as bishops minutes 19 october 1876 MS
historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah here-
after cited as church archives salt lake stake to that point had jurisdiction over salt lake tooelethoele
davis morgan summit and wasatch counties or one third of utah church membership
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rapid church growth another causative factor created serious
administrative problems by 1877 A quarter of a century earlier presi-
dent young presided over but 12000 saints in the rockies 1852
yet now the region held 100000 due to immigration and the num-
ber of children bomborn into the church to find work and homes
people moved farther and farther away from the main cities 6 like an
adolescent boy going through a quick growth spurt the church had
literally grown out of its organizational britches more concentrated
and localized units were needed the organizations of the stakes of
zion on account of their rapid growth have become somewhat
loose elder taylor told utah stake that june many things have
been left apparently at loose ends observed elder pratt adding
the lord is about to right up the people and he has inspired him

who presides over us to organize us more fully another apostle
elder franklin D richards noted that some priesthood instructions
in the revelations had not been generally observed in some areas 7

what were some of these loose ends at the stake level some
presidents lacked counselors somsonsomee presidenciespresiden cies were not properly or-
dained and set apart and in six of the thirteen stakes apostles pre-
sided as stake presidents charles C rich bear lake brigham
young jr cache erastus snow st george orson hyde san
pete lorenzo snow box elder and franklin D richards we-
ber some stakes lacked high councils some had seventies serving
on the high council not all had properly functioning elders quo
rumsarums and the holding of quarterly conferences a standing revela-
tion which has not been generally observed had given way to oc-
casionalcasional conferences in some places the time had come the
president decided for a more substantial and mature organization in
the stakes of the church 8

another unorthodox practice although not without historical
precedent was having local presiding bishops early in 1877 no less

the 1852 census is found in report of bishops in utah territory 6 october 1852 MS church
archives 1877 data based on table two in text see william G hartley coming to zion saga of
the gathering the ensign 5 july 197514197514 18 see arrington great babarinbasinn kingdom see milton R
hunter brigham young the colonizer salt lake city deseret news press 1940 see richard sherlock
mormon migration and settlement after 1875 journal of mormon history 2 19755368197553 68 deseret

evening news 14 may 1877
utah stake historical record 2 june 1877 MS church archives orson pratt sermon 20 may

1877 in deseret news weekly 18 july 1877 franklin D richards sermon deseret news weekly 25 au-
gust 1877

mention of seventies serving on high councils is found in bear lake stake historical record 25

august 1877 MS church archives eraseserasmserastus snow sermon 13 october 1877 in JD 19130 davis
stake historical record 20 june 1877 MS church archives
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than fifteen presiding bishops served various areas in bear lake for
example bishop william budge presided over sixteen communities
handling tithing and exercising some ecclesiastical leadership over lo-
cal leaders but things did not move smoothly and pleasantly by a
long way john taylor admitted so the prophet announced in
1877 there was no such thing as a presiding bishop other than
the presiding bishop edward hunter 9

at the ward level there was widespread need to introduce the
more perfect system of the aaronic priesthood meaning properly
ordained bishoprickbishopricsbishoprics because many irregularities had developed in
weber stake the fifth largest stake in utah they did not have
bishops to watch over the people but had presidents some places
had acting bishops who needed either proper ordination or replace-
ment during the reorganizings one paysonitePaysonite noted that our bish-
op has never had the privilege of choosing councillors it is pre-
sumed he will now have that privilege some bishops had but one
counselor in a few cases seventies served as bishops counselors with-
out being ordained as high priests some bishops counselors had
moved away and had never been replaced the critical problem posed
by these irregularities was that without three high priests properly
ordained and set apart no bishopric legally could serve as a church
court As a result all kinds of little differences went to high coun-
cils for resolution normal difficulties which ought to be taken to
the bishops court there is a law regulating these things elder
taylor cautioned which we hope to comply with 10

critical for the health of a ward was the contact which teachers
and priests the home teachers of that generation had with the fam-
ilies these officers were responsible for monitoring conduct dealing
with iniquity and settling disputes between members while many
wards had strong aaronic priesthood units too many did not with-
out aaronic priesthood workers wards and stakes were incomplete
brighamsBrighams deathbed concern was that bishops see that the teachers be
diligent but staffing aaronic priesthood quorums was not easy

for a list of the fifteen presiding bishops see deseret evening news 3 july 1877 a life sketch of
william budge is found in journal history of the church 5 january 1877 MS church archives brig
hams statement is in parowancarowan stake historical record IS18 april 1877 MS church archives john
taylors is in bishops minutes 24 january 1878 see also pace the LDS presiding bishopric
1851 1888 ppap 58 66

orson pratt sermon 13 may 1877 in deseret news weekly 30 may 1877 salt lake stake general
aaronic priesthood minutes 1857 1877 6 march 1875 MS church archives isaiah moses coombs
diaries 5 june 1877 microfilm church archivesjdarchives JD5 1953

bishops minutes 6 september 1877 hartley ordained and acting teachers
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they preferred using men rather than boys then as eldereider richards
explained to bear lake stake

stated how the aaronic priesthood seemed to be oversteppedoverstepped by mem-
bers being advanced at once to the higher or melchizedek priesthood
and that there did not seem to be enough in the church who did not
possess this higher priesthood to fill up the quorums of the lesser
hence it became necessary to appoint elders and seventies to act as
priests teachers and deacons no stake organization would be
complete without them 12

another reason stakes lacked aaronic units was the hazy con-
cept erased only in 1876 that officers of salt lake stakes quorumsquorums
because they were sustained in general conference were like general
authorities to their priesthood counterparts in other stakes only by
april of 1877 were all stakes fully informed that each stake in order
to be completely organized must contain three aaronic quorumsquorums
each with a separate presidency 1513

another matter needing attention was the large number of
saints not officially enrolled in any ward saints migrating out from
settlements in search of work cut themselves off from ward participa-
tion brigham called them the scattering sheep of israel in these
mountains who acknowledge no particular fold he wanted all
members enrolled in a ward accounted for visited labored with and
their religious conduct monitored 14

why did the reorganization not come before 1877 one possible
answer is that population pressures did not reach the breaking point
the unmanageable point until 1877 another is that brighamsBrighams
health did not become precarious until then A third reason involves
the st george temple it is no coincidecoincidencecoincidencnce that the priesthood reor-
ganization began immediately after the first fully functioning temple
was completed at st george priesthood and temples are directly in-
terrelatedter leaders in that generation firmly believed that priesthood
on earth was but a small extension of heavenly priesthood a twig on
the great heavenly priesthood tree because temples are meeting
points between earth and heaven the opening of the st george

bearubearabear lake stake historical record 27 august 1877
13 bishops13bishops minutes 19 october 1876 bear lake stake historical record 26 august 1877 salt lake

stakes high council handled trials for other stakes until the 1877 changes reduced the case load greatly
according to anders W winberg aeldste A W winbergsdinbergsWinbergs autobiografl morgenstjernenmorgenstjemen 4

1885157 60
14 brigham young to willard young 23 may 1877 brigham young letterbookLetterbook 14 typescript

church archives cited hereafter as BY letterbookLetterbook
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temple made leaders more conscious of the need for earthly priest-
hood to mirror more fully the heavenly one elder taylor was one
who constantly preached that heavenly priesthood patterns ex-
plained in the revelations must be copied in the earthly church 15

one of josephs teachings in 1842 not forgotten by brigham
was that the church is not fully organized in its proper order and
cannot be until the temple is completed where places will be pro-
vided for the administration of the ordinances of the priesthood
perhaps the connection between temples and stakes went beyond the
dedication of two new temple sites during 1877 and the assignment
of all the stakes to the logan manti or salt lake temple districts to
move construction along in 1884 elder erastus snow said possibly
referring to 1877 seeing the different stakes of zion that were
being organized we perceived the idea possibly of as many tem-
ples 16

like the temple connection the reorganization of 1877 had a
connection with the united order movement As church president
brigham young constantly labored to increase temporal and spiritual
unity among the saints we have no evidence that by 1877 he had
changed this conviction voiced in 1862 1 I1 have had visions and rev-
elationselations instructing me how to organize this people so that they can
live like the family of heaven but I1 cannot do it while so much self-
ishness and wickedness reign in the elders of israel in 1874 1875
he supervised the implementation of more than 150 united orders
throughout the region their serious problems and short lives hurt
him deeply no doubt pointing out to his observant mind many lead-
ership and organizational weaknesses at ward and stake levels we
are starting in on some things said john taylor in november 1876
ettotetoto try to get us united on temporal affairs noting that recently

the spirit of god has been operating upon president young 17 pos-
sibly his statement means that plans to reorder the priesthood were
then being formulated

YD 782 86 1881 1955 56 81 124
16joseehjoseph16joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesusof refusjesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts 2ndand

ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news 1932 1951 460346054603jd4603dJD 2531
ydVD 9269 leonard J arrington feramorz Y fox and dean L may building the city of god

community &r cooperation among the cormonsmormons salt lake city deseret book 1976 more than half of
the presidents or bishops listed in building the city of god as being in charge of united orders in
1874 1875 became or continued as bishops in 1877 indicating no general repudiation of united order
leaders brigham young jr diary 7 april 1877 MS church archives andjdwdjdandja 18283
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during 1877 the prophet still advocated united orders when
initially instructing the twelve about their role in the upcoming re
organizingsorganizings he specifically told them to preach temporal and spiri-
tual unity in every stake he warned general conference attenders
that april that we have no business here other than to build up and
establish the zion of god it must be done according to the will and
law of god after that pattern and order by which enoch built up
and perfected the former day zion 18 elder pratt preached that the
reorganizings were part of a plan which the lord has revealed that
will entitle the latter day saints to greater blessings and privileges
through which that union will be brought about which we have
long desired in our hearts 19 october conference attenders six weeks
after brighamsBrighams death heard elder lorenzo snow emphatically state
there is no salvation for us only in the united order this prin-

ciple is not going to die out because pres young is gone we must
carry out that principle if we wish salvation 20 in fact during the
months before his death brigham explained the linkage he saw
among united orders temple building and the nearly completed
priesthood orderingsreorderingsre

in consequence of tradition and the weakness of our human nature we
could not bring our feelings to obey this holy requirement order of
enoch the spirit had prompted him to see if the brethren would do
anything by way of an approach to it and hence we had commenced to
build temples which was a very necessary work and which was center-
ing the feelings of the people for a still further union of effort he
said that after somethinghadsomething had been done towards temple building the
same spirit whispered to perfect the organization of the priesthood 21

but temporal and spiritual unity of a group requires individual
righteousness reduced to its root purpose the 1877 reorganization
was designed to increase righteousness among leaders and members
the church exists to perfect the saints so by improving church
structure the saints in turn ought to be better influenced to improve
themselves brigham expected the reorderings to produce a radical
change a reformation in the midst of this people if anyone asks
why the reorganizings he wrote to his son willard

we will answer to more completely carry out the purposes of jehovah
to give greater compactness to the labors of the priesthood to unite
the saints to care for the scattering sheep of israel in these mountains
who acknowledge no particular fold to be in a position to understand

18brigharnbrigham youngjryoung jr diary march april 1877 MS church Archivesarchivesjdarchives7dJD 18356
orson190rson pratt sermon 13 may 1877 in deseret news weekly 30 may 1877

isaiah2111saiah coombs diary 5 october 1877
saitsalt lake stake historical record book 11 august 1877 MS church archives
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the standing of everyone calling himself a latter day saint and to con-
solidate the interests feelings and lives of the members of the church
there are some of the reasons why we are now more fully than here-
tofore organizing the holy priesthood after the pattern given us of our
father in heaven 22

beyond internal causes for the 1877 reorderings there may have
been an external political one the 1870s boiled with mormon
gentile conflict skimpy evidence involving tooelethoele and beaver coun-
ties suggests politics did influence the 1877 effort to some degree
the gentile minority in tooelethoele controlled election machinery and by
invalidating mormon votes controlled elective offices president
young sent in a county outsider elder francis M lyman who as
the new stake president worked hard to win back mormon political
control there in beaver the general authorities feared a repeat of
the tooelethoele problem so they used the 1877 reorganizing conference
in beaver to terminate mormon political handholdinglandholdinghandholding with gentiles
if other counties faced similar problems perhaps president youngs
goal to create one effective stake per county was some kind of short
term or longtermlong term political defense effort assessment of political
motives behind the 1877 movement however is not possible until
we have detailed political studies of the twenty utah counties and
their communities 23

records do not tell us when president young first contemplated
the large scale reorganization but as early as 20 january 1877 he had
in mind at least a few changes that day he wrote to presiding elder
A K thurber in richfield responding to elder thurbersthurbergThurbers lament
that in all of sevier county there is no permanent organization in
the stake except the high council brigham replied that in all the
settlements in that county there would be ordained bishops as
soon as we can get to it meanwhile he said appoint local leaders
temporarily till we direct otherwise 2244

by the time of the st george temple dedication during april
conference the reorganization plan was ready and launched first on
30 march and again on 4 april the prophet explained the plan to the
twelve and instructed them to travel and organize stakes of zion
in all the vallies of the mountains to start the movement he per-
sonally presided over the reorganization of st george stake on 4 and

22jdJD 1943 brigham young to willard young 23 may 1877 BY letterbookLetterbook 14
21 21francisfrancis M lyman diary book 8 summer and fall 1877 photocopy church archives beaver

stake historical record 25 july 1877 MS church archives
2brighambrigham young to A K thurber 20 20januaryjanuary 1877 BY letterbookLetterbook 16
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5 april then on 7 april he surprised fillmoriteFillmorite francis M lyman
by privately telling him to get ready to move to and preside as
stake president over either davis or tooelethoele counties two areas not
then stakes thus without fanfare and without announcement that
all stakes would be reorganized the movement had quickly com-
menced see table 1I 25

the schedule for reorganizing the stakes was not worked out all
at once but developed as the spring and summer months wore on
during april three southern stakes were visited and reorganized by
general authorities but only when salt lake stake was reorganized
in mid may was public announcement made that all stakes would be
visited and put in order including cache and weber on the next
two weekends at logan on 20 may the twelve met and decided
on appointments for the next 2 months by the end of may a nine
conference schedule for june was announced and president young
projected that there will probably be some twenty one stakes
twenty were created in the valleys of israel by early june the

work was engaging the greater portion of the time and attention
of the twelve assisted as far as their duties will permit by the first
presidency by mid june conferences were scheduled for juab and
sanpete counties but furifurthergurtherher than this we have not decided on
leaving sevier morgan summit wasatch millard beaver parowancarowanParowan
box elder and bear lake conferences yet to be called 26

reorganizings moved too slowly so by the end of june two or
more teams of general authorities instead of one went out to do
the work we have thus to divide brigham said or we shall not
get through with the organization of the stakes in time to com-
mence the quarterly conferences in those that were first organized
in july three teams organized nine stakes then in august the last
two stakes had their turns no other stake was organized or reorgan-
ized until the next january when the distant lower colorado colo-
nies became the churchschurche first stake in arizona 27

president young despite health fluctuations conducted nine of
the twenty reorganizing conferences my own health is excellent
he wrote in late april the pain which I1 have so frequently suffered
in my stomach after speaking to large congregations has troubled

franklin D richards diary 30 march and 4 april 1877 microfilm church archives francis M
lyman diary book 8 7 april 1877

deseret evening news 14 may 1877 franklin D richards diary 20 may 1877 brigham young coto
Wwillardard young 23 may 1877 BY letterbookLetterbook 14 brigham young to joseph F smith 6 june 1877
BY letterbookLetterbook 14 brigham young to wilford woodruff 12 june 1877 BY letterbookLetterbook 14

brigham young to D W jones 28 june 1877 BY letterbookLetterbook 14
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me but very little of late but the workload took its toll and by 1

june he was too feeble to attend part of the provo conference two
weeks later he admitted that in my anxiety to see the house of god
set in order that I1 have some what overtaxed my strength his
namesake son said that brigham was pale worn and very
tired on 20 june during the summer months he seemed to be
anxious and restless until he had thoroughly organized the church
said george Q cannon his counselor and was so hurried was so
urged in his feelings concerning the organization of the people
pressing matters forward anxious to get the priesthood organized
and the stakes everywhere set in order on 6 august brigham felt
much joy and satisfaction in our labors and believed that much

good will result 28

overtaxed he rested in late june in cache valley but in early
july he made a hot and dusty circuit into juab and sanpete counties
after a six week break he reorganized box elder stake on 18 19 au-
gust A week later he learned that the twentieth and last stake bear
lake stake was reorganized during the following week he died
very pleased with the knowledge that the basic reorganization work
was complete and machinery set in motion to fully reorder wards
and quorums at the local levels

planning and conducting twenty decision loaded conferences re-
quired much physical and spiritual energy from the brethren once
dates were set local arrangements had to be made A letter telegram
or verbal instruction from the first presidency usually informed local
authorities to publicize the conference and notify local saints to be
there two weeks before the tooelethoele meetings for example local
leaders learned from the first presidency

we will hold meetings in tooelethoele city for the organization of a stake
of zion on saturday and sunday the 23d and 24th instdinst please notify
the various wards and settlements in the county of this fact we also
desire that a statement should be prepared for that meeting of the
number of seventies high priests elders and members of the lesser
priesthood in the county 29

two to ten general authorities attended a stakes conference
travel was relatively easy between the rail terminals at franklin
idalioidaho and 1yorklork a few miles south of payson beyond those railroad

28 brigham young to william C staines 11 may 1877 BY letterbookLetterbook 14 franklin D richards
diary 1 june 1877 brigham young to wilford woodruff 12 june 1877 BY letterbookLetterbook 14 brigham
young jr diary 20 june 1877 brigham young to W E pack 6 august 1877 BY letterbookLetter book 15

deseret news weekly 3 september 1877
29 brigham young to dear brother 9 june 1877 BY letterbookLetterbook 14
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lines however travel posed problems as president youngs itinerary
in sanpete county shows

after holding meetings in nephi we shall proceed to sanpete county
I1 shall take a carriage with me on the cars to york but I1 shall want
you to supply me with a good solid team as the carriage carries six
passengers to convey me from the terminus of the railroad to sanpete
and return if I1 should conclude to bring my own team I1 will let you
know in good season by telegraph 5031

john taylors party to reach bear lake stake left the train at
franklin and travelled in three carriages twenty two miles to mink
creek there they camped and were met by bishop budge on the
road the next day they were met in emigration canyon by apostle
charles C rich the bear lake stake president and others the par-
ty arrived at paris idaho at 300 pm the day before the conference
opened elder richards covering a wasatch mountain circuit took
trains to morgan city and to coalvilleCoalville but to reach heber city from
there he travelled by carriage the return trip lasted from 500 am
to 540 pm according to his diary that night his three weeks of
conferences and travels made him very womworn tired weary 31

A large accessible city in each stake hosted its conference taber-
nacles housed the meetings in salt lake parowancarowanPa rowan logan ogden
and st george stakes local meetinghousesmeeting houses served the purpose in
farmington panguitch tooelethoele heber and elsewhere at fillmore
they met in the statehouse either no meetinghouse was big enough
or else summer heat made meetinghousesmeeting houses unbearable so woweriesboweriesboweries
were used at brigham city 2500 capacity but many had to stand
outside coalvilleCoalville mantimanrimandimantl richfield built for the occasion morgan
city one hundred feet square built the day before and paris idaho

windy and somewhat unpleasant arriving authorities sometimes
received colorful greetings like the brass band a concourse of citi-
zens and a host of sunday school children which met brigham at
the brigham city depot 5232

the conferences had specific purposes first the extent of the
stake was defined by designating which wards old and new it in-
cluded apparently president young wanted one stake per county a
goal that was all but met twenty counties and twenty stakes iron
county having two and sparsely settled paiute county none see

31brigharnbrigham young to joel grover 14 june 1877 BY letterbookLetterbook 14

deseret3deseret evening neusnewsnees V29 august 1877 franklin D richards diary 10 16july16 july 1877
bear lake stake historical record 25 august 1877 deseret evening news 20 august 1877
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map most of tthehe new stakes had been operating more like indepen-
dent districts than like parts of old stakes anyway so their births
caused very little confusion

tooelethoele illustrates how a new stake was born until 1877 all set-
tlementstlements in the county were branches supervised by presiding bishop
john rowberry about like a district of the church today an april
1876 census shows 3000 saints there annual county church confer-
encesenceswerewere held in previous years when the area received statehoodstakehoodstakehood
in 1877 the six branches became wards ranging in size from 27 fam-
ilies and 124 individuals at vernon to 200 families and 1195 souls at
tooelethoele later new dependent branches were formed each with a pre-
siding priest in charge 33

population and geography determined where new stakes should
be see table 2 p 27.27 the seven new ones ranging in member-
ship size from davis with 4500 to morgan with 1500 were about
the same population as the seven smallest existing stakes and the
average size of wards was about the same inin the seven new stakes
353355553555333533 as in the comparison stakes 329 branches became wards
wherewhere possible otherwise they were attached to an existing ward as
dependent branches 34

another vital conference purpose was to select new stake and
ward officers or resustain those already in office president young
usually determined who would be stake president an exception oc-
curred in sevier county where a priesthood council made nomi-
nations from which the two visiting apostles made the final selec-
tion brigham personally appointed francis M lyman as tooelethoele
stake president he wanted john murdock if he agreed to quit co-
operating with gentiles retained as beaver stakes presiding officer
at cache stake he asked the outgoing stake president who was his
apostle son brigham jr and others of the twelve for nominations
for stake leaders they declined make your own appointments
brother brigham and we will vote for them so he chose moses
thatcher to be the new stake president at the juab conference pri-
or to the 200 pm sunday meeting general authorities present sus-
tained brighamsBrighams choice of george teasdale of salt lake city as the
new stake president 35

thoeletooele33tooele stake historical record and manuscript history MS church archives
asee3seesee table two ogden ward boundaries established by president young causdcarusd a great deal of

dissatisfaction and were readjusted in december 1878 weber stake manuscript history 8 december
1878 MS church archives

sevier stake manuscript history 14 june 1877 14 july 1877 MS church archives brigham
young general minutes collection 21 may 1877 typescript church archives brigham young jr
diary 1 july 1877
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what happened to presidenciespresidencies in the thirteen existing stakes
in the six stakes where apostles stepped down from being stake presi-
dents strong local leaders replaced them in the seven other stakes
four incumbents continued as presidents and three were released
joel grover huabjuabuuab became a local bishop thomas callister mil-
lard became a stake patriarch and albert K thurber sevier be-
came a first counselor in the stake presidency their places were
taken by strong local leaders except at juab where salt laker george
teasdale was selected

seven stakes were new in them three of the new presidents had
been serving the region as presiding bishops willard G smith
morgan abraham hatch wasatch and william W cluff
summit in three other new stakes prominent local men received

the call and in one new stake tooelethoele outsider francis M lyman
was installed

nearly every stake seventeen of twenty received new counselors
at the conconferencconferenceference high councils too were created continued or re-
organized in all stakes about half the stakes immediately called pres-
idents for the high priests and for an elders quorum other stakes
waited until after the conferences only two stakes sustained patri-
archs at first but within a year mosthadmosthafmost had at least one called only
about one fourth of the stakes sustained priests teachers and dea-
cons quorum presidents at the conferences

local priesthood councils participated in nominating other stake
and ward officers the council at sevier stake nominated four men
for stake president two dozen for high council and at least one for
each settlement for bishop including four for richfieldandrichfield and four for
monroe elders orson hyde and erastus snow and the sevier coun-
cil decided on officers all the way down to elders presidency and
priests presidents 36 in wasatch stake elders franklin D richards
and john taylor did not question that acting presiding bishop abra-
ham hatch was to be the new stake president they met with him
friday afternoon and poured over names of melchizedek priesthood
men receiving suggestions as to the fitness of men for various of-
fices then next afternoon in priesthood council they determined
most of the officers for the stake 37

in tooelethoele stake at a saturday evening priesthood council
apostle john taylor called upon any and all who wished to make
nominations of men who were honest sober truthful latter day

sevier stake manuscript history 14 june 1877
franklinfrankiinfrankiln D richards diary 13 and 14 july 1877
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saints so they may have plenty of good names to choose from for
high councillors bishops and their counsellorsCoun sellors and presidents of
quorumsQu orums the next morning the new stake president met with the
twelve when names were canvassed to fill the various offices of the
stake during a lunch break president lyman met again with the
twelve when the names of parties to fill the various offices were
further discussed and decided upon at the afternoon session elder
taylor presented the selections for sustaining votes 38

nominations and sustainingssustain ings went smoothly according to avail-
able records the spirit seems to fully approve of our labors and
selections wrote elder richards regarding the tooelethoele slate there
were several cases of dissent however when brigham proposed to
parowancarowan stake members that william dame be replaced by jesse N
smith as their stake president a number of the people objected
and the stake reorganization was postponed from april to july when
william dame and jesse N smith were sustained as co presidents
in salt lakes third ward the members voted down elder george
Q cannons proposal that their longtimelong time bishop be replaced As a
result president young appointed a priest that august to preside
and not until december was former bishop jacob weiler put back
into his office kanabcanab could not unite behind a nominee for bishop
until that december 39

sustained the new officers needed ordinations and settings apart
ceremonies which usually followed the last conference session only
general authorities could ordain stake presidents and bishops but
stake presidents handled all other ordinations and settings apart

beyond determining boundaries and officers the conferences had
other purposes one was to instruct sermon subjects ranged from
the need for temporal and spiritual unity to temple building chil-
drens educations and duties of priesthood officers specific local
problems also received comment

beaver stakes unique problems for example drew fire from
apostles erastus snow and wilford woodruff they called a special
priesthood meeting which excluded anyone not vouchedcouchedvou ched for by
those present they first dressed down two LDS county judges who
threatened utahs future by issuing questionable divorces to out of
state parties then they chastizedchastised the stake president for going heart
and hand with the gentiles thereby giving gentiles too much local

3 francis M lyman diary book 8 23 and 24 june 1877 franklin D richards diary 25 june 1877
31 31franklinfranklin D richards diary 25 june 1877 parowancarowan stake manuscript history IS18 april 1877 MS

church archives salt lake stake historical record book 1877 section on ward reorganizations canabkanab
stake historical record book A 8 and 9 december 1877 MS church archives
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political power brighamsBrighams instructions were that if president john
murdock were not repentant about this he was to be replaced he
repented and was resustained then members themselves were criti-
cized for selling and drinking liquor dispensed at the LDS coopco op
store warned elder snow 1I advise you sisters to get together in
the capacity of a relief society and gut the store of every drop of
liquor in it and spill the liquor on the ground finally the apostles
cancelled out county central committee nominations for the up-
coming election and substituted another man as their handpickedhand picked
nominee for the legislature immediately following the conference
twentyfivetwenty five of the newly sustained officers were rebaptized including
the stake presidency 40

on 11 july after fourteen of twenty stakes were reorganized the
first presidency issued a lengthy historic epistle to the church 41 it
explained the purposes of the reorderings expounded on priesthood
principles to be followed when wards and quorums were organized
and listed a wide range of instructions regarding church government
and duties of officers and members it served then much like bishops
and stake presidents handbooks serve today and was carefully and of-
ten referred to by local leaders it represents the constitution of the
1877 movement the guidebook the codification of priesthood prin-
ciples necessary to operating stakes wards and quorumsqu orums it was the
most comprehensive policy statement about priesthood practices
since the doctrine and covenants was first published in summary
form the epistles most important statements include

stake presidenciespresiden cies are responsible for all church matters
in their stakes

bishopricsbishoprickBishoprics to be properly organized must have three
high priests

there will be no more local presiding bishops
all members are to be enrolled in a ward or branch vis-

ited regularly and brought to repentance when necessary if
these conditions are not met leaders share in their sins

A priest teacher or acting priest presides over branches
branches and wards should maintain sunday schools and

sabbath meetings
high priests are a stake quorum with unlimited numbers

and are not to meet on a ward basis

beaver stake historical record 25 27 july 1877
circular of the first presidency july 11 1877 in clarkdarkcark messages of the first presidency 2283
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seventies meet only for missionary purposes otherwise
theyshouldthey should meet with high priests or elders quorumsquorums

no more high priests or seventies will be ordained with-
out first presidency approval

quorums must have scriptural minimums in order to or-
ganize no less than ninety six elders forty eight priests
twenty four teachers and twelve deacons wards should
combine if necessary to create quorums with those minimum
enrollments

melchizedek priesthood men can serve in lesser priest-
hood jobs when needed

stakes will hold quarterly conferences which general aut-
horitiesthori ties will visit

stakes and wards will compile quarterly reports and sub-
mit them to the first presidency

careful transcripts of all bishops courts must be kept
members when moving must obtain letters of recom-

mendationmendation from previous wards
youths should be given some priesthood office expe-

rienced teachers should take along young men during their
home visits to train them in priesthood work

bishoprickbishopricsBish oprics should administer sacrament weekly to sun-
day school children

parents should instruct their children and send them to
sunday schools

tithing should be paid promptly to aid temple construc-
tion

every settlement should have YMMIAs and YLMIAs
home industry is to be encouraged and developed grain

must be stored
stake presidenciespresiden cies should travel through wards frequent-

ly and call men as home missionaries to help them preach in
the wards

local leaders read this epistle publicly and discussed it with local
priesthood groups in august brigham added two instructions rais-
ing donations to support temple laborers became the bishops re-
sponsibility rather than the quorumsquorums also stakes were to hold
monthly priesthood meetings on the first saturday of each month
these like the epistles instructions were quickly complied with
three more additions to the reform plan came right after brighamsBrighams
death bishops were instructed to hold weekly ward meetings with
their aaronic priesthood quorumsquorums dates were published for stake
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conferences for the next six months and deseret news press pub-
lished forms for ward and stake reports 42

the twenty stake reorganizing conferences were but the first
phase of the 1877 reorganization movement the second phase was
the post conference part which reordered priesthood work at the
ward and quorum levels if president young dominated the first
phase the stake presidenciespresidencies and ward bishops dominated the second
it involved installing bishops counselors not already installed calling
and setting apart quorum presidents for elders priests teachers and
deacons units and calling males to fill up the new quorumsquorums stake
presidents made two or three circuits through the wards in order to
complete this phase of the reorganization sometimes assisted by resi-
dent general authorities

salt lake stake with a quarter of all mormonscormons in utah clearly
illustrates how the second phase was implemented43implemented45implemented4543 conferences
were held in virtually all nineteen city wards and six county wards
ten new wards were created and staffed of thirty five total wards
fifteen received new bishops and five acting bishops and twelve act-
ing counselors were ordained andor set apart of seventy total
counselors for the thirty five wards forty seven were newly called of
105 total bishopric personnel in the stakes 62 or 59 percent were
newly ordained because of the reorganization these changes came
during the stake presidencyspresidencys first circuit in june and july

A second circuit did not begin until november during the lull
two major developments occurred first in august when the proph-
et asked stakes to hold monthly priesthood meetings he specifically
instructed salt lake stake to erect a new priesthood hall to house
those monthly gatherings As a result the old tabernacle was razed
and laborers commenced the stately assembly hall which brigham
helped design second at october stake conference the stake presi-
dency called thirty five men as home missionaries to serve as preach-
ers in the wards finally the stakes 3 november priesthood meeting
initiated the stake presidencyspresidencys second circuit of the wards it was
time to create quorumsquorums

42 bishops minutes 23 august 1877 epistle of the twelve apostles and counselors to the
church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints in all the world september 1877 in clark messages odtheoftheof the
first presidency 2301 302

saitsalt lake stake historical record book august through december 1877 bishops minutes 9
august 1877 deseret evening nemsnews 28 december 1877 salt lake stake general aaronic priesthood
minutes 6 may 1876 bishops minutes 31 august 1877 salt lake stake manuscript history 21 no-
vember 1877
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the stake needed new elders quorumsquorums until 1876 one quorum
served the two dozen wards its presidency being sustained in confer-
ences when brigham asked in 1876 for quorums to support laborers
for the salt lake temple quorum president edward W davis set up
branch elders units in some of the county population pockets this
loose collection of elders groups belonging to the one stake quo-
rum changed radically during the second phase for the stakes
thirty five wards fifteen elders quorums were formed quorums
needed ninety six members minimum an impossibility for most
wards so multi ward quorums were formed the first ward for ex-
ample with twenty nine elders and the tenth ward with seventy
nine combined to become the second elders quorum joined short-
ly by elders from sugarhouse ward only four quorums were one
ward quorumsquorums for the rest it took from two to five wards to supply
enough elders to create a quorum by december the deseret nemsnews
published the new quorum numberingsnumberings and a list of the fifteen new
presidenciespresidencies

the stake likewise needed more aaronic priesthood quorumsquorums
prior to 1877 there had been a stake deacons a teachers and a priests
quorum whose presidenciespresiden cies were sustained at each general confer-
ence wards often had deacons quorums but none for the teachers
and priests they did have groups of ward teachers but these were
not considered aaronic priesthood teachers quorumsquorums the ideal con-
tinued to be to call mature men into these quorumsqu orums but in practice
such men received the melchizedek priesthood and the aaronic quo
rumsarums were plagued with vacancies the only solution was to call
boys into the work a solution implemented by the 1877 reorganiza-
tion

A september survey showed only 170 aaronic priesthood bearers
in the salt lake stake conscious of quorum minimums stake lead-
ersdrs in early november doubted the stake had enough ordained teach-
ers to form even two quorums and knew there were only enough
priests in the whole city to organize one quorum by 31 december
dozens of new teachers were ordained and three quorums formed
one for nine wards with nineteen teachers one with nineteen teach-
ers from eight wards and a third with twenty two teachers from four
wards thirty seven priests were ordained so the stake could have one
priests quorum by contrast deacons units were easy to fill most
wards could come up with twelve deacons during november and
december 354 new deacons were ordained in the stake so that all
but two of the thirty five wards had a quorum and four wards had
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more than one mill creek ward alone set up five by the years end
the stake had forty one deacons quorumsquorums

other stakes implemented the second phase similarly between
september and february box elder stakes aaronic priesthood num-
bers nearly doubled from 182 to 352 bear lake stakes deacons in-
creased in a few months from thirty seven to eighty nine it took
morgan stake until february to create one priests quorum juab
needed until january to start its one elders and two deacons quo
rumsarums beaver second ward ordained a number of young men as
priests and deacons that fall sevier stake created two new elders
quorums by its first quarterly conference A cache stake report in
december showed one priests quorum had been created mostly
boys one ward said it filled a deacons quorum with small boys
one bishop reported his ward had fourteen priests mostly young
boys a full deacons quorum only one ordained teacher and a quo-
rum of acting teachers older brethren and another ward had or-
dained a number of young men as teachers to labor with expe-
rienced acting teachers three circuits by the weber stake
presidency saw them organize or reorganize six elders six priests
twelve teachers and eleven deacons quorums by october by the
years end most stakes had completed their stake ward and quorum
organizations and leaders expressed great satisfaction at the changes
and improvements made 44

threats to prune the ungodly from the church were not ful-
filled at least we find no evidence that excommunications escalated
in the wake of the reorganizings this disappointed some like isaiah
coombs of payson who expected a reformation paysonitesPayson ites in au-
gust he wrote talked much about the proposed cleansing of the
church by cutting off all dead branches which it is hoped will soon
be inaugurated brigham sounding severe in public on the matter
on his deathbed privately told elder cannon that offending mem-
bers should be carefully looked after and attended to but not dealt
rashly with erastus snows instructions to bishops were similar
they should manifest that fatherly love tenderness and anxiety that
parents feel for their offspring a policy which seems to have been
followed 45

box elder stake historical record august to december 1877 MS church archives bear lake
stake historical record august to december 1877 morgan stake historical record 17 february 1878
MS church archives juab stake manuscript history 19 and 20 january 1878 MS church archives
beaver stake historical record 27 october 1877 deseret evening news 7 december 1877 cache stake
historical record 20 december 1877 MS church archives deseret news weekly 24 october 1877

411saiahisaiah coombs diary 13 15 august 1877 1 bishops minutes 6 september l877jd1877jd1877 JD 1913119131
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but members were forced to repledge their allegiance or declare
their disloyalty when offered the chance to be rebaptized many
saints had been rebaptized in 1874 1875 during the united order
movements but many had not so both types were given a second
chance to be rebaptized in 1877 and hundreds of saints were rebaprebab
tizedsized elder richards installing a new bishopric in davis stake had
them rebaptized reconfirmed and ordained and set apart south
bountiful ward reported on 8 september thathatt 117 of its 400 mem-
bers had been rebaptizedbaptizedrebaptizerre on 5 july bishop frederick kesler super-
vised his wards rebaptism and then assisted in confirming fifty nine
persons at fast meeting part of wasatch stakes reorganizing confer-
ence included a sunday morning rebaptismal service at Fillfillmoreonfillmoremoreonon
21 july two apostles counselledcounsellercoun selled saints there to renew their cov-
enants by baptism and twenty two responded at the beaver stake
reorganization twentyfivetwenty five were rebaptized including the new stake
presidency then ward rebaptisms followed totallingtallinghotallingto over 400 by no-
vember parowancarowan members were asked 12 august to go and renew
their covenants if they had not done so already when tooelethoele stake
organized quincy branch twenty one were rebaptized there no-
vember third reports in sevier stake listed forty eight rebaptisms for
four wards woodruff ward reported 80 percent of its 336 souls
were rebaptized summit stake in november questioned what course
to take regarding some that had not renewed their covenants but
no answer is noted the 116 rebaptisms at nephi that fall made one
st georgean think that a silent reformation was under way the
main reason for rebaptisms counselledcounsellercounselled elder erastus snow was to
draw the saints more closely together and to separate the wheat from
the chaff 114646

As instructed by the july letter stake presidents began visiting
all their wards on a regular basis during the first stake quarterly
conference most stakes also called home missionaries to visit and
speak regularly in ward sacrament meetings to cite a few examples
tooelethoele and millard stakes called twenty morgan sixteen cache
twenty two and utah twenty four some stakes like weber used
high councilmen as home missionaries others called seventies A

46arrington fox and may building the city of god ppap 154 171 215 269 franklin D richards
diary 24 july 1877 davis stake historical record 8 september 1877 journal of frederick kesler
book 4 5 july 1877 MS special collections marriott library university of utah salt lake city
franklin D richards diary 11 and 15 july 1877 millard stake historical record 21 july 1877 MS
church archives beaver stake historical record 26 july and 29 september 1877 parowancarowan stake hist-
orical record 12 august 1877 francis M lyman diary 23 october 1877 sevier stake historical
report 3 november 1877 summit stake historical record 11 november 1877 MS church archives
stsr george manuscript history 14 october 1877 MS church archives beaver stake historical rec-
ord 26july26 july 1877
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few home missionaries received specific assignments to work with
language groups such as the germans swiss or indians by decem-
ber two thirds of the stakes had their missionaries called and oper-
ating 47

quarterly conferences began in all stakes replacing the annual
semiannualsemi annual and random conferences of the past with rare excep-
tions every quarterly conference starting that fall was visited by
members of the twelve or first presidency at each stakes first quar-
terly conference the officers called in previous weeks to complete the
organizations were sustained and set apart at these quarterly confer-
ences wards turned in reports so that the stake could compile quar-
terly reports to give to the visiting authorities in table 2 is com-
piled a church census for the stakes based on the fall and winter
quarterly conference reports which shows the approximate size and
officer range of stakes in late 1877

by the second quarterly conference if not the first nearly every
stake reported it was fully organized at the stake ward and quorum
levels the reorganization of 1877 was completed and stakes there-
after settled down to operating with their new machinery to letting
their new officers and units serve to doing the everyday work of ec-
clesiastical leadership and followership

like a train going through a tunnel the church entered passed
through and exited from the 1877 reorganization what difference
did it make what changes did it produce was the church any bet-
ter because of the passage brighamsBrighams counselor george Q cannon
delivered an october assessment which painted brighamsBrighams reorgani-
zation work in heroic proportions

he set the priesthood in order as it has never before been since the first
organization of the church upon the earth he defined the duties of
the apostles he defined the duties of the seventies he defined the
duties of the high priests the duties of the elders and those of the
lesser priesthood with plainness and distinction and power the power
of god in a way that it is left on record in such unmistakable lan-
guage that no one need err who has the spirit of god resting down
upon him 4841

using elder cannons statement as the frame for judging presi-
dent youngs last achievement we now examine each priesthood of-
fice in terms of how the 1877 reorganization affected it

A glen humphreys missionaries to the saints BYU studies 17 autumn 197674100197674 100 hist-
orical records and manuscript histories for the various stakes

48deseret news weekly 3 september 1877
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the twelve six of the twelve were released as stake presidents
because brigham felt they now must work in a wider and more ex-
tended sphere in a larger field than a stake of zion he gave
them an increase of responsibility and jurisdiction for which they
would be held to a stricter accountability than before 49

he expected the movement to give the twelve a spiritual shot
in the arm in starting the movement he said the twelve must
take a different course that is some of them or they would lose the
crown and others would take what they might have had table 1

shows much involvement by the twelve in the stake reorganizing
conferences they conducted meetings interviewed ordained and set
apart preached met members and gave private counsel these were
tasks which built them up spiritually if elder franklin D richardssRichardrichardsss
diary is representative he recorded there as mentioned how he felt
the spirit confirmed the choices of tooelethoele stakes officers then in
late july he recorded how john taylor and he spent time in search-
ing revelations and sayings of joseph smith in church history on the
subject of priesthood for part of another day he read diligently in
revelations and history of joseph smith after his brigham city ser-
mon on priesthood duties he recorded his spiritual feelings 1 I
thank thee 0 lord for the measure of thy spirit to aid me in my
labors in the ministry and for increasing my knowledge in the gos-
pel of the holy priesthood 50

A new and major assignment given the twelve was to visit quar-
terly stake conferences something they started doing that fall elder
taylor aware that the twelves duties now more than ever made it
impossible for them to pay any attention to their own private af-
fairs won approval in october conference for the twelve to receive
for the first time a reasonable recompense for their services from
church funds 51

the seventies unlike the twelve the first council of the seventy
gained no new responsibilities rather they and their six dozen quo
rumsarums generally lost importance seventies needed reorganizing to put
their quorums on a strict geographic basis rather than struggling to
retain the no matter where you live you belong to your original
quorum situation that change came six years later initiated by a

ibid and epistle of the twelve apostles september 1877 in clarkdarkoark messages of the first presi-

dency 2300
Brigbrighamharn young jr diary I11 april 1877 an entry for that same date in charles walker diary

microfilm church archives says the twelve would lose their crown and others be appointed if they
did not embrace the united order franklin D richards diary 25 june 28 july 2 and 19 august
1877

VDJD 19122
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revelation to john taylor but as james N baumgarten noted it
seems strange that more definite steps for organization were not
taken during the brigham young era perhapss strong positions
taken by brigham and by joseph young regarding the authority and
status of seventies required both of their deaths before change could
come we need to know much more about the relationship between
these young brothers but 1877 clearly added to or created situations
which made the 1883 changes necessary 52

the reorganization set the seventies back in a number of ways
first if joseph young said in 1876 that seventies could ordain high
priests and bishops 1877 realities shattered that theory the first
council played no meaningful role in the movement and all seven-
ties called to presiding positions in wards and stakes were first or-
dained as high priests and then set apart to particular positions their
seventies authority was not sufficient

second like a reaping machine in a grainfield the movement
took seventies by the hundreds joseph young said almost a thou-
sand total and made them high priests to preside in wards and
stakes seventies quorums were emptied said brigham to joseph at
logan your quorums are depleted but no matter when the lord
has new positions take them and you will be destined to enjoy all
the blessings it will make no difference whether we are deacons or
elders if we are doing our duty 53

third the depleted ranks were not soon filled ending the seven-
ties practice of freely recruiting new members brigham ordered that
no more seventies would be ordained without first presidency per-
mission a position taken specifically to reduce the number of new
seventies even men called on missions that october were not or-
dained as seventies as had been customary 54

fourth seventies were told not to meet as quorums unless they
had specific missionary business to conduct otherwise they should
meet with elders or high priests

fifth seventies vigorously responded in 1876 to the call to pro-
vide men and to pay them to work on the temples feeling that as-
signmentsignment gave their quorums needed meaning in zion but 1877 in-
structions took away the fundraisingfund raising task and gave it to the bishops

aa2aA revelation given through presidentjohnPresidenpresident johntJohn taylor april 14 1883 in clarkdark messages of the first
presidency 2354 this revelation ratified instructions regarding seventies reorganizations given the day
before ibid ppap 352 54 and baumgarten role and function of seventies p 43

55quoted55quoted by joseph young first council of the seventy minutes 21 november 1877 MS church
archives

first council of the seventy minutes 31 august 1877
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slight solace came from the fact that despite losing men and
purpose seventies in a few cases were called upon by stake presidents
to serve as home missionaries

stakes and stake presidents in early utah salt lake stake played a
vital role much like its predecessors in kirtland missouri and
nauvoo salt lake stake because of its size one fourth of the
church members in 1877 and the heavy concentration of general
authorities living there served as the main stake like a center stake
of zion but as more and more stakes were born the general role of
stakes in church government needed to be clearly identified the
most important product of 1877 was making stakes meaningful gov-
erning units between the wards and the general authorities this
was done by creating new stakes calling new officers in almost every
stake and giving them more responsibility statistically 1877 did
this

old stakes reorganized 13
new stakes created 7
new stake presidents 16
new stake counselors 18 sets
new presidency members 53 out of 60

presidents were made responsible for every person and every pro-
gram except seventies work within their stake boundaries diarist
jens weibye noted new duties given stake presidents in 1877 that
impressed him to preside wherever they go in sanpete stake also
in high counsilscouncilscounsils relief society quorum meeting sabbath school
etc one of the presidency of the stake should be present in every
high council meeting when there is any businesbubinesBusines 55 ended in 1877
was a practice at times common to have a high council president
who was not the stake president stake presidents participating in the
second phase of the reorganizings benefited from having to preach
instruct meet members and seek spiritual guidance one counselor
after visiting many wards was satisfied that the lord approved of it
for while engaged in that labor he realized thepowerthe power and spirit of
god to a remarkable degree 5156115656 such experiences now could happen
to these men regularly because of their new assignments to develop
quarterly conferences to conduct monthly priesthood meetings to
visit and speak regularly in the wards and to keep all their wards
properly organized and staffed

jens C A weibye diary 9 july 1877 MS church archives
56joseph E taylor of salt lake stake presidency bishops minutes 29 november 1877
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most stakes created new high councils bringing more than a
hundred new men into those positions stakes also established many
new melchizedek priesthood quorumsquorums they sent home missionaries
to wards to speak in and hopefully improve sacrament meetings
they eliminated the office of local presiding bishops new bishops
agents served instead the 1877 movement also introduced the
churchschurche first uniform system for keeping records involving
among other things a ward long book for members records and a
new stake quarterly report book these were the first formal in-
strumentsst used by the church to measure enrollment and ordinance
data and they continued in use until 1900 the 1877 program
called for reliable monthly and quarterly reports and statistics from
the wards it also started quorum records books and other historical
records researchers using the church archives today know that for
many church units regular records date from 1877 even for many
units organized well before then 57

salt lake stakes reorganizing included building the assembly
hall for stake priesthood meetings other stakes evidently under-
took similar building projects too during the next seven years tab-
ernaclesernacles were begun in each city which in 1877 hosted a stake reor-
ganizingganizing conference in a bowery morgan coalvilleCoalville mantimandmantl
richfield and paris brigham city began its tabernacle probably be-
fore the reorganizings and in cedar city provo moroni panguitch
wellsville and smithfield ss58

highpiestshigh priests seventies reaped by the 1877 movement were bun-
dled into the high priests quorum vastly expanding the high priests
population but like the seventies high priests had to swallow a hu-
mility pill if 1877 was their report card they failed their units the-
oreticallyoretically schools for preparing future leaders produced very few of
the leaders called in 1877 a fact which bothered elder taylor who
noted

how little prepared the high priests were to take upon themselves the
duties of their office in presiding over stakes wards etc we have
had to take hundreds from the quorums of seventies and elders if
the high priests had understood and performed their duties we should

dennis H smith formal reporting systems of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1830 1925 MA thesis BYU 1976 ppap 38 40 120 21 ward splits did derange ward records in
salt lake stake stake historical record book 11 august 1877

umontumostmost of these buildings followed the lead of the assembly hall by adapting elements of the
gothic revival and other victorian styles in their architecture in contrast to the earlier tabernacles
which were more in the tradition of the earlier georgian federal and greek revival styles paul L

anderson mormon tabernacle architecture from meetinMettinmeetinghouseghouse to cathedral unpublished lecture
utah heritage foundation lecture series assembly hall 12 april 1979
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not have been in the position we were and compelled to go outside
these quorums to find men suitable for presiding 59

high priests were reminded that theirs was a stake quorum so no
ward level meeting should be held they would continue to have
their own president someone other than the stake president they
could not freely recruit new members as they had in the past

elders elders units previous to 1877 lacked organization and
purpose that year they at least multiplied dramatically and were
properly organized and officered no new duties were identified oth-
er than holding regular meetings and answering all calls made by
their ward bishop

bishops and wards like a train exiting a tunnel with more cars
than it entered with the church in 1877 added three new wards for
each two it already had and added four new bishops for each one
that continued in office

old wards 101
new wards 140
old bishops retained 56
new bishops called 100
acting bishops or presiding elders

called as new bishops 85
total newly ordained or set apart 185 out of 241

3 out of 4

although incomplete records show that well over half of the 482
counselors were newly ordained or set apart those new leaders had
to learn to function with their ward members and the members
with them new wards were either former branches or parts split off
from existing wards branches that became wards had the advantage
in most cases of their branch president becoming their bishop and of
keeping their same meeting place and meeting schedule with the ad-
dition of quorum and perhaps auxiliary meetings wards taken from
other wards had the harder adjustment new leaders new meeting
location and new organizations to staff often they had to construct
new meetinghousesmeetinghouses

bishops old or new assumed new duties they were expected to
strictly account for their ward members keep aaronic units in their
ward or their section of the stake staffed attend weekly aaronic
priesthood meetings attend monthly priesthood meetings operate
an effective ward teaching program conduct the sacrament in sun-

dJD 191404119140 41
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day schoolschool turn in monthly and quarterly reports keep accurate trial
records take over from the priesthood quorums the task of support-
ing temple laborers and hold proper sabbath meetings virtually all
new bishopricsbishoprickbish oprics were properly ordained as high priests and set apart
to their callings thus qualifying as proper church tribunals

priests teachers and deacons the 1877 changes revolutionized
aaronic priesthood work by stipulating that all youth receive some
priesthood instead of just a few youth having that privilege youth
were the solution to the longstandinglong standing dilemma of how to keep less-
er priesthood quorums staffed when capable men were recruited
away from them to the higher quorumsquorums the new policy was for ex-
periencedperienced teachers to take youths with them while ward teaching
the second phase created scores of new aaronic priesthood units
most filled with boys some boys became deacons at age eleven we-
ber stake ordained all the boys above fourteen years not already or-
dained reactions to this new youth priesthood were strongly favor-
able an october report from ogden noted the great good that had
already resulted from organizing the lesser priesthood the young
men responding to the call they received in such a manner as en
kindled new lifelffilfeifflife and spirit in the hearts of their parents and older
members of the church generally A cache bishop said that a
source of strength had been opened up through the organization of
the aaronic priesthood the young men acquitting themselves credit-
ably the salt lake stake presidency felt especially blessed in or-
daining the young to positions in the priesthood 116060

the duties of priests and teachers to ward teach and deacons to
care for meetinghousesmeetinghouses were not new but with more and better su-
pervisedpervised quorumsquorums the work was accomplished more effectively and
it was done by youths giving them some priesthood training before
adulthood so that presumably they would make better melchizedek
priesthood bearers

members the movement did cause a reformation among many
saints published epistles and sermons better stake and ward organi-
zationszations closer apostolic supervision more visiting by acting and or-
dained aaronic priesthood bearers and clearer instructions and ex-
pectations helped members toe the line a little better probably more
than a thousand members received new ward and stake positions
through which to grow and serve wards lacking sunday schools

61 weber61weber stake hooper and west wards elders quorum minutes 1875 1886 23 september 1877
MS church archives deseret news weekly 24 october 1877 cache stake manuscript history 3 and 4
november 1877 salt lake stake manuscript history 29 november 1877
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mutualsMutuals and relief societies organized them to aid and bless their
members many men had priesthood meetings to attend now that
they did not have before members not previously part of any ward
or branch were now enrolled and at least noticed by some author-
ities sunday school children started to receive the sacrament weekly
despite strong talk of lopping off the dead branches records show
no notable increase in church trials or excommunicationscommunicationsex the reor-
ganization movement has had the influence of waking some up
that were way off the line of their duty noted a bishops counselor
in a tiny ward who then added nearly all the branch has been
rebaptized Rebaptisms gave members opportunities to repent and
reorder their living patterns 61

the 1877 reordering was the single most important priesthood
analysis and redirecting since the priesthood restorations of forty
eight years earlier church history records but few major retoolingsretoolings
of priesthood operations those identified include the calling of the
first ward bishops in nauvoo in 1839 the multiplying of seventies
units in 1844 the structuring of wards and quorum work in salt
lake city in 1849 the systematizing of quorum work in 1908 the
correlation effort of 1928 and modern correlation programs com-
menced in 1961 only the last one compares with the com-
prehensiveness and magnitude of the 1877 changes 62

the reorganization of 1877 was a final testament by brigham
young who sought all his life to follow accurately joseph smiths
teachings as to how priesthood ought to function in the church
the church is more perfectly organized than ever before perhaps

with the exception of the general assembly at kirtland but in some
things now we are more stable and complete than we were even
then observed john taylor that september the semi gothic as-
sembly hall built 1877 1880 still stands on temple square as an
impressive granite and wood memorial of president youngs 1877
priesthood reorganization his last major achievement as a prophet
on earth 63

6utahutahbutah stake historical record 3 june 1877 journal of benjamin H tolman jr film of MS
december 1877 church archives in a number of wards and stakes only the rebaptized were called to
positions in beaver teachers should not be taken from among those who have not been rebaptized
beaver stake historical record 27 october 1877

12 12baumgartenbaumgarten role and function of seventies ppap 31 33 beecher office of bishop p 14

bishops minutes 25 march 1849 hartley the priesthood reform movement 1908 1922 ppap
137 56 richard 0 cowan and wilson K andersen the living church the unfolding odtheoftheof the programs
and organization of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints during the twentieth century provo
BYU publications 1974 ppap 214 541 66 richard 0 cowan the priesthood auxiliary movement
192819381928 1938 BYU studies 19 fall 1978106 20

JD6jd 19146 epistle of the twelve apostles september 1877 in clarkdarkoark messages odtheoftheof fhethe first presi-
dency 2298
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years passing

christie lund coles

down tumble days
into weeks and months
into years that pass
almost imperceptibly
except morforhor the greying hair
the greater tiredness
and the longiong loss
of those
who have gone bemorebefore

christie lund coles of provo utah has received awards from the national poetry society utah state
poetry society and the league of utah writers
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nostalgia
ann best

mushrooms on the lawn
umbrella headed cool
and moist tempting to touch

mushroom likeilke nostalgia
rooted waiting morfor something
to nudge them awake darkness

and rain intoxicating
the soilsollsoli a betraying facehace

sudden and unexpected

crush one mushroom another
blooms in a corner brazenly
drunk as memories are

ann best a teaching assistant in the english department brigham young university is working to-
ward a degree in english
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persons for all seasons
women in mormon history

leonard J arringtonarlington

it is an honor to be iinvited to be here and it is a special pleasure
to know that you find as I1 do the study of womens history to be a
fascinating and illuminating introduction to civilization in general
and to utah and mormon history in particular and let me also ex-
press personal thanks to a number of very bright and energetic wom-
en historians who have helped the church history division mau-
reen ursenbach beecher jill mulvay derr carol cornwall madsen
becky cornwall moana bennett susan oman claudia bushman
grethe peterson and others im sure who could be named I1 am
grateful to all of them I1 also wish to acknowledge the opportunity
of looking through a nearly completed volume on the writings of
women significant to mormon history edited by audrey and ken
godfrey and jill derr which is scheduled for publication later this
year by deseret book company some of the accounts ive used in
this paper are drawn from that interesting and delightful collection

two or three years ago when davis bitton and I1 were finishing
our book of mormon history the mormon experience a book pub-
lished by alfred knopf we were told that our chapter on latter day
saint women lacked focus we went to maurmaureeneen and jill and carol
and asked them to help us out they suggested that throughout
mormon history women members have perceived themselves as hav-
ing a triple identity they are daughters individual children of god
responsible for making choices and actualizing potential they are
also mothers partners in the bearing and rearing of the spirit children
of god and third they are sisters essential contributors to the
kingdom of god upon earth while at any moment all three identi-
ties have been acknowledged and recognized both privately and offi-
cially there were periods when one or the other was given particular

leonard J arringtonarlington director of the history division of the LDS church historical department de-
livered this address 21 march 1979 at womens history conference brigham young university spon-
sored by womens history archives and utah womens history association the responses of the
commentators elizabeth shaw and helen candland stark are scheduled to be printed in a forthcoming
issue of ofdialogvedialogue
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emphasis because of the condition of the church and saints and be-
cause of different interests and inspiration of those who directed the
affairs of the kingdom but all three identities have coexisted from
the beginning to the present day and represent the triple identity of
mormon women

for this paper I1 have divided mormon history into seven periods
and have attempted to suggest the principal theme of each period
and the major role models of women during that period I1 attacked
this assignment with gusto and ended up with a paper of forty
pages far too much to present so ill use primarily the first half of
the paper the first three periods of mormon history perhaps if this
has any merit I1 shall have an opportunity sometime in the future of
presenting the other half

1830 1845

the early years 1830 to 1845 were years when mormon leaders
were very young in the early 1830s joseph smith was still in his
twenties others still in their twenties included oliver cowdery
john taylor wilford woodruff orson hyde parley P pratt orson
pratt and indeed most other leaders of the church considering the
ages of these persons it is perhaps natural that they should have giv-
en greatest emphasis to the role of women as mothers great rever-
ence was shown both formally and informally to lucy mack smith
mother of the prophet and elizabeth whitmer mother of the
whitmer brothers who were among the earliest leaders of the
church these were the primary role models for women but others
included women of the bible sarah the wife of abraham and
mother of isaac ruth the wife of boaz and grandmother of david
and mary the wife of joseph and mother of jesus there was no
clear portrayal of a mother in the book of mormon that might be
used as a role model but there were inevitable references to the
mothers of the two thousand young lamanitesLamanites who followed hela-
man in alma 5646 and 5721 who taught their sons to have faith
in the lord

we should emphasize that joseph smith thought highly of
women he respected their interests and status and thought they
should participate actively in church meetings and ordinances one
of the reasons for this no doubt was his respect for his own mother
and her important role in the smith family and for his wife emma a
woman of spirit who from all the evidence was a full partner with
the prophet in their marriage a business partner a trustworthy
spokeswoman a person he regarded as worthy of being consulted
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and of occupying a leadership position and of course this was rati-
fied when she became president of the relief society when it was
organized in 1842 her associates regarded her as a gracious inin-
telligenttelligent and effective leader

the women in the early church it appears had access to church
programs primarily through the men in their lives their husbands
brothers and fathers let me give two examples the first is sarah
melissa granger kimball who was fifteen years old when her family
went to church headquarters in kirtland ohio 1 there her in-
quisitive mind was stimulated by explications of the doctrines and
revelations of joseph smith which she read in the mormon news-
papers and magazines the evening and morning star and the messen-

ger and advocate sarah eagerly discussed some of this reading with
her father and at his invitation she attended the school of the
prophets a gathering of the priesthood bearing elders to study the
gospel and gospel related topics in later years she proudly reminded
her sisters that she had attended that school perhaps to underscore
the importance she placed upon doctrinal study among LDS women

A second example is caroline barnesbames crosby a native of mas-
sachusetts who was baptized there in 1835 at the age of twenty
seven 2 she and her husband migrated to kirtland in the next few
months and there her husband was ordained to the melchizedek
priesthood and was often called upon to preach he was invited to
attend the kirtland school of the elders which succeeded the
school of the prophets and there learned hebrew theology geogra-
phy and other subjects at carolines urging he brought home all of
his books including bibles grammars and lexicons and caroline
studied these and became herself a well educated person this be-
comes very evident in her diary which is that of a highly literate
woman

one interesting item isis an editorial by apostle parley P pratt in
the latter day saints millennial star published in liverpool in 1840
on duties of women athis3 this3this was written in response to a letter of
a certain elder who was disturbed that some early women members
were a little disposed to get out of order in his response elder

seeSecsecjilljill C mulvay the liberal shall be blessed sarah M kimball utah historical quarterly 44
summer 19762051976 205 21

seeee the journal of caroline barnesbames crosby MS church archives historical department of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints church office building salt lake city utah hereafter
cited as church archives also ann gardner stone louisa barnesbames pratt missionary wife missionary
mother missionary in vicky burgess olson ed sister saints provo brigham young university
press 1978 ppap 435943 59

duties of women latter day saints millennial star liverpool 1 august 1840100 101 par-
ley P pratt was the editor
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pratt quoted from the apostle paul who admonished women to
ttmarrytt marry bear children and guide the house to submit to their
husbands as unto the lord to be sober to teach good things to
love their husbands and children and to be discreet chaste and
obedient then parley P pratt commented and while the brethren
are watching the sisters very closely to see that they do not get out
of order we hope they will notice some of the gentle admonitions to
themselves

many of the things parley P pratt and the apostle paul de-
scribed are precisely what the early relief society became involved
in care of the poor improvement of the household and participa-
tion in various programs of the church there was considerable em-
phasis on the family as indicated by the inauguration of ceremonies
for sealing and adoption and the ordinances for dead family mem-
bers the letters and diaries of the women of the time suggest that
they were particularly grateful for the opportunity of doing things
for their families such as baptisms and sealingssealingdealingssealingss for dead children
dead husbands and dead parents and grandparents

the indisputable role of lucy mack smith mother of the proph-
et is indicated in the minutes of a conference of the church held in
nauvoo on 8 october 1845 on that day according to the minutes
mother lucy smith as she was referred to made the following

remarks

I1 raised up 11 children 7 boys I1 raised them in the fear of god when
they were two or three years old I1 told them I1 wanted them to love
god with all their hearts I1 told them to do good I1 want all you to do
the same god gives us our children and we are accountable I1 pre-
sume there never was a family more obedient than mine I1 did not have
to speak to them only once I1 want you to teach your little children
about joseph in egypt and such things and when they are four years
old they will love to read their bible set your children to work
dont let them play out of doors remember that I1 love children
young folks and everybody I1 call you brothers and sisters and chil-
dren if you consider me a mother in israel I1 want you to say so

according to the minutes brigham young then arose and said all
who consider mother smith as a mother in israel signify it by
saying yes there were loud shouts of yes according to the clerk 4

1846 1869

we nnowow come to the second period the exodus and post exodus
years 1846 to 1869 when the saints were driven from nauvoo and

4conferenceconference in nauvoo 8 october 1845 general minutes collection MS church archives
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migrated to the salt lake valley and elsewhere in the west during
these difficult years circumstances dictated that stress would be
placed upon community survival and building the basis for the
kingdom so the primary emphasis was the role of women as sisters
and the primary role models were women who were leaders among
the sisters in preserving unity reinforcing faith and assisting the
cause of the kingdom such women as eliza snow patty sessions
and sarah kimball these women were leaders of the special spiritual
sessions held by women they were the ones who led out in per-
forming ordinances they organized the indian relief societies in
the middle 1850s and directed the organization of the relief so-
cieties in all the wards and settlements beginning in 1867 the com-
ments of brigham young and other members of the first presidency
suggest also the use of the ancient hebrehebrewcebrew woman of proverbs
3110 31 and the puritan mother as role models for they were

women who did not waste who were self sufficient who were re-
sourceful and who were loyal to the programs designed to make the
lords work succeed and prosper

the sisterly support system of the exodus and post exodus years
included both kinship and community responsibilitesresponsibilities in fact mau-
reen beecher has a splendid paper appropriately entitled sisters sis-
ter wives and sisters in the faith which delineates these functions
the diaries and reminiscences of three women mary haskin parker
richards patty sessions and lucy meserve smith illustrate these
sisterly themes their closeness to their sister wives and sisterly associ-
ates in the cause of the mormon people for example the diary of
mary haskin parker richards who had a close relationship with her
husbands brothers wife jane snyder richards shows the way wom-
en strengthened themselves through the women in their families
mary migrated from great britain to nauvoo in 1841 lived with
her parents until 1846 when on the eve of leaving nauvoo she mar-
ried samuel W richards nephew of her missionary friend in en-
gland willard richards samuel was called on a mission to great
britain a few months later leaving mary in the care of his parents
she adopted the whole richards family refers to her mother in law
as mother and her father in law as father and frequently notes
spending a day or an evening with samuels aunt rhoda uncle
levi and uncle willard and his wife amelia much of her time was
spent with jane richards sister jane as she always refers to her
the wife of samuels brother franklin who was also serving a mis-
sion in great britabritainin mary and sister jane sewed washed and vis-
ited together and commiserated over the absence of their husbands
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singly and together they visited many other women who were also
lonely illustrations of the sisterly theme are furnished in regular en-
tries in their diaries for instance the following are typical entries for
december 1846 when mary and jane and several thousand of their
sisters were in winter quarters nebraska preparatory to migrating
westwest5westa5

thursday 17th december 184611846 A cold day was writing in my
letter evening jane came to stay with me I1 being alone she was writ-
ing a letter to franklin and I1 was writing in my journal she read me
her letter and I1 read her most of mine

sunday 27th december 184611846 the weather pleasant had a
good meeting came home and read a while in the book of mormon
and helped mother get supper after which elcy snyder called to go to
singing school with me on our way there we called on abigail
smithlsmith abbott and took her with us bro goddard led the choir for

the first time since the dedication of the nauvoolnauvoo temple we had
a good sing enjoyed ourselves much went and slept that night with
sister jane

tuesday 29th december 184611846 the weather cold spent the day
with jane sewing in the evening was reading until 8 oclock then
jane elcy and myself spent about two hours trying to see which could
compose the best poetry then retired to bed

on tuesday 26 january 1847 mary went to a house and quilted for
a few hours then to a party at the council house or community
hall where she and others praisedupraised god in the dance as she ex-
pressed it when the first figure was formed

bro rockwood being at the head according to order we all
kneeled down and he offered up a prayer we then arose and danced
the figure and so praised god in the dance

about 11 oclock she wrote every man took his partner or part-
ners and marched three times round the room we were then dis-
missed with the blessings of god

patty bartlettharriettbarriett sessions our second example was a remarkable
blend of things temporal and spiritual 6 perhaps because she was a
midwife who daily ushered new spirits into life she had a gift for
tying together heaven and earth having lost six of her nine chil-
dren patty might in all seriousness ask a dying friend to take word
to her six children in heaven and then an hour later join with other
saints in community dancing As jill derr commented patty was as

journal of mary haskin parker richards MS church archives I1 have taken a few minor liberties
with abbreviations spellings and punctuation

susan sessions rugh patty bartlett sessions more than a midwife in burgess olson sister
saints ppap 303 22
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comfortable prophesying in tongues as she was in planting horse
radish

bomborn in maine patty was only seventeen when she married da-
vid sessions they were baptized latter day saints in 1834 when she
was thirty nine after which they joined the mormonscormons in missouri
where david was a farmer and stockraiserstockraiser because of anti mormon
persecutions they lost their property and moved to nauvoo there
patty became known as mother sessions an experienced midwife
whose assistance was to be in demand among saints for several dec-
ades in connection with her midwifery patty was skilled in the me-
dicinal use of herbs and served in that sense as one of the few doc-
tors accompanying the saints westward her journal particularly
poignant during the winter quarters period focuses on the sisters
in the faith aspect with its account of what she called blessing meet-
ings 7

thursday 4 february 184711847 my birthday fifty two years old
in the camp of israel winter quarters we had brandy and drank a
toast to each other desiring and wishing the blessings of god to be
with us all and that we might live and do all that we came here into
this world to do eliza snow came here after me to go to a little party
in the evening I1 was glad to see her told her it was my birthday and
she must bless me she said if I1 would go to the party they all would
bless me I1 then went and put james bullocks wife to bed then
went to the party had a good time singing praying and speaking in
tongues before we broke up I1 was called away to sister morse then to
sister whitney then back to sister morse and put her to bed at 2 0
clock

friday 5 this morning I1 have been to see sister whitney she is

better I1 then went toto joanna Rounroundydyl she said it was the last time I1

should see her in this world she was going to see my children I1 sent
word by her to them I1 then went to a silver grey party old folks
party eliza snow went with us mr sessions not being well I1 danced
with br knowlton joanna died this evening

friday 23 april 184711847 we visited the sisters and brethren all day
in the evening davidwentdavid went to a party they prayed and danced and
prayed again sylvia her father and I1 with a few more sisters met at
brother leonards he was gone but mr sessions presided and we had
a good time we prayed and prophesied and spoke in tongues and in-
terpreted and wererefteshedwere refreshed

saturday may ist 184711847 sylvia and I1 went to a meeting to sister
leonards none but females there we had a good meeting I1 presided

journal of patty bartlettBarricbardiett sessions MS church archives I1 have taken a few minor liberties in
making the entry more readable
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it was got up by E R snow they spoke in tongues I1 interpreted
some prophesied it was a feastgeast

the accounts of mary and patty suggest that the nuclear family
during the exodus often merged into an extended family and even
community family marys accounting of the dances and the time she
spent with other men women and children reveal that she found
outside the limits of her own home a family in which she was
treated as a sister patty traveled to various homes healing and bless-
ing often in the company of both men and women

insight into sister wife relationships and also sisterhood in the
community through work as well as in the early relief societies is
also found in the journals of lucy meserve smith 8 baptized8baptized as a lat
ter day saint in maine in 1837 lucy worked in a cotton factory in
lowell massachusetts became a skilled weaver and earned enough
money to migrate to nauvoo illinois there she married george A
smith an apostle of the church and cousin of joseph smith she
ultimately shared george A with five other wives when she first
arrived in the salt lake valley in 1849 she lived in her wagon
cooked and washed for ten persons looked after the baby of a sister
wife and after she had given birth to a stillborn son nursed another
sister wifescifes baby for six months each winter she taught some fifty
six pupils in the salt lake seventeenth ward school she later
moved to provo and remained there seventeen years helping to raise
two boys of a deceased sister wife her journal tells how she helped
get up parties dances suppers and other entertainments she wrote

when things got a little more plenty a number of us took our spin-
ning wheels and went to a large room in the seminary ward school-
house and tried our best to see who could reel off the greatest number
of knots from sunrise to sunset sister terrillten illlii reeled one hundred knots
sister holden not quite so many but better twist on hers sister han-
nah smith and I1 made the best yarn but we also had fewer
knots on the whole we concluded we all beat we had refresh-
ments four times during the day we took solid comfort in our days
labor and ourassociationour association together

lucy then tells of being set apart and blessed to preside over one
of the provo ward relief societies the most memorable test of their
effectiveness she wrote was helping the handcart immigrants who
arrived in the late fall and early winter of 1856 those who while in

sJojournalurnal of lucy meserve smith MS church archives some corrections in spelling and punc-
tuationtuation
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the wyoming mountains suffered from freezing because of an early
winter news of the handcart immigrants plight came during the
opening session of the october 1856 general conference upon hear-
ing the news she wrote president young dismissed the conference
and asked all to do what they knew had to be done men and teams
were prepared to carry clothing and provisions to the beleagueredbeleaguerbeleaguerered
saints the sisters lucy wrote stripped off their petticoats stock-
ings and everything they could spare right there in the tabernacle
and piled them into the wagons to send to the saints in the moun-
tains and when she got back to provo lucy and the other sisters
got together so much clothing and quilts and food that to use her
words the four bishops could hardly carry the bedding and other
clothing we got together when the handcart companies arrived
the desks of the seminary were loaded with provisions for them
we did not cease our exertions till all were made comfortable she
went on my counselors and I1 wallowed through the snow until
our clothes were wet a foot high to get things together we
pieced blocks carded bats quilted and got together I1 think twenty
seven quilts for the needy in just that winter besides a great
amount of other clothing

close on the heels of that effort was supplying the army of de-
fense called out to meet the threat of the utah expedition the feder-
al army under the command of albert sidney johnston on its way
to punish the mormonscormons for their allegedly rebellious behavior lucysbucys
relief society provided bedding socks and mittens for the mormon
soldiers she wrote we sat up nights and knitted all that was
needed till we made out a big load with the quilts and blankets
which we sent out into the mountains to the brethren

the next project wrote lucy was supplying a nice flag for the
provo brass band

they chose a committee and sent to me desiring me to boss the
concern I1 said to the sisters lets go to the field glean wheat and
pick ground cherries to pay for material and make the band a flag
no sooner said than done we paid br henry maiben part dried
ground cherries and the balance in money for the gilding part of the
silk was donated the rest we paid for in wheat which we had gleaned
the middle of the flag was white lutestring silk with an edge of
changeable blue and green let in the shape of saw teeth and a silk
fringe around the edge of that sister eliza terrill embroidered the cor-
ners with a hive and bees butterflies roses etc

the gilding was imitation of two sax horns crossed in the middle
or centre and gold letters across the top of the flag presented by the
ladies of provo to the provo brass band united we stand our flag
took the prize in the big territorial fair
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she then tells of manufacturing carpets for the new provo taber-
nacle organizing a sunday school and other similar activities

it is obvious from lucysbucys and other diaries and reminiscences
that through the relief society women were called upon to work
along with the men in a mutual cause that the sisters were aware
to use brigham youngs phrase of their equal usefulness along
with the brethren 9 is suggested in the remarks of relief society lead-
ers in her address at the great indignation meeting in salt lake
city in january 1870 at which several thousand women met to pro-
test the cullom bill which was being considered for passage by the
national congress eliza snow general leader of the relief societies
stated

we speak because we have the right becauselbebecausecausel justice and human-
ity demand that we should and because we arelare women of god
women filling high and responsible positions performing sacred
duties women who stand not as dictators but as counselors to their
husbands and who in the purest noblest sense of refined womanhood
lareltarelare truly their helpmateshelpmates 10

clearly every person male and female adult and child was im-
portant to the survival of the community and this led inevitably to
an emphasis on the individual which is the underlying theme of the
next years which we might call the exponent years after the name of
the magazine the women all read and supported

1870 1900

by 1870 the railroad had been completed zion was prospering
and the physical basis of the kingdom had been established greater
emphasis could now be given to self fulfillment self realization and
cultural and social development and so the primary emphasis was on
the role of women as daughters brigham young organized the ret-
renchmenttrenchment society which was converted into the young ladies
mutual improvement association with this kind of purpose in
mind the young women felt free to use their own initiative in ad-
vancing causes helpful to themselves as well as to the kingdom ro-
mania pratt margaret shipp ellis shipp martha hughes cannon
alice louise reynolds susa young gates and others went east to
study medicine literature home economics and other subjects lula
greene richards only twenty founded the womens exponent and

brigham young remarks at the dedication of the fifteenth ward relief society hall deseret news
5 august 1869 in their sphere they can be equally as useful as the brethren in theirs

loaioaA full report on the meeting is in deseret news weekly 19 january 1870
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after five years as editor turned it over to emmeline B wells who
made it more explicitly an advocate of womens causes this is the
period when women agitated for and received many rights the right
to serve as principals of coeducational schools the right to attend
political conventions the right to serve on juries the right to vote
and the right to serve on the boards of trustees of coeducational in-
stitutions this is the period when women engaged in the devel-
opment of cooperative stores and sericulture when they contributed
reams of poetry and wrote the first novels of mormon life when
they engaged in political activities when they actively participated in
the national womens suffrage organization when they came into
their own as administrators of domestic farm and business enter-
prises these are sisters functions of course but the emphasis here
was more on personal development than on group survival this isis
illustrated in the diary entry of one sister about the new political
freedom brought about by the granting of the franchise to women
in 1870

I1 attended a meeting today for electing delegates to the county con-
ventionven tion political meetings are something new to me there were sever-
al ladies present and we said aye sometimes by way of exercising our
rights and went home feeling the importance of our positions 11

role models during this period were virtually all women who
made contributions outside as well as inside the home eliza R
snow emmeline B wells romania pratt and ellis shipp womwomenen
who achieved in an individual or personal sense and who provided
inspiration and encouragement to the young women of the church

eliza snow sounded the keynote of this era in a talk to the jun-
ior and senior retrenchment societies what do I1 want to retrench
from she asked I1 want to retrench from my ignorance and every-
thing that is not of god 12 the junior group as I1 mentioned
evolved into the young womens mutual improvement associ-
ation and you are all aware of the kinds of activities they engaged
in the senior group met Eogethertogether semimonthlysemi monthly until at least 1914
and they studied physiology politics mormon theology and spent
many hours discussing woman and womanscomans sphere and responsi-
bilitiesbili ties

that brigham young agreed with this new emphasis on woman-
ly self reliance and independence there can be no doubt in an 1867

diary of mary jane mount tanner MS church archives entry for 28 january 1878
NGegeneralneral retrenchment minutes salt lake stake young ladies mutual improvement association

20 february 1875 MS church archives
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letter to a sister interested in setting up a class for midwivesmidwives he de-
clared that she must not hesitate to do it independently on her
own13

dear sister the plan which you suggest in your letter for fitting up a
suitable house for sisters to be confined in and for the teaching of
midwifery is without doubt a good one if you could get your friends
to assist you and a house that would suit you it would be a very good
plan to have such an establishment but for myself I1 have so many calls
and so many duties which are more pressing to attend to that you
must excuse me from doing anything in the matter

your brother
brigham young

this is consistent with his statement in a general epistle in 1868 14

the church has opened the university of deseret to regular classes
for young men and women the epistle declared the courses for the
young ladies are designed to give them

a thorough business education there are already some one hundred
scholars

we are much pleased that ladies are privileged with admission to
this school for in addition to a knowledge of the elementary branches
of education and a thorough understanding of housewifery we wish
the sisters so far as their inclinations and circumstances may permit to
learn bookkeeping telegraphy reporting typesetting clerking in stores
and banks and every branch of knowledge and kind of employment
suited to their sex and according with their several tastes and capacities
that they may be competent to participate in and promote every inter-
est within their power and thus by enlarging their sphere for useful-
ness release theirltheir brethren the elders of israel to the more arduous
labors and appropriate duties devolving upon them thus trained all
without distinction of sex will have an open field without jostling
and oppression for acquiring all the knowledge and doing all the good
their physical and mental capacities and surrounding circumstances will
permit we hope an early opportunity will be given for instruction
in anatomy surgery chemistry mineralogy geology physiology the
practice of midwifery by the sisters the preservation of health and the
properties of medicinal plants

some of the latter of course came to fruition with the opening
of the deseret hospital in 1882 the hospital was initially managed
by a female board of directors and was staffed by female mormon
doctors trained in eastern medical schools funded through the con-
tributions of the relief societies young ladies mutual improve

13 13brighambrigham young to nicoline olsen second ward 15 august 1867 brigham young Letterletterbookslctterbooksbooks
MS church archives

14 general epistle january february 1868 in brigham young circular letters MS church ar-
chives
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ment associations and primary associations the deseret hospital
treated sick and injured persons and handled difficult obstetrical
cases with its classes in nursing and midwifery it became the first
nurses training school in utah

brigham young also was pleased with the role which women
increasingly played in the educational social and political affairs of
the territory he would have approved of an editorial which emme-
line B wells published in the womens exponent four years after his
death the editorial is entitled self made women 15 we have
heard many times the term self made men she wrote but who has
ever supposed that there may also be self made women she was
rather tired she wrote of hearing people talk of selfseif sacrificing wom-
en as if self sacrifice was inevitably synonymous with womanscomans state
woman she went on has really undertaken to do her own work

to make her own record man begins to acknowledge her in-
dividualitydividuality and power of active thought this being obvious man
now approaches her as a being of understanding one who has pro-

nounced opinions of her own and who is free to choose if need be
her own vocation and can when needful eat her own bread and
wear her own apparel as the expression goes her attitude and
brighamsBrighams attitude during this period was expressed very movingly
by our beloved camilla kimball wife of president spencer W kim-
ball in a talk to BYU women here a few months ago her talk was
entitled A womanscomans preparation and she said 1 I would hope that
every girl and woman here has the desire and ambition to qualify in
two vocations that of homemaking and that of preparing to earn a
living outside the home if and when the occasion requires 531611161116after16 after
pointing out that some women must support themselves because
they are single that others are forced to do so because of the illness
or death of their husbands and still others must be prepared to ful-
fill a vocation because not all of their lives are completely filled with
the demands of a family home and children she concludes keep-
ing mentally physically and spiritually growing constantly is the
way to continue the happy useful life this wise counsel echoes the
spirit of this period of womanly achievement

for reasons which are perhaps obvious latter day saint women
in the last third of the nineteenth century expressed their personal
feelings with less reticence and embarrassment than in earlier periods
and they wrote more the exponent certainly encouraged this as did

12
self made women the womens EAexponentponent 9 1 march 18811481881 148l48

1 amillacamilla kimball A comanswomans preparation the ensign 17 march 1977585919775859
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the young comanswomanswomansjournaljournal by 1900 mormon women had published
more than three dozen books of poetry autobiography and history
these plus the hundreds of interesting autobiographical essays some
still not published contributed to womens sense of self and demon-
strated a rising sense of awareness of womanhood and a willingness
to engage in introspection in a diary entry emily dow partridge
young wrote the organization of the relief societies are for a pur-
pose not merely to feed and clothe the poor but to administer to
the mind 2117111717 at a general relief society conference in 1892 sarah
M kimball stated one of the speakers has said that he honors the
first presidency of the church the twelve apostles and the priest-
hood of god well we my sisters must do this she said but we
must also honor women 111818

two womens diaries which exemplify the emphasis on self
realization are those of mary jane mount tanner and emmeline B
wells mary tanner a relief society president and mother ofofjofaJ M
tanner president of brigham young college utah state university
and later the church wide commissioner of education and the
grandmother of obert tanner our famous utah philosopher and
philanthropist found self fulfillment in poetry and submitted her
poems regularly to the evonEjonexponentenrent then she worked up the courage to
consider publishing them as a book here is her diary entry for 5

may 1878 the day she closed the deal

we got the work done up and I1 made myself tidy and sat down to
rest looking out I1 saw messrs tullidge and brandel publishers from
salt lake they had promised to call and inspect my writings I1
read them my poems with which they were very much pleased and
strongly urged me to publish selecting such pieces as seemed to them
suitable they said I1 had enough to make a book of a hundred pages
that were well worthy of publication it would cost 350 for a thou-
sand copies I1 should like very much to publish but should be sorry to
spend so much money and not have the book appreciated if I1 could
but have a foresight to know how my book would be received I1 should
have more courage to proceed

I1 read some of my prose writings which also pleased them very
much and they encouraged me to proceed with an article I1 am writing
they stayed all night marion her son JM the future college pres-
ident came in and I1 was proud to introduce him he conversed with
them to good advantage they talked of science and religion and I1 was
pleased to see him so well informed I1 thought he was better than a

17journal of emily dow partridge young entry for 12 august 1877 MS church archives
relief society conference womensiylTylirlomens exponent 20 1 may 18921571892 157 1I have put it as she would

have uttered it in the present tense
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book and if I1 did no other work the honor of having such a son is
more pride and pleasure than a dozen books 19

mary jane did indeed publish her book of fugitive poems salt lake
city 1880 as she titled it and even today it is regarded as a jewel

emmeline B wells the second example of a woman growing
into self realization was a remarkably intelligent and accomplished
woman general president of the relief society and longtimelong time mem-
ber of the general board she was also president of the utah wom-
ens club editor of the womens Epoexponentnent chairman of the womens
league of the republican party candidate for the state legislature
and officer of the national council of women

it comes as a surprise to learn that emmeline was not always so
self confident and assured on one occasion she made the following
entry in her diary 1 I was alone today feeling too gloomy even to
write crying most of the time and my heart nearly bursting 0
how hard it is to endure unto the end I1 am not sure if it be possible
for me sometimes I1 think I1 have too much to bear 112020 this from a
woman who did indeed endure to the end lived to be 93 and re-
ceived in her last years an honorary doctor of letters from BYU
the first honorary doctorate given by that university

in 1876 according to carol madsen brigham young called em-
meline to his office and announced that he wished her to lead the
women of the church to save wheat against a day of famine 1I felt
very timid and was just about trembling when I1 went to talk the
matter over with president wells her husbandlhusbandshushusbandbandl she recalled 1I
told him what president young had said and added you will have
to help me he replied 1 I am not going to help you you can do it
yourself emmeline also went to sister eliza R snow but she too

said she couldnt help me it was given to me to do despite her
initial hesitation the pages of the exponent were soon replete with
admonitions to buy glean and harvest wheat and with instructions
on how to build a granary on nothing 21 A diary entry for 1878
shows that within two years of her call from brigham young she
had developed her own independence to the point that she was in-
sisting on similar independence for her five daughters as well

19diarydiary of mary jane mount tanner 5 may 1878
20diarydiary of emmeline B wells MS harold B lee library brigham young university provo see

also patricia rasmussen eaton gadsby and judijudithth rasmussen emmeline blanche woodward wells I11I
have risen triumphant in burgess olson sister saints ppap 455 78

see rebecca anderson emmeline B wells her lifeilfelige and thought masters thesis utah state
university 1975
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I1 feel very sad indeed she wrote in her diary my husbands affairs are
very complicated indeed and we are obliged to practice the most rigid
economy I1 am determined to train my girls to habits of independence
so that they never need to trust blindly but understand for themselves
and have sufficient energy of purpose to carry out plans for their own
welfare and happiness 22

As general president of the relief society emmeline began the
societysSocie tys first uniform plan for weekly lessons in the newly founded
relief society magazine was the first to assume responsibility for mak-
ing and distributing temple and burial clothing and supported the
united states government during world war I1 by buying bonds
and selling relief society wheat this tiny woman who enhanced
her white hair by wearing pastel dresses with long flowing scarves
and chains at her neck was a woman of stubborn determination a
lovely confirmation of the fact that mormonism could develop spir-
ited and independent women and that they flowered during the two
generations that followed the coming of the railroad to utah 23

let me close the discussion of the exponent years by reading a
verse from just one of the songs in the utah comanswomans suffrage song
book a verse which demonstrates their spirit and awareness as daugh-
ters of zion one can picture the sisters in their own relief society
hall singing this directed by lucy smith susa gates or emmeline
wells this is to the tune of hope of israel and I1 think ill try to
sing it the words incidently were composed by lula greene rich-
ards who founded the exponent 24

freedoms daughter rouse from slumber
see the curtains are withdrawn
which so long thy mind hath shrouded
lo10 the day begins to dawn

chorus
woman rise thy penance oer
sit thou in the dust no more
seize the scepter hold the van
equal with thy brother man

well you get a little of the flavor of the raising of consciousness
that occurred in the church in the years from 1870 to 1900 we
now go through a similar cycle of emphases in the twentieth cen-
tury with the emphasis on women as mothers from 1902 to 1916
on women as sisters from 1917 to 1945 and on women as daughters

wellswelisweils diary 7 january 1878
13seesee eatonbaton gadsby and rasmussen emmeline blanche woodward wells
ufahutah woman suffrage song book salt lake city apnpn p 1870 p 5
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from 1946 to 1964 these are the three periods that im going to
mmention only very briefly with a more extended treatment of the
tt modern period

1902 1964

the fourth period running from 1902 to 1916 may be called the
period of motherhood training because motherhood training was the
featured course of study in relief society these were the years of
very large families and also the years family home evenings came to
be officially sponsored as a church program the reliefrelicsocietyRelic society maga-
zine carried an open ended series entitled mothers in israel in
which outstanding mothers were the subject of lead articles this is
when lesson writers developed the image of the spiritual self
sacrificing mother exemplified by mary fielding smith the mother
of the church president during these years characteristic of this
theme is the lead article in the relief society magazine for may 1920
which reports the final achievement of womanscomans suffrage the article
is entitled suffrage won by the mothers of the united states suf-
frage was not achieved by the women you will note but by the
mothers susan B anthony you may turn over in your grave

the fifth period covered the years of world war I1 the depres-
sion of the 1920s and 1950s1930s and world war II11 and so the emphasis
of the relief society and conference sermons and church periodicals
was on women as sisters working to build better wards better com-
munitiesmuni ties a better society role models included amy brown lyman
louise Y robison priscilla evans each of whom had given many
yearstoyears to community service during the years of the sixth period that
followed the emphasis once more was on the achievement of per-
sonal spiritual and intellectual growth

1965 1979

finally the seventh period covers the recent years 1965 to 1979
when women have played a greater variety of roles perhaps than in
earlier periods there have been so many influences pulling in oppo-
site directions the racial unrest student agitation antiwaranti war riots
popularization of the counter culture and militant womens liber-
ation movements this is the period of intense concern about the
decline of the family rise in the divorce rate breakdown in moral
standards disregard of the rights of children and so on the church
has responded with an unmistakable emphasis on strengthening the
family there have been strongly worded sermons from general aut-
horitiesthori ties re emphasis on family home evening and the increasing
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discipline which has come about as the result of the institution of
correlation the role models furnished in church publications have
been women whose primary activity has been in the home wives of
general authorities mothers of general authorities and mothers of
large families

but the years since 1965 have also been years of heightened
ttwornanttwornanwoman awareness both in the churchandchurchardChurchurchchandand in the larger society of
which we are a part the impact on latter day saint women particbarticparticu-
larly

u
young women has been all the greater because of the large

number of them who have attended universities further strength-
ening this influence has been the large proportion of women who
have worked and have expected to work for wages something like
5535 to 40 percent of active latter day saint women now work part
time or full time outside the home studies have shown even greater
percentages of earning women in some wards in utah and california

grappling with these diverse influences and the problems they
have created some of the more aware of our women published ex-
ponent II1111 a tabloid like magazine which has offered as desirable role
models for women today the women of the original EAexponentponent years
along with similar career women and mothers of today women like
belle spafford lenore romney florence jacobsen elaine cannon
carol lynn pearson and emma lou thayne the women who were
mostmost active in exponent II11 also published mormon sisters women in
early utah a book which strengthened the images of early mormon
women this was followed by some splendid biographical essays of
nineteenth century women in sister saints edited by vickie burgess
olsen and published by BYU press

thus in recent years one seems to find a bifurcation of womens
roles within our culture on the one hand womens primary role is
in the home on the other hand not entirely women are also daugh-
ters and sisters and one can be comfortable with an expansion or
heightening of these aspects of womens identity if younger latter
day saint women seem a little confused it is surely a result of pres-
sures from many directions life is complex individuals are different
and varying circumstances and personalities produce various life-
styles

the dominant theme in LDS publications for women obviously
is the importance of the woman as wife and mother the insistence
on this as the number one priority began with harold B lees talk
to the relief society conference of october 1964 which was entitled
the place of mothers in the plan of teaching the gospel in the

home the importance of the mother president lee emphasized is
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pinpointed by the person who said when you teach a boy you are
just teaching another individual but when you teach a woman or a
girl you are teaching a whole family 25 motherhood and mother
teaching was to be not just one dimension of womanscomans life but the
dimension the prime purpose of the relief society the church
magazines proclaimed is to help build homes

As stated by the late president hugh B brown at a relief so-
ciety conference

our concept of heaven itself is little more than a projection of the
home and family life into eternity the family is the central pillar of
the church the key to the arch of civilization the government in
the home is the basis of all successful government the mother is
the principal disciplinarian and teacher in early life and her influence
determines inin a great measure the ability of her children to succeed in
manhood and womanhood in the larger responsibilities in church and
state she is initially the instrument in the hands of providence to
shape and guide the destinies of nations because she trains the children
while they are young and sends them out to accomplish the duties that
are to devolve upon them 2616

this is capsulized even more briefly by the late president joseph
fielding smith in a relief society conference in 1970 to be a
mother in israel in the full gospel sense he said is the highest
reward that can come into the life of a woman 3127112727

but as I1 have suggested from their own tradition and their
sense of our history some LDS women some of you have given
this message a broad interpretation on the one hand women are
honored in their capacity as mothers on the other hand honor is
also bestowed on women who achieve professionally women who
become judges like christine durham women who become writers
and editors like maureen beecher and moana bennett women who
become educators and politicians like stella oaks and lucille read-
ing and algie baliff and so on all of whom of course manage to
be good mothers as well

my own prediction is that in the years to come neither women
as individual daughterdaughterss nor women as exclusively mothers will win
out that the role model which will be most honored in future years
will be women as sisters As the church grows internationally wom-
en will be called upon to help build the kingdom in a variety of

harold B lee place of mothers in the plan of teaching the gospel in the home edlefrelief society

magazine 52 january 196581965 8
hugh B brown the exalted sphere of woman relief society magazine 52 december

1965885 88
17joseph fielding smith mothers in israel reliefrdiefsocietysociety magazine 57 december 19708831970 883885
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ways women will assist their sisters in mexico in latin america in
asia and the south pacific in africa and in the central cities of the
united states to help build little zions around the world to help
improve the lives of their sisters who need guidance in doing so
and in this effort hopefully they will be partners with their fathers
husbands sons and brethren

these are difficult years and the role of women and indeed the
role of men as well is in a state of flux there are ambiguities in the
goals of nearly all of us the irony of one position is perhaps best
expressed by a former neighbor of ours who told his wife with some
vehemence stick to your washing ironing scrubbing cleaning
and cooking honey no wife of mine isis going to work

THE FUTURE

whatever the pattern of the future mormon history suggests
that the combination of the doctrine of eternal marriage and the law
of eternal progression requires equal emphasis on the development of
the individual and on the strength of the family and community
women as well as men have played significant roles in putting
their shoulders to the wheel as teachers presidents board members
and executives on the ward stake and general levels of different
church auxiliaries and activities women as well as men have been
anxiously engaged in good causes and have been creative and inven-
tive in suggesting and trying new approaches and programs wom-
en as well as men have sought and received the help of deity in
their different callings and incidentally men as well as women are
subject to the counsel of those who are charged with directing the
affairs of the church

several years ago dr thomas odea prominent roman catho-
lic sociologist and acute observer of mormon history and culture
wrote that he had been impressed with the intelligence vitality and
ethical concern of the mormon people the flexibility of mormon-
ism he wrote and its viability under the most adverse conditions
augurs well for its future 28 our oral history interviews with mor-
mon women of today suggest that in every important respect they
are fully as worthy and valiant as the mormon mothers sisters and
daughters of the generations that are past

2seesecaseesee thomas F odea the cormonsmormons chicago university of chicago press 1957 chap 10 ppap
25863258 63
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the brodie connection
thomas jefferson and joseph smith

louis midgley

years ago as a graduate student at brown university I1 visited
stephen crary then chairman of the religious studies department
there I1 had sent him a long letter in which I1 presented a detailed
outline of my proposed doctoral dissertation indicating my inin-
tention to show the fundamental and fatal weaknesses of the theolo-
gy of paul tillich at that time perhaps the most famous protestant
philosophical theologian in america I1 faced something of a problem
with the venerable mr crary for his own dissertation had been on
paul tillich and I1 was proposing to attack not only the great tillich
himself but also some of mr craryscharys strongly held opinions

when I1 entered mr craryscharys plush office one thing became im-
mediately apparent he had done some homework on midgley mr
craryscharys desk was bare except for one book which was placed in the
center of the desk the title facing me now the point of this story
that book was none other than fawn mckay brodies no man
knows my history a biography of joseph smith which since its pub-
licationli in 1946 had attained the status of an authoritative work I1
told mr crary that fawn brodies book was a bad one he replied
that someone who apparently had mormon connections had enthu-
siastically endorsed it and that the entire scholarly world had em-
braced it I1 responded with some of hugh nibleysNibleys objections to the
book he rejoined by pointing out that whoever this hugh nibley
was he was obviously a mormon and therefore biased in favor of
joseph smith and therefore incapable of an objective assessment of
fawn brodies work this remark ended our dialogue over my reli-
gion but eventually mr crary consented to sign what I1 thought was
a refutation of his

I1 learned from this experience a lesson that frequently has been
reaffirmed those outside the church often think they have the ob-
jective explanation for joseph smith in Ms brodies book mor
mons complaints about her treatment of the joseph smith story are

louis midgley is a professor in the department of government brigham young university
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either unknown or brushed aside as biased special pleading fawn
brodie has built a career on the fame she gained among scholars who
were troubled by joseph smith and the mormonscormons and who wanted
to see them put in their place

but recently something has happened that has called into ques-
tion Ms brodies previously towering reputation as a scholar she has
written another book which has turned into an academic scandal
Ms brodie has traveled a road leading from nauvoo to monticelloMondcello
and it is with monticelloMond celloceilo that the non mormon world has learned
what certain latter day saints had known way back when she started
with nauvoo

I1

fawn M brodies thomas jefferson an intimate biography 1 has
now received enough critical attention that we may begin to draw
some conclusions about the quality of her recent scholarship where
reviewers know something about jefferson and his times she fares
very poorly only where the reviews are short unsigned or ob-
viously written by those whose business it is to promote book sales
does she receive the standard well done

even those reviewers whose response to thomasthomasjeffersonjeefersonjefferson is favor-
able agree that her psychopsychpsychohistoricalohiohlohistorihistoricalstoristorlcalcai approach depends as much on
invention as on facts Ms brodie arrives at her conclusions in the
words of one reviewer alan green by applying intuition to schol-
arship and employing the methods of modern psychology 1122 to
green she does prove her allegation about jeffersons sexual in-
volvementvolvement with sally hemings a mulatto slave a major point of the
book but she does so less by any single unqualified historical fact
than by a fine web of subtle referreferencesencesances she proves it also by not-
ing strange omissions in the record most often the record jefferson
kept it is a web of circumstance but it is various and compelling 3

edward weeks refers to Ms brodies work as literary psycho-
analysis based on the questions arising in his jeffersons domestic
and emotional life 1144 alfred stern calls the book a psychoanalytic
history of jeffersons complex mind and motivations a com-
pelling compassionate case history of the inner jefferson 5 frank

fawn mckay brodie thomas jefferson an intimate biography new york W W norton & co
inc 1974

balanlmm2alanamm green the inner man of monticelloMond celloceilo saturday reviewworldreviewlworldReview World 1 6 april 1974231974251974 23

ibid31bld p 24
edward weeks the peripatetic reviewer atlantic 233 april 1974118
aifredalfred stemstern literaryjournalliterary journal 14 april 1974 p 1122
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X J homer writing in america says her methods are those of the
psychohistorianpsycho historian techniques that in her words look for feeling as
well as fact for nuance and metaphor as well as idea and action 6

psychohistoryPsychohistory in the hands of an amateur homer goes on to say
in his warmly favorable review is capable of gross distortion but
he assures Ms brodie has done her homework well 7

but has she
most of the reviewers of thomas jefferson and particularly those

who are historians themselves would say no Ms brodie has not
done her homework well richard B morris holder of the gouver-
neur morris chair in american history at columbia university
writes

at times in fact her historical slips are embarrassing she confuses the
vote on and the signing of the declaration of independence she says
jefferson turned down the offer to serve as a peace commissioner but
the record shows that he accepted the appointment 8

holman hamilton states that

the book contains many errors of fact or of judgment involving a wide
historical spectrum these range from an unsupportable statement
which would be important if true about abraham lincoln p 23 to
giving jeffersonleffersonTefferson davis a strange name thomas jefferson davis p
469 mrs brodie confuses light horse harry lee with richard
henry lee p 125 and with black horse harry lee p 444 she
calls edward M house the president maker of woodrow wilson p
301 and so forth 9

brodie is convinced according to E M yoder that jefferson
waswa a sly lusty ladys man who after the early death of his wife iinn
1782 scandalized his young daughters by carrying on an affair in
paris with the english artist maria cosway and in paris and at mon-
ticello with sally hemings these alleged amours for which
the evidence is slight and circumstantial form the centerpiece of
the book 10 maryjomary jo kline writes that aside from Ms brodies rein-
terpretationterpretation of jeffersons inner life

the most important new piece of evidence advanced in support of jef-
fersonsfersons fathering sally hemingssHemingss children is an 1873 newspaper inter-
view with sallys son madison since the Heminghemingseshemingsenses had as much to

frank XXJJ homer Ameiamericanican I11 june 1974 p 439
ibid
richard B morris the very private jefferson new leader 57 no 11 27 may 197425
holman hamilton book review in injournaljournal ofofsouthernof southern history 41 no 1 february 1975108
edwin M yoder jr an unshaken hero national review 26 no 19 10 may 19745421974 542
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gain by claiming descent from jefferson as did the presidents legiti-
mate heirs by denying that relationship one must ask whether the tes-
timony of madison hemings is any more disinterested than the dis-
avowals by the randolphsRandolprandolphehs this interview with many factual errors
and obvious rewritings by the interviewer asserts that madisonsmatisonsMadisons
mother became jeffersons concubine in france and continued in
that role at monticello

unfortunately mrs brobrodiebrodlediedle does not stop here with no shred of
testimony from jefferson or from sally hemings she goes on to argue
that the affair was a deep mutual commitment a serious passion that
brought both parties much private happiness over a period lasting
thirty eight years once committed to this view mrs brodie allows it
to distort the closing third of her book

Psychopsychpsychohistoricalohisohlshistoricalto ricalcical frills apart one reviewer states in the economist
mrs brodies findings lack the novelty which their prominence in

her pagepagess would suggest the rumors of jeffersons liaison with
black sally originated with a scandalmongeringscandal mongering journalist james

callendar the allegation was not proved then and has not been
proved since 12 paul F boilerboller jr writes

her evidence for jeffersons miscegenationmiscegenatimiscegenateon james T callendarsCallen dars alle-
gations the fact that jefferson and sally were in the same places
padispanpariss and monticello nine months before the births of each of sallys
seven children and the memoirs of two former monticello slaves
the evidence is of course purely hearsay and circumstantial and it is

important to remember that her evidence would scarcely hold up in a

court of law for the tenderness of jeffersons relations with sally she
has of course no evidence whatsoever 13

holman hamilton points out that madison hemings erred at
least four times in ten lines in that part of his reminiscences repro-
duced near the bottom of p 472 on the basis of this portion of his
story is it possible for anyone to know whether other segments were
similarly inaccurate14inaccurate14

in addition to the inaccuracies inin Ms brodies book and her ma-
nipulationnipula tion of shaky evidence various reviewers have pointed out oth-
er scholarly problems in thomas jefferson possibly the most common
complaint among reviewers is fawn brodies lack of depth in her un-
derstandingderstanding of jeffersonjeffersonsIs times in discussing some of Ms brodies

maryjomary jo kline book review in new england quarterly 47 no 4 december 1974624
eyre methuenMe thuenchuen book review in economist 255 no 6874 24 may 1975104
paul F bollerboiler jr two democrats aristocratic and democratic southwest review 59 summer

19743231974 523525323
14 hamilton p 108
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cc questionableccquestionable speculations loislotslols banner writes one wishes
that brodie had steeped herself as fully in studies of eighteenth cen
tury rhetoric and social custom as she has in twentieth century psy-
chologychology 15 according to maryjomary jo kline she often forgets thatjefthat jeff-
erson lived in another culture and another age 111616 winthrop1116winthrop jordan
claims she is guilty of imposing our century upon his jeffer-
sons 17 and max beloff holds that Ms brodie has imposed her
own ideals on jefferson it is because of mrs brodies own clear
commitment to ideals of racial equality that she wishes to depict jeff-
erson the tabu aside 71821818as setting against miscegenation

winthrop jordan historian at the university of california at
berkeley accuses Ms brodie of bad psychology 19 bruce mazlish
psychohistorianpsychohistorian and MIT professor says brodies analysis of the
psychological situation is simply not convincing she takes as
bedrock what is still the shifting sands of speculation 20

another charge commonly leveled at Ms brodie is that she is
more concerned with jeffersons intimate life than with his histori-
cal contributions nor is brodie of much help with the larger ques-
tions of how jeffersons private life affected his public positions 21

states richard B morris the economist listing the amount of space
she devotes to each aspect ofofjeffersonsjeffersons life notes

her jefferson is not the author of the constitution of virginia three
quarters of a page or of the declaration of independence two pages
the secretary of state scattered references the architect of the loui-
siana purchase one paragraph or even his own proudest boast the
author of the virginia statute for religious freedom one line he is
the would be seducer of betsey walker a chapter the lover of maria
cosway another chapter the father of five mulatto bastards by sally
Hernhemingsings his slave girl all or most of seven chapters as well as an
appendixappendix2222

after a discussion of the truth or falsehood of the sally hemings
matter winthrop jordan concludes most of all I1 remain per-
suaded that it does not much matter 72323

david herbert donald charles warren professor of american
history at harvard remarking that fawn brodie strives to picture

lois W banner book review in american historical review 80 no 5 december 19751390
kline p 623
winthrop D jordan book review in william and mary quarterly 3dad serset vol 32 no 3 july

1975 p 512
max beloff the sally hemings affair encounter london 43 september 1974531974 53

jordan p 511
bruce mazlish book review injournalofamericanin journal ofamericanof American history 61 no 4 march 19751090
morris the very private jefferson p 25

2methuen p 104
23jordan p 512
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jefferson as a secret swinger suggests that she ought to havehase giv-
en her book a better titletitie why not by sex obsessed24Obsessed 24 he goes
on to say that Ms brodiebrodle

appears to be a disciple of the late A C kinsey and believes that a man
ought to be judged by the fullness and frequency of his sex life since
thomas jefferson was a very great man he obviously could not have
been the somewhat monkish abstemious continent and virtually pas-
sionlesssi figure portrayed by previous biographers he must have had a

string of amatory adventures thomasthomasjeffersonjefferson is Ms brodies heroic
effort to restore to jefferson his full humanity 25

donald examines Ms brodies efforts to find something sexually in-
terestingte in jeffersons associations with four different women with
his wife martha wayles jefferson certainly did not break any
records nor despite mrs brodies enthusiastic exertions can much
mileage be gained from the tale that in his youth jefferson made
an improper advance toward mrs betsy walker 26 after his wifescifes
death jefferson carried on a correspondence with a maria cosway
donald continues nothing in the correspondence indicates that
the two progressed beyond an epistolary romance but mrs brodie
drawing upon feeling as well as fact upon nuance and metaphor as
well as idea and action is sure what happened 27 finally Ms
brodie unveils the major episode of her argument jeffersons alleged
affair with sally Hernhemingsings here at last writes donald mrs
brodie finds jefferson exhibiting that sexual vitality every great man
must have the fact that no other jefferson biographer and all
of them have had access to exactly the same sources mrs brodie
uses accepts these tales of his sexual prowess troubles mrs brodie
not at all 28 donald goes on to comment that Ms brodie is not

bothered by the fact that she can adduce only slim factual support for
her tales of what she primly calls jeffersons intimate life reluctantly
she confesses that there is no real evidence as to what happened in
the betsy walker case and documentation for the liaison with sally
Hernhemingsings is simply unrecoverable such absence of evidence would
stop most historians but it does not faze mrs brodie where there are
documents she knows how to read them in a special way where
documents have been lost mrs brodie can make much of the gap
mrs brodie is masterful in using negative evidence too

but mrs brodie is at her best when there is no evidence whatever
to cloud her vision then she is free to speculate 29

navidcdaviddavid2david herbert donald by sex obsessed commentary 58 no I11 julyouly 1974981974 98
ibid21bid p 96
ibid2ibidbibid

2 ibid
2 ibid

ibid2lbld ppap 97 98
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after she has told her readers that no one can know jeffersons
sentiments on one occasion she then proceeds to reveal in detail
what he must have felt 30 donald sums up his reactions to thomas
jefferson with the conclusion that the book

bears less resemblance to any conventional historical work than it does
to ignatius donnellysdonnellyyDonnellys devoted efforts to prove by an ingenious cipher
that francis bacon wrote the works of shakespeare indeed in mrs
brodies untiring hands the whole corpus of jeffersons writings and
records has become a kind of elaborate cryptogram which she has de-
coded to reveal his sexual secrets 31

the most intensive review of thomasthomasjeffersonjefferson is by garry wills
historian and writer of a recent book on jefferson and the declara-
tion of independence writes wills

two vast things each wondrous in itself combine to make this book a
prodigy the authors industry and her ignorance one can only be so
intricately wrong by deep study and long effort enough to make Ms
brodie the fasting hermit and very saint of ignorance the result has an
eerie perfection as if all the worlds greatest builders had agreed to rear
with infinite skill the worlds ugliest building she has managed to
write a long and complex study of jefferson without displaying any ac-

quaintance with eighteenth century plantation conditions political
thought literary conventions or scientific categories all of which
greatly concerned jefferson she constantly finds double meanings in
colonial language basing her arguments on the present usage of key
words she often mistakes the first meaning of a word before assigning
it an improbable second meaning and an impossible third one 3231

wills holds that Ms brodies obsession with all the things she can
find or invent about jeffersons sex life is the main thing she has
tt pouredttpoured into her work since that life does not seem a very ex-
tensive or active one Ms brodie has to use whatever hints she can
contrive in particular she reads the whole jefferson corpus as a se-
cret code referring to sally hemings 33wills33 wills is especially con-
cerned over the constant use of what he calls Ms brodies hint and
run method to ask a rhetorical question and then proceed on the
assumption that it has been settled in her favor making the first sur-
mise a basis for second and third ones in a towering rickety struc-
ture of unsupported conjecture 34 wills concludes that Ms brodies
speculating in thomas jefferson involves heroic feats of misunder-
standing and a constant labor of ignorance this seems too high a

bibidibid3ibid p 98
bibidibid3ibid

garry wills uncle thomass cabin new york review ofbooksof books 21 18 april 197826
ibid33ibid p 27
ibid3ibidbibid p 26
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price to pay when the same appetites can be more readily gratified by
those hollywood fan magazines with their wealth of unfounded
conjecture on the sex lives of others from which mrs brodie has
borrowed her scholarly methods 3355

II11

in 1946 this same Ms brodie published no man knows my hist-
ory the life ofjosephof joseph smith the mormon prophet 366 critics have regu-
larly acclaimed that book as the best study of joseph smith and the
mormonscormonsMormons whenever the subject of joseph smith or the mormonscormons
has come up since 1946 fawn brodies book has been considered au-
thoritative

no man knows my history had some things going for it from
the beginning Ms brodie characterized joseph smith in such a way
that his religious claims were seemingly denied for non mormon
readers the only people she could possibly offend in her 1946 book
were the mormonscormonsMormons she told everyone else what they wanted to hear

after her success with her joseph smith book Ms brodie went
on to publish biographies of sir richard burton and thaddeus ste-
vens which were respectfully if not always enthusiastically received
by reviewers sir richard burton and thaddeus stevens are fairly ob-
scure and uncontroversial figures in history no one was really con-
cerned enough to make a fuss if her accounts of such people were
fictional inaccurate or distorted As one reviewer notes until
thomas jefferson fawn brodie has made a scholarly specialty of odd
balls eg thaddeus stevens and joseph smith 37

but her reputation was built on the joseph smith book when
some latter day saints ventured to challenge her scholarship their
objections were ignored or brushed aside because after all they had
an obvious vested interest in defending joseph smith but in thomas
jefferson fawn brodie is writing for the first time about a man
whose life and character are well known to numerous students and
to a number of very eminent scholars

in 1946 when hugh nibley first attempted to challenge Ms
brodies scholarship 38 he was denounced as flippant and his argu-
ments were discounted but there are some rather remarkable sim-
ilaritiesilari ties between his objections to no man knows my history and the

ibid31ibid p 28
fawn naMn1 brodie no man knows my history the life ofjosephof joseph smith the mormon prophet new

york alfred A knopf 1946
3 yoder an unshaken hero p 542

hugh3hughahugh nibley no maam thats not history salt lake city bookcraft 1946
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current scholarly criticisms of thomas jefferson which complain as

dr nibley did of Ms brodies manipulation and tangling of evi-
dence of her obsession with sex of her ignorance of the larger back-
ground of the subject she is treating and of her special intuition
into the minds of people perhaps it is time for non mormon histo-
rians to examine once again fawn M brodies still respected earlier
work no man knows my history for that book may suffer from the
same faults now so painfully evident to the reviewers of thomasthomasjeffthomasjefjeff-
erson
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jerusalem garrison 34 AD
lynda mackey

night is a smoke tonight
black full of poisons
and the spitting of cats
but I1 must be the poison
nights are bomborn black
and cats have reasons

im sick of the talk of the streets
I1 have need of a dreamless night
curse jerusalem
this place is heavy
more nearly a tomb than a city
didnt I1 come to be free of burdens
free from the fevers and ghosts of rome
you know what things I1 ran from
I1 begin to fear friend
there is no land that frees a man
from his own sullen chains

oh im tired
this city was more mad today
with signs and blood
than I1 have need of to forget
what I1 wish to forget
its careful jews have things locked
behind their sharpened mouths
that are no romans business
and im glad of that
more such days and ill begin to fear
this bargain I1 have made is nothing more
than one blood lusting zoo

lynda mackey is a poet residing in salt lake city
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for a market place of lunatics
both lovers of a law

yes youre right
tonight is no night for this
I1 am weary past trusting
these half dreamed thoughts
at your advice I1 will forbear
the usual games of hopeless guessing
and sink beneath an ignorant sleep

I1 see you think there is some educated worm
at work with too much patience in my brain
no paulus
I1 have overeaten of ideas
been haunted by philosophies
now im just tired
and tomorrow I1 must watch at some new grave

you know then of the nazarene
some galilean madmen
have it he is god
indeed some careful prefect
has deemed him worthy of a double guarded tomb
but speak not of him
oh how im tired
morning will I1 be new
and fit for guarding a poor corpse
in the noble name of rome

yes I1 heard the man
herod was right to fear him
I1 almost found myself
hungry to hear more
A kingdom he said
where men were made free from themselves
where sins and lepers sores alike
were washed off in his blood
Is that not madness
his taxes were of hearts and souls
he envied caesar nothing of his gold
no wonder rome is jealous
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one day I1 saw him make a blind girl see
butenoughbut enough
what matters what I1 thought I1 saw
he is nothing he is dead
we must goodnight

wait
forgive me one more question
friend paulus
if you love me
what are all these thunders do you think
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mobocracy and the rule of law
american press reaction to the

murder of joseph smith

paul D ellsworth

on the warm afternoon of 28 june 1844 a small group of sad-
dened men plodded down the road from carthage to nauvoo il-
linois the significant events of the last few days were winding down
now to this silent procession which bore the bodies of two men back
to the holy city which they had founded and governed what had
seemed impossible to many mormonscormons had happened joseph smsmithith
the prophet and his brother hyrum were dead

stunned by news of the deaths latter day saints quietly
mourned the loss of their beloved leaders to them the murders
were the bitter climax to years of religious persecution

since 1844 this killing of the mormon prophet has been the
subject of extensive historical research by both mormon and non
mormon scholars and yet we still have had very little information
regarding one important aspect of this whole phenomenon that is
the reaction to the murder by the general public while some histo-
rians have dealt with the response of illinois newspapers to the in-
cident few if any have closely examined the reaction of the national
press to the killing in order to help fill this gap in mormon studies
this article will examine the way in which the nations press reacted
to the slaying of joseph smith and his brother and will suggest some
reasons for the attitude of most newspapers regarding this particular
incident

to understand the attitude the american press adopted toward
the smith killings it may be helpful to review the events which pre-
ceded joseph smiths death from its inception the mormon church
had attracted opposition in the fourteen years since joseph smith
had organized the church of jesus christ of latter day saints he
had been accused of almost every possible crime he had been ar-
rested tried released and arrested and tried again his people had

paul D ellsworth is a student at thethejtheaJ reuben clarkdarkoark law school brigham young university
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been driven from new york to ohio from ohio to missouri from
missouri to illinois and in less than two years after the killing of the
prophet they would be fleeing from illinois to the supposed safety of
the salt lake valley

the particular circumstances which led to joseph smiths death
began in early june of 1844 with the destruction of the nauvoo ex-
positor an anti joseph smith newspaper published by defectorsdetectorsdefectors from
the church who considered joseph a fallen prophet and were deter-
mined to expose the immoralities and atrocities they claimed he had
committed the papers first issue was filled with accusations against
the prophet claims which he and other church leaders considered
lies and slander A meeting of the nauvoo city council was imme-
diately called by joseph smith who was also the mayor the exposi-
tor was declared a public nuisance and the press ordered destroyed

word of the destruction enraged non mormon citizens of the
surrounding illinois towns who felt that the mormonscormons had violated
the expositoryexpositorsExpositors right of freedom of the press antiandantl mormonscormons capital-
izing on public sentiment demanded the arrest of joseph smith and
those involved in the incident the governor of illinois thomas
ford soon dispatched state militia to arrest the mormon prophet
and ford himself hurried to the area in order to supervise personally
the capture

on 24 june 1844 joseph smith surrendered himself to illinois
state authorities on condition that he be protected from hostile citi-
zens three days later after he and his brother hyrum had been in-
carceratedcarcerated at carthage the county seat a mob of disguised men
rushed the jail overpowered the guards and shot and killed the two
smiths 1

the murder of the smiths at carthage illinois occurred as the
nation at large was itself suffering from a wave of lawlessness and
notingrioting and in this tense atmosphere the mob actions at carthage
were denounced as another sign of nascent anarchy to most ameri-
cans the incident was not just an isolated case of religious bigotry it
was a not so isolated case of mob violence

theme three decades preceding the civil war were for america
shot through with episodes of violence according to richard max-
well brown an important scholar of american violence the period
of the 1830s 1840s and 1850s may have been the era of the greatest

for a more detailed account ofjosephof joseph smiths death see donna hilljosephhillHilhllhii josrphjosephljoseph smith the first mor-
mon garden city NY doubleday 1977 ppap 387 418 see also dallin H oaks and marvin S hill
carthage consaconspconspiracynucyracyzacy the trial of the accused assassins ofjosephof josepejosephjosfph smith chicago university of chicago
press 1975 ppap 6 23
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urban violence america has ever experienced 2 brown explains that
during this period at least 35 major riots occurred in baltimore

philadelphia new york and boston baltimore had twelve phila-
delphia eleven new york eight and boston four 3 for its leading
role as a scene of urban violence baltimore gained the unpleasant
title of mob town 2141144 another important study of american vio-
lence concludes that in the period of the 1830s through the 1850s
tt mob violence not only increased markedly but also became a fea-
ture of american life not urban life or southern life or western
life but american life1662ilfeleej 5

the objects of this violence were many mobs actively harrasserharrassedharrassed
catholics mormonscormonsMormons abolitionists mexicans immigrants gamblers
and prostitutes in his book frontier violence eugene hollon attri-
butes the upheaval to the development of slums the arrival of mil-
lions of irish and german immigrants competition for jobs and
poorly trained police forces 2161166

when reporting mob activities contemporary newspapers almost
always denounced them as acts of lawlessness for instance on 12
march 1844 the louisville kentucky dailyjournalddllydailydalty journal headed an ar-
ticle with the title lynch law according to the article a mob had
hanged without even the semblance of a trial a negro accused of
murder and thethejournaltournatjournal condemned this act insisting there is no
sense in such proceedings the law would have hung him and they
did nothing more better far better to let the laws take their
course 7

of the urban violence which occurred in 1844 the most pro-
nounced and costly stemmed from clashes between irish immigrants
and members of the native american party the irish had come to
the united states en masse during the first half of the nineteenth
century to escape the devastating potato famines of ireland this

richard maxwell brown strain of violence historical studies of american violence and vigilantism
new york oxford university press 1975 p 29

31bidilbid civil disturbances were not restricted to major cities brown goes on to quote john C schein
ders findings that at least seventy per cent of american cities with a population of twenty thousand or
more by 1850 experienced some degree of major disorder in the 1830 1865 period

awW4w eugene hollon frontier violence another look new york oxford university press 1974 p
25 hollon also points out that during this period the ephitatephkatephrat of mob town was occasionally con-
ferred upon other cities as well including cincinnati st louis louisville and vicksburg

5leonardleonardbleonard richards cited in hollon frontier violence p 25

ibid p 24 according to hollon one reaction to the urban violence of the mid 1800s was the
development of our modern urban police system

Louiloullouisvillestille ky dailyjournaldaily journal 12 march 1844 p 3 although the word lunchinglynchinglyn ching has become synon-
ymous with hanging lunchinglynchinglyn ching was originally used to refer to any extralegalextra legal actions the term lynch law
seems to have originated with a virginia vigilantevigilance group in the 1780s led by a colonel charles lynch
however the evidence is not clear whether lynchslyncha group ever went so far as to apply the death penalty
see hollon frontier violence ppap 16 17.17
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massive migration gave rise to a strong nativist feeling among many
americans who looked suspiciously upon the incoming foreigners
one of the most pervasive fears of the nativists was that the irish
would use their numbers to form a voting bloc which could control
the government such fears were encouraged by various protestant
groups which passionately opposed the irish for their catholic be-
liefs

social tension and the potential for violence increased when the
nativists formed a political party with the avowed purpose of exclud-
ing the irish from politics and keeping them in line the party
known successively as the native american party and the order of
the star spangled banner eventually became the know nonothingthing
party due to its secrecy and its members response of 1 I know noth-
ing to inquiry about the partysbartys activities 8

in 1844 a presidential election year the emotions of the nat-
ives were at a pitch feelings erupted into violence and press re-
ports of clashes between the groupgroupss began to appear early in the year
the 27 april issue of the fort wayne indiana sentinel for example
reprinted a nenewtv york herald report of rioting in brooklyn between
the native americans and the irish A few days later the indiana
state sentinel reported that on election night in st louis a serious
row occurred between a party of natives and foreigners 9 these
skirmishes were subsequently overshadowed by rioting which broke
out in philadelphia again and again from may to july

on 7 may 1844 the streets of philadelphia became the scene of
intense rioting between the native americans and irish reportedly
before the groups could be brought under control fourteen persons
were killed thirty nine wounded and thirty eight buildings burned
to the ground 10 accounts of the strife dominated the american
press with such headlines as the philadelphia riots and the
philadelphia mob being common in newspapers throughout the
country 11

hollon frontier violence ppap 29 30
indiana state sentinel indianapolis 2 may 1844 p 4 for other accounts of rioting between the

natives and the irish see the southern patriot charleston SC 9 april 1844 p 4 louisville daily
journal 11 april 1844 p 3 and daily picayune new orleans 15 june 1844 p 2

Io iolouisvillelouisville daily journal 15 may 1844 p 3 for further accounts of the may rioting in phila-
delphia see delaware gazette wilmington 10 may 1844 p 3 louisville dailyjournalddllydailydully journal 14 may 1844

p 3 daily herald newbury port mass 14 may 1844 p 2 norwich conn courier 15 may 1844

p 2 rutland vt herald 16 may 1844 p 2 fort wayne ind sentinel 18 may 1844 p 2 and
arkansas state gazette little rock 5 june 1844 p 1

delaware gazette 17 may 1844 p 2 hawkeyehawk eye burlington iowa 30 may 1844 p 3 it is im-
portant to realize that american newspapers of the early and middle 1800s functioned without national
news services such as the associated press and united press international subsequently newspapers of
the nineteenth century followed the custom of borrowing newsworthy articles from other newspapers
in this manner a particular article may have appeared in various newspapers throughout the country
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after several days the rightingfighting stopped but what appeared to be
an end to the conflict turned out to be only a lull in the battle in
early july fighting again broke out this time bloodierbloodserbloodier than before

shocked by the reports of bloodshed andriotingand rioting in philadelphia
the incensed press severely condemned the lawless mob actions
which had caused the violence newspapers north and south could
perceive no justification for the hostile scenes that were reported
from philadelphia when reports of the july riots reached portland
maine the portland transcript sadly announced that philadelphia
has again been a scene of blood and slaughter the report contin-
ued

mobocracy has again run riot it commenced on the 6thath by an attack
on a catholic churchthechurch the ficfirsiclhiclsic excitement continued through the 7thath
and 8thath A large number of lives were lost and many were wounded it
is said to be worse than the first riot which covered that city with in-
famy 12

some accounts of the july violence placed the casualties as high
as one hundred killed and the same number woundewounded13woundeddr 13 such reports
stirred the american public A new york paper wrote that the air
was filled with excitement and inquiry regarding the riots at phila-
delphia 14 indeed updates on the rioting appeared in the press almost
every day throughout the month of july

in macon georgia the american democrat expressed a feeling of
disgust for the mob actions philadelphia has been again disgraced
by the occurrence of the most desperate and bloody riots upon rec-
ord in this country 15 the louisville daily journal called the riots
disgraceful to the character of the country16country 16 and later branded the

incident as one of the greatest and most unprovoked outrages that
ever occurred in any community civilized or barbarian 17

this condemnation clearly grew from the fact that the mob vio-
lence defied law and order americans seemed to have reached the

12pordandportland maine transcript 13 july 1844 p ill111liililili more articlearticlessonon thejulythe july riots in philadelphia
may be found in the daily times hartford conn 9 july 1844 p 2 delaware gazette 1122 july 1844
p 3 louisville daily journal 12 july 1844 p 3 and in almost any of the nations newspapers during
the month of july

louisville dailyjournaldaily journal 13 july 1844 p 3 this report is exaggerated but exemplifies the excite-
ment generated by the philadelphia violence

long island democrat 16 july 1844 p 3
5 american democrat macon ga 17 july 1844 p 2 southern newspapers being farther away

from the scenes of news events such as the philadelphia riots and the murder of joseph smith tended
to print such news anywhere from two weeks to a month later than in the northeastern and central
states

6 louisville dailyjournaldultydaily journal 12 july 1844 p 3

ibid 15 july 1844 p 2
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point at which their concern for the supremacy of the law over-
shadowed other issues the 19 july kenebecjournalkennebeckenebec journal augusta maine
articulated the national fear of mob rule which underscored the de-
nunciations of the philadelphia violence

the philadelphia riots have been grosser outrages and have required
the shedding of more blood to appease their ferocity than any civil
broils which have before happened in this country and this fact to-
gether with the partial triumph of the mob gives a fearful appre-
hension of what may be to come hereafter the supremacy of the
constitution and the established laws is the only safeguard of a republic
from anarchy 18

A declaration from the delaware gazette shows what extremes this
emphatic regard for the rule of law achieved the gazette declared
the supremacy of the laws should be acknowledged if every violator

must be put to death 19

such fanatical commitment to legal order was an expected reac-
tion to this nineteenth century urban violence lynchinglunchingLynching and rioting
were threatening the american form of government and they could
not be tolerated in this atmosphere of alarm and fear accounts of
the carthage violence appeared

in the context of a growing national fear of lawlessness it is in-
terestingte to note that one of the major complaints anti mormonscormons
made to the american public was that the law was powerless in
nauvoo 20 they claimed that the nauvoo city charter granted by
the illinois state legislature gave joseph smith near dictatorial pow-
ers with which he constantly defied the laws of the land significant-
ly the charge which brought the prophet to carthage the place of
his death was that of riot 21

18kenebeciournalneneKenekennebeckenebeckerbeclet journal augusta maine 19 july 1844 p 3
19 delaware gazette 12 july 1844 p 3

2oviolviolenceonce and mormonism had been made bedfellowsbedfellows in the american press even before the car-
thage inciinclincidentent the press quickly reported any occurrence of lynch law at nauvoo in april of 1844
articles appeanalpeanappearingng inin a number of papers described an incident of mormon mob law one of these arti-
cles printed in new Orleanorleanssorleanisss daily picayune of 27 april was entitled lynchinglunchingLyn ching at nauvoo it read

the following shows what a law abiding people joe smiths miniminionsons are A negro was
recently found with some stolen goods at nauvoo and to make him divulge the names of
those who committed the theft he was taken by the mormonscormons to the woods and lynched
they did not succeed however in their object

daily picayune 27 april 1844 p 44. in this case the word lynched means that the black man was
beaten in an attempt to make him divulge the names of the thieves variations of this article appear in
the louisville dellidailydeelydailyjournaljournal 19 april 1844 p 3 lee county democrat fort madison iowa 20 april
1844 p 2 cincinnati weekly herald and philanthropist 24 april 1844 p 2 delaware gazette 26 april
1844 p 3 the sun baltimore 26 april 1844 p 2 and hartford tenn daily courant 27 april
1844 p 2

after21after joseph smith arrived in carthage he posted bail on the riot charge and was set free how-
ever he was quickly charged with treason arrested and placed in the carthage jail he was awaiting
action upon the treason charge at the time of his death
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after some legal and extralegalextra legal maneuvering in which the riot
charge was dismissed joseph was imprisoned in the county jail on a
second charge this time of treason and on 27 june 1844 while un-
der the protection of the state of illinois he and his brother hyrum
were murdered by a mob

the first accounts of the carthage killings apparently originated
from anti mormon sources and placed the mormonscormons themselves inin
the role of aggressors allegedly the mormonscormons had attempted to res-
cue the prophet from jail and in the resulting confusion he and his
brother were killed basing their appraisal of the situation on these
erroneous reports newspapers presumed the smiths deaths to be the
just outcome of mormon violence

in pennsylvania for instance the 10 july 1844 hollidaysburg reg-
ister declared ettit is unnecessary to say that this bloodthirstyblood thirsty at-
tempt on the part of the mormonscormonsMormons was the signal for certain and
sure vengence jirjrrsiclhiclsic 12222 A letter in philadelphiasphiladelphianPhiladelphias north american al-
luded to the alleged rescue attempt and concluded that the smiths
were not killed in cold blood 23

eventually however the facts surrounding the killing became
known and the press which was now receiving reports of the phila-
delphia riots as well expressed great shock at the news cries of
tt murder came from the countryscount rys newspapers and condemnation of
the carthage mob actions began as the serious implications of the
incident started to sink in

while the events in pennsylvania and illinois clearly differed in
nature at philadelphia a riot between two mobs and at carthage
the murder of two men by a mob there seemed to be no question
in the mindsofminds of newspapermen that the two were related it may be
impossible to determine just how much the lawless spirit of the
times contributed to the murder of joseph and hyrum smith but
most editors clearly saw the carthage slayingsslavingsslayings as a symptom of a na-
tional illness the combined reporting of the philadelphia riots and
the carthage murders provided the press with strong evidence that
the dread disease of mob law was sweeping the country

many articles linked the two incidents and jointly condemned
them in print on 10 july 1844 the new bedford massachusetts
morning register combined a report of the carthage and philadelphia
violence under the heading

22hzlidaysburghollidaysburg pa register 10 july 1844 p 2

north Ameyamericanican 6 daily advertiser philadelphia 12 july 1844 p 2
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DREADFUL RIOT AND MURDERS
THE PROPHET JOE SMITH KILLED

MORE RIOTS IN THE CITY OF PENN

later fayettevillesFayettevilles north carolinian announced that civil war
with all its horrors is upon us it breaks upon us simultaneously

from the east and from the west native americanism in phila-
delphia and mormonism inin illinoisillinois2424

condemning the carthage violence the new hampshire sentinel
noted we seriously fear the death of the smiths will prove to have
been a cold blooded MURDER lynch law the people the real sover-
eigns as in philadelphia acting in masses without law and
against law 2255 in new york city the working mans advocate de-
clared we must deplore the renewed outrages in philadelphia and
illinois 26 similarly the new york daily tribune printed an article
lamenting the deaths of joseph and hyrum concluding altogether
it is a sad and melancholy business and will leave a dark spot side
by side with the records of the philadelphia riots in the history of
these times 27

the philadelphia riots and the carthage murders then each
touched a spot already sensitive in the american psyche and close
reading of the reports of the smiths killing shows just how severely
the mob was condemned for its flouting of governmental authority

new york cityscites evening post felt that the killing of joseph
smith was as cowardly and atrocious a murder as was ever com-
mitted 28 in paris kentucky the western citizen echoed similar sen-
timentsti ments claiming the slaying to be a cold blooded deliberate mur-
der 29 the charleston south carolina mercury printed it seems
certain by the most recent and authentic accounts that the mormon
leaders were wilfully and unresistingly murdered in prison this is
horrible 30

reprimanding the murderers the weekly ohio state journal de-
clared there can be no excuse for the conduct of the mob 5131 get
tysburgstysburgs republican compiler believed that the act would consign

knorthnorth2north carolinian fayetteville 13 july 1844 p 3 since the native americans were blamed for
the violence in philadelphia and the mormonscormons were originally blamed for the violence which ended in
joseph and hyramshyrums deaths the two groups are here linked as initiators in the civil upheavenupheavelupheavel

ne sentinel keene 17 july 1844 p 3
21 21workingworking mans advocate new york 13 july 1844 p 1

2 new york daily tribune 18 july 1844 p 2 this article appeared in numerous newspapers
throughout the country and originated in the 3 july st louis Rubrublicanrepublicanpublicanlican

28 28eveningevening post new york 13 july 1844 p 2
99westernwestern citizen paris ky 12 july 1844 p 3

3cbarlestoncharleston SC mercurmercury 15 july 1844 p 3
31weekly ohio statejournalslatestate journal columbus 9 july 1844 p 1
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the perpetrators if discovered to merited infamy and disgrace 32at32 at
least one report which was distributed throughout the country went
so far as to demand public condemnation of the outrage this ar-
ticle printed in philadelphiasphiladelphianPhiladelphias public ledger of 17 july boldly as-
serted that all men from one end of the union to the other must
condemn most emphatically the outbreak at carthage 33

while it may be argued that this condemnation grew out of
sympathy for the mormonscormonsMormons or out of respect and liking for joseph
smith the nations press generally found little to like about joseph
or his followers the albany new york evening journal for in-
stance after denouncing the actions of the carthage mob went on
to label joseph smith a low coarse vicious vagabond 34 similarly
the hampshire gazette of northhamptonNorthhampton massachusetts felt little
sorrow over the passing of joseph smith but it did mourn the man-
ner of his death

we do not lament that this beastly imposter joe smith is disposed
of we have no doubt that he has committed crimes worthy of a hun-
dred deaths but we deplore the manner and circumstances of his death as
eminently wicked disgraceful and dangerous in their tendencies 35

such an attitude toward the mormon prophet suggests that
more was involved than the death of a man or even a murder in-
deed the pittsburgh catholic a paper which might have been ex-
pected to oppose joseph smith on religious grounds stated the
enormity of this transaction cannot be palliatedpallia ted by the atrocities
committed by smith and his arch impostersimpostors 36what36 what made this
murder such an enormity was the manner and circumstances of
the killing like the riots in philadelphia the mob actions at car-
thage were dangerous in their tendencies

admittedly not all newspapers enthusiastically denounced the
carthage outbreak As might be expected some local illinois papers
quickly came to the defense of their neighbors 37 the belleville il-
linois advocate headlined a report of the killing LET HIM THAT Is
WITHOUT SIN CAST THE FIRST STONE 38 another illinois paper

32 32republicanrepublican compiler gettysburg 22 july 1844 p 1

33 public ledger and daily transcript philadelphia 17 july 1844 p 1

34 34albanyalbany NY eveningjournalevening journal 10 july 1844 p 2

35 35hampshirehampshire gazette northhampronnorthhamptonNorthhampton mass 16 july 1844 p 3

pittsburgh catholic 13 july 1844 p 8
some illinois papers seemed to feel that it was unfair for those who did not understand the situa-

tion to condemn joseph smiths killers so severely most of the defenses that were printed attempted to
show that the atrocities committed by joseph smith and an inability of the law to reach him justified
the actions taken by the mob

38Belleville iiiliiill111 advocate 8 august 1844 p 1
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sympathized with the mob claiming that the people were driven to
desperation at the thought of having again this monster at large in
the community 39 but the most vocal defender of the carthage
slayingsslavingsslayings was the warsaw signal

the signal a vigorous anti mormon publication was edited by
thomas sharp who was later tried and acquitted for his part in the
prophets murder 40 even though evidence strongly suggested he
played a major role in exciting the mob which stormed the carthage
jail after the murder his paper came faithfully to the defense of the
mob citing lockeanlockbean revolutionary theory the peoples right to take
the law into their own hands to justify the execution of the
smiths in the prelude to his defense of the incident mr sharp in-
dicates how widespread condemnation of the killing was

the summary execution of two of the mormon leaders joseph
and hirum smith at carthage on the 27th of june has excited a deep
interestinterest abroad as well as at home and has brought upon us the sever-
est censure of nearly the whole newspaper press as far as we have yet
heard from the almost unanimous expression of the papers that have
reached us we doubt not that the same indignant cry of cold blooded
murder will be echoed from one extreme of our wide spread union
to the other 41

even thomas sharp trying to justify the slaying knew that for the
most part the country would accept no justification

the albany evening journal succinctly stated the nations re-
sponse to the signals defense of the mob actions imposterimpostor and
profligate tho he joseph be trial and conviction should preceded
azcsrrsicszc sentence and execution 5142114242 illinois newspapers had to admit that
the mobsters in thus endeavoring to rectify the aggressions com-
mitted upon our laws by their victim have broken every com-
mand of duty honor and justice 21431143214543

As the riots between the irish and natives had shamed phila-
delphia so now did the murders shame carthage and illinois one
paper declared that the conduct of the carthage mobsters was a dis-
grace to their town and to the state 1144while114444 while another claimed that

39stJ clair banner belleville ill111111.iliiiilii 2 july 1844 p 1

4oforfor particulars on thomas sharps part in the killing and his later trial and acquittal see oaks and
hill carthage conspiracy

41 warsaw iiilii111.111 signal 10 july 1844 p 2

albany eveningeveningjournaljournal 9 july 1844 p 2
illinois state gazette shawneetownShawneetown 8 august 1844 p 3

44 44morningmorning courier louisville 8 july 1844 p 3
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the persecutors of mormonism in illinois had committed an act
that would disgrace even savage life 2145114545

indeed the disgrace of such an incident was acknowledged not
only as a blot on illinois in particular but on the nation at large As
the pittsfield massachusetts sun sadly commented

whatever may be thought of mormonism every friend of order
and of justice must condemn this outrage the law may be too weak to
reach the offenders for we live in the midst of lawless aggression but
these scenes reflect upon the country disgrace of a deeper dye than all
the monstrosities and absurdities that even rumor with her power of
exaggeration has coupled with nauvoo 46

such lamentations were followed by assertions that acts of law-
lessness such as the carthage violence endangered the countryscountrys free-
dom prefacing an accountofaccount of the smiths murder for instance the
morning register of new bedford massachusetts wrote

scenes of anarchy and confusion and bloodshed are being enacted
in our country which may well cause every friend of order and the
countryscountrys laws and institutions to ask what are we coming to the
spirit of lawlessness and violence which predominate in some sections
of the land must be put down must be subdued or we may bid fare-
well to freedom of opinion and of speech 47

an article entitled the progress of mob law in the pittsburgh
morning post declared

the murder of joe smith and his brother hiram is another fearful
evidence of the rapid progress that mob law is making in our country

45 45rochesterrochester NY republican 23 july 1844 p 4
pittsfieldpjttsfield46pittsileld mass sun 11 july 1844 p 3 americans were aware that reports of such violence as the

carthage murders and the philadelphia riots would spread abroad and they were not happy with the
picture painted of the united states on 23 august bostons daily evening transcript printed english
comment on the violence under title what they say of Us the article with the boston editors
introduction follows and shows that condemnation of these events extended past national boundaries

americans always exhibit great sensitiveness as to the opinions entertained of them
abroad the late riots in this country have afforded a fertile theme for european comment
and some of their remarks are not at all flattering or calculated to increase our national
pride the following which we copy from the lverUverliverpoolpoolpooi mercury of august 3dad though
brief is very expressive

american riots the scenes which have taken place in pennsylvania and illinois would have
disgraced a nation of savages we question whether even amongst the aboriginal natives of
the continent of america distinguished as they have been for wild and pitiless ferocity and
utter disregard of human guggufsufferingfering any record can be found more sanguinary than the riots
at philadelphia or the massacre of the mormon leader and his brother in the prison at
carthage for the particulars of rhesethesetha events so shocking to humanity so disgraceful to
america and so discouraging to the friends of democratic institutions we must refer to our
compendium

y morning register new bedford mass 10 july 1844 p 1
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and will create alarming forebodings for the permanency of the internal
safety of the country if the strong arm of the civil authorities is not
raised to protect citizens of every shade of opinion that provision of
the constitution which purports to grant permission to all to worship
god according to the dictates of their own consciences is becoming a
dead letter the religious freedom of which we boast will soon be
trampled under the feet of the mob whose brutal passions can only be
appeased by the destruction of property and the spilling of blood 4841

As these news reports indicate the carthage mob actions were
seen as part of a national trend of lawlessness however relieved
some americans may have been by the end of joseph smith sacri-
ficing the rule of law and the principle of social order was too high a

price to pay for the death of one man
in a time of violence and threatened anarchy both mormonscormons

and americans faced an uncertain future nationally the murder of
joseph and hyrum was seen as another manifestation of mob rule
and condemned because of its fearful implications to americans
the carthage mob represented a loss of security and order occurring
when it did amid the national civil upheaval of the mid 1800s the
killing of the prophet and his brother added fuel to the already blaz-
ing issue of mob violence

the press could not overlook the slaying regardless of its feel-
ings about joseph smith and his doctrines principles of social order
were more important than religious persuasions law and due process
were in the american mind more important than likes or dislikes
no mob anti catholic or anti mormon could be justified

48 48pittsburghpittsburgh morning post 8 july 1844 p 2 the fear of mob rule is apparent in much of the treat-
ment of the murders of joseph and hyrum smith A few of the articles which linked condemnation of
the murders with concern for mob rule are found in the following cincinnati gazette 8 july 1844 p 2

affairs in philadelphia the morals of pennsylvania and illinois indiana state sentinel 11 july 1844
p 2 the sun baltimore 12 july 1844 p 2 also an excellent article entitled the illinois outrage
north american and daily advertiser philadelphia 12 july 1844 p 1 weekly american eagle mem-
phis tenn 12 july 1844 p 2 national intelligencer washington DC 13 july 1844 p 3 lee
county democrat 13 july 1844 p 2 north carolinian 13 july 1844 p 3 pittsburgh morning post 13

july 1844 p 2 entitled mobismlmobismMobismobbismMob ismml boston post 16 july 1844 p 2 rochester republicanrepublican 16 july 1844
p 4 charleston mercury 16 july 1844 p 2 new hampshire sentinel 17 july 1844 p 3 fayetteville
NC observer 17 july 1844 p 3 knoxville tenntenn register 17 july 1844 p 2 public ledger phila-

delphia 18 july 1844 p 2 daily Aargusagusrgus portland maine 19 july 1844 p 2 article linking phila-
delphia and nauvoo violence entitled the mob Spirispiritspirltl rhode island countgjournalcountry journal and independent
inquirer providence 19 july 1844 p 1 Sspringfield republican mass 20 july 1844 p 1 daily ohio
statejournalstate journal columbus 23 july 1844 p 1 kanawha republican charleston va 23 july 1844 p 2

tioga eagle wellsboroughWellsborough pa 24 july 1844 p 2 winnahwinvah observer georgetown SQSC 27 july 1844

p 4 national intelligencer washington DC 30 july 1844 p 3 american democrat macon ga 7

august 1844 p 1 richmond ind palladium 9 august 1844 p 3 evening post new york 14

august 1844 p 1 and the kenebecjournalkennebeckenebec journal augusta maine 23 august 1844 p 4 excellent article
portraying the general fear of mob lawawl
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gods base of operations
mormon variations on the
american sense of mission

gustav H blanke with karen lynn

whatever his nationality a student of mormonism soon be-
comes aware of the significant and central position of america in
both the history and the theology of the mormon church the im-
portance of america goes far beyond what might naturally arise from
the simple historical fact that the churchschurche founder and first mem-
bers were americans mormonscormons everywhere look to america and
particularly to the united states as gods base of operations a

tigreatttgreatgreat and glorious nation with a divine mission and a prophetic his-
tory and future 1

As a non mormon european observer who has been studying the
american sense of mission for some time I1 am interested in the way
in which this mormon sense of americas symbolic and religious im-
portance is intimately tied in some very specific ways to the spiri-
tual and moral ideas which have been prominent in american his-
tory from the days of the puritan settlements the nationalistic
philosophy and rhetoric that manifested themselves in mormonism
almost from the time of its inception are part of a cohesive and iden

this article originated as a lecture which dr blanke delivered at BYU in january 1977
gustav H blanke is professor of english at the university of mainz germany A founder of the ger-
man association of american studies and author of numerous works about america he isis presently
writing a book on the rhetoric of the american sense of mission with particular attention to election
sermons fourth ofjulyofjuly orations theological tracts and political pamphlets

ezra taft benson address to the one hundred thirty second annual conference of the church
ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints in conference report 8 april 1962 salt lake city deseret news
press p 103 in this address the speaker explicitly states that non american mormonscormons as well as those
living in the mormon homeland should realize the sacred nature of america and her destiny every
true latter day saint throughout the world loves the USA the constitution of this land is part of every
latter day saints religious faith p 103
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tidiabletifiable stream leading from the earliest days of american history 2 A
non mormon historian views these facts simply as the coming to-
gether of philosophical and historical elements that help to explain
the sources and the timely appeal of some of the doctrines of joseph
smith and his successors A mormon historian on the other hand isis
more likely to see the hand of god at work laying the foundations
for the restoration from either viewpoint I1 feel the question is of
tremendous interest one cannot understand the mormon church
without understanding its own version of the american sense of
mission and this aspect of mormon beliefs ties the church rather
closely to an important american tradition that was essential in pre
figuring and preparing for the founding and subsequent flourishing
of the mormon church

from the days of the very first settlers inhabitants of the north
american continent have seen themselves as players in a fore
ordained divine drama since god in his wisdom wished to bring
about certain ends both religious and political among his children
on this earth he needed agents who would accept their role as in-
strumentsst of his will america was to be the stage for pivotal far
reaching events that would exemplify mans divine potential for all
the world to see eventually bringing about the moral resurgence
that would prepare the world for the second coming clinton rossi-
ter described the american mission as

a simple belief comprehensible viable and endlessly serviceable it as-
sumes that god at the proper stage in the march of history called
forth certain hardy souls from the old and privilege ridden nations
that he carried those precious few to a new world and presented them
and their descendants with an environment ideally suited to the deve-
lopment of a free society and that in bestowing his grace he also be-
stowed a peculiar responsibility for the success of proper institutions
were the americans to fail in their experiment inin selfseif government

lamons the most important works dealing with the american sense of mission are loren baritz
ed city on the hlllhillhlib A history of ideas and myths in america new york wiley 1974 edward M
bums the american idea of mission concepts of national purpose and destiny new brunswick NJ
rutgers university press 1957 norman A graebner ed manifest destiny indianapolis bobbs
merrill 1968 ernest R may americas destiny in the twentieth century in daniel J boorstinboonsBoorstincin

ed american civilization A portraitfromportrait from the twentieth century new york mcgraw hill 1972 ppap
321 5232 frederick merk manifest destiny and mission inin american history A reinterpretation new
york alfred A knopf 1963 russel B nye this almost chosen people essays in the history of ameri-
can ideas east lansing michigan state university press 1966 clinton rossiterrossicerRossicer the american quest
1790 1860 an emerging nation in search of identity undyunityunify and modernity new york harcourt brace
jovanovich 1971 cushing strout the new heavens and newneunee earth political religion in america new
york harper and row 1974 emesaemescernest L tuveson redeemer nation the idea of americas millennial
role chicago university of chicago press 1968 albert K weinberg manifest destiny A study of
nationalist expansionism in american history baltimore johns hopkins 193193519551955
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they would fail not only themselves but all men wanting or deserving
to be free 3

the american sense of mission had its roots in the new en-
gland puritan conviction that god had sent a saving remnant of
the holy nation of england across the atlantic to become a model
of piety and good government for all of europe john winthrop in
his A modell of christian charity written on boarde the arra-
bella on the attlantickAttlantick ocean anno 1630 exemplifies the isola-
tionismtionism the self examination and the high minded aims of the earleariearly
expression of the american sense of mission to winthrop the
journey of the settlers to the new world was a separation both lit-
eral and symbolic from the corruptionscorruptions of the old world the es-
tablishment of a new settlement was the cause betweenebetweene god and
us wee are entered into covenant with him for this worke wee
have taken out a commission then hath hee ratified this cov-
enant and sealed our Comission and will expect a stricatstrickt perform-
ance of the articles contained in it for wee must consider that
wee shall be as a citty upon a hill the eles of all people are upponappon
us 2141144 the puritan settlers had only to carry out the mission that god
had called them to and soon said winthrop men would exclaim
regarding each succeeding settlement the lord make it like that of
new england 5

but the diligent determined colonists were soon to find that
their example meant little to cromwell and the english puritans A
slight redefinition of their mission was necessary one that would ac-
commodate the realities of their situation england and the rest of
the old world were generally content to disregard their spiritual ex-
ample but one that would at the same time give them a new sense
of the worth of their own struggles the underlying metaphor was
no longer the city on the hill or a light unto the nations it
became instead the errand into the wilderness and the colonists
cherished the wilderness condition of their church as a special chal-
lenge to overcome all temptations intended primarily for their own
proving and purification rather than as an example to the world the
wilderness condition made the colonists vigorous fighters against sa-
tan keeping them away from the mischief and vices of the world by
forcing them to struggle with dangers and uncertainties samuel
danforth called these hardships a prerequisite of the hedges of
grace within these hedges of grace at the end of the jewish

clinton3ciinton rossiterRosshersker the american mission the american scholar 20 winter 1950 195119 20

sohnjohn winthrop A modell of christian charity 1630 in winthrop papers boston mas-
sachusettssachubachu etts historical society 1929 1947 2294 95

ibid
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world the vineyard of the lord could be safely attended to and
the world eventually must come to see that the new england puri-
tans alone were carrying on the difficult work of reformation with-
out being distracted by more pleasant tasks 6 the wilderness
metaphor invited frequent comparison with the people of israel on
the journey from the house of bondage into the land of prom-
ise the wilderness churches were compared with the tents or taber-
nacles of the sinai desert

inevitably this idea of canaan came to represent the new land of
promise and the city on the hill founded in the new world sug-
gested zion and gradually came to be interpreted in such puritan
writings as those of edward johnson samuel sewall cotton mather
and jonathan edwards as an anticipation of the new jerusalem
edward johnson pointed out to his puritan brethren in england that
gods heralds had promised the new england immigrants that this
is the place where the lord will create a new heaven and a new
earth 7 samuel sewall said in 1697 that americas name is to be
seen fairly recorded in scripture that the new jerusalem will
come down in the heart of america that god prefers to taber-
nacle in our indian wigwam rather than in the magnificent cathe-
drals of europe and that the spiritual body of christ will rest his
right foot in the american zion 8 cotton mather affirmed that

AMERICA is legible in the promises of the old and new testa-
ments rezregardingarding the end of the world the millennium and the new
jerusalem 9 jonathan edwards stated further that AMERICA is that
part of the world that is pointed out in the revelation of GOD for
the latter day events since the old world saw the birth of christ
and the beginning of the reformation the new world will see the
second coming this restoration of the spiritual balance of the hem-
ispheres which completes newtonsnewmonsNew tons physical and cosmic balance
means that the light of the world shall rise in the west 10

see samuel danforth A briefe recognition of new englands errand into the wilderness cam-
bridge massnfass 16711671 sermsermonon I111I1 march 1670 cf sacaansacvan bercovibercovitchtch the puritan origins of the ameri-
can seifselfseiyseifncwnew haven conn yale university press 1975 ppap 67 68

edward johnson wonder working providence of sions savior london 1654 in perry
miller ed the american puritans their prose and poetry garden city NY doubleday and com-
pany inc 1956 p 30

samuel sewall phaenomenalphaenomenaPhaenomena quaedam apolcolyptica ad aspectumaspecturnAspect umurnuinulu novi orbis configurateconfigurata or somefewsome tewfew
lines toward a description of the new heaven As it makes to those who stand upon the new earth boston
1697 121 2 dedicatory letter A 2 vs 5737 40 letters of samuel sewall boston massachusetts histori-
cal society sixth series 1886 1888 1177 2156 201

cotton mather theopolis americana an essay of better things to be yet seen in the ameri-
can world boston 1710 ppap 43 44

jonathan edwards some thoughts on the revival of religion in new england in 1740 in
vorisworks new york 1830 4132 3316 376 an humble attempt for the advancement of
christs kingdom on earth pursuant to scripture promises and prophecies concerning the last time
boston 1747 ppap 5 169
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this apocalyptic and millennial conviction that the new jerusa-
lem was to be established in america remained fully alive into the
beginning of the nineteenth century it found many adherents
among the preachers of the revolutionary period such millennial
istsests as george Duffleduffieldld samuel hopkins joseph bellamy david
austin and elias boudnotboudrot emphasized the contrast between the
depravity and corruption of the old world and after the conversion
of the indians the restoration of eden in the unspoiled regions of
the western world it became fashionable among presbyteriansPresbyterians con-
gregationalists and other denominations to call america the
harbinger of the millennium the historians also contributed to

the trend by linking the new world in a historic continuum with
the world of both the old and new testaments thus turning typol-
ogy into a historical sequence 11

celebrations of americas future glory consistently emphasized
that as the old world was the scene of christs first appearance on
the earth so the new world unspoiled and uncorrupted would
host the second here said george Duffleduffieldduffield in his thanksgiving
sermon of 1783

far removed from the noise and tumult of contending kingdoms and
empires far from the wars of europe and asia and the barbarous afri-
can coast here shall ourjesusour JESUS go forth conquering and to conquer
and the heathen be given him for an inheritance and these uttermost
parts of the earth a possession zion shall here lengthen her cords and
strengthen her stakes and the mountain of the house of the lord be
gloriously exalted on high here shall the religion of jesus the
pure and undefiled religion of our blessed redeemer here shall it reign
in triumph over all opposition and here shall the various ancient
promises and the light of divine revelation diffuse its sic benefi-
cent rays till the gospel of jesus have accomplished its day from east
to west around the world A day whose evening shall not terminate in
night but introduce that joyful period when the outcasts of israel
and the dispersed ofofjudahjudah shall be restored and with them the guiness

of the gentile world shall flow to the standard of redeeming love and
the nations of the earth become the kingdom of our lord and sav-
iour 12

to this point we have seen articulations of the idealistic sepa-
ratist self denying pole of americas sense of Mmission it began in an

see glenn miller fashionable to prophesy presbyteriansPresbyte rians the millennium and the revolution
american studies 21 1976239 60

12 12georgegeorge duffield sermon on the day 11 december 1783 appointed by the united states in
congress to be observed as a day of thanksgiving for the restoration of peace philadelphia 1784
ppap 16 17 mormonscormons will recognize a more flowery version of the basic ideas of the tenth article of
falfaifaithbaithhaithth
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all consuming conviction that america would be the triumphant
proof of gods grand design for his faithful children then became
more inner directed focusing on gods choice of a particular group
to become sanctified through a sacred struggle in a wilderness
the rhetoric that followed was more forward looking stressing
americas role in the fulfillment of millennial prophecy but no mat-
ter how the expression varied at the core of each restatement of the
sense of mission was the sense of a solitary destiny that would even-
tually command the attention of the wicked nations of the world
As long as the emphasis was on gods will and on his unalterable
providence there were few direct efforts to bring others to an ac-
knowledgmentknowkhow ledgment of americas superiority

As nineteenth century historical circumstances allowed the new
nation to expand toward the pacific ocean the american sense of
mission took on an entirely new character the passive exemplary
views of americas destiny gave way to an active outward reaching
set of goals americans began to believe that the success of gods
plan was largely up to them and that god should not have to wait
any longer upon their agency doing replaced being jtit was no
longer sufficient to be a light it was necessary to enlighten though
writers and orators retained basic religious terms as providence
god and mission the mission to exalt religion and religious

obedience turned into the mission to exalt liberty and republican-
ism lythe15 the sense of apocalyptic destiny was equated not with the lit-
eral establishment of a new jerusalem but with mans ability to ef-
fect model political institutions derived from the principles of
liberalism republicanism and federalism by 1840 after several unin-
terrupted decades of successful economic development and territorial
expansion americans had come to believe that their principles and
institutions were so superior morally and practically as to guarantee
their expansion into the adjacent territories that were ready to re-
ceive the divine spark it became americas destiny now to spread
freedom and federalism to other lands often through stronger means
than mere example by 1900 albert J beveridge could claim on be-
half of the nation that gods hand was in the eternal movement of
the american people toward the mastery of the world 111414

for a discussion of the development of the civil religion that basically substituted the nation for
the church but continued to employ nondenominational religious imagery see conrad cherry gods
new israel religious interpretations of american destiny englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1971

ppap 8 21

albert J beveridge the star of empire in the meaning of the times and other speeches in-
dianapolisdi bobbs merrill 1908 p 142
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now that our discussion will allow us to put mormon beliefs in
the perspective of more general american thought it might be well
to begin ouourr consideration of the mormon sense of the american
mission by abstracting some of its most important elements 15 read-
ers acquainted with mormon culture will already have noted many
familiar aspects not only of the beliefs but also of the rhetoric and
imagery we have alluded to so far to my way of thinking the most
important components of the mormon sense of the american mis-
sionsionslon are these

1 god is the master of history and he has a design for the
course of human events

2 he may choose an agent or instrument to help him in the
work

3 he has chosen a particular group of people in this case the
members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints as his
principal agents

4 the members of gods american israel have covenanted with
one ananotherother to act as a peculiar people a people apart and different
from but eager to be reunited with the rest of mankind if the na-
tions of the world accept the pure true and restored message

5 before this holy cause can become the cause of all mankind
his people must fulfill an errand into the wilderness and in this
case convert the indians and make the wilderness blossom as a rose

6 the establishment of zion in the wilderness is the first step
toward the establishment of christs kingdom on earth

7 america is a sanctuary a refuge and an asylum
8 america is destined to be the moral example of the world if it

will only heed its responsibility to its moral traditions
the eight characteristics of the mormon sense of mission typify

many of the most important aspects of theidealisticthe idealistic pole isolation a
wildernessttwilderness condition pride in struggle a conviction of being the

vanguard of a moral superiority whose triumph is certain because it
represents gods will mormonscormons see themselves as a chosen people in
the sense of a people singled out for a difficult task not a people
chosen to rule and prosper simply because they are the fortunate ben-
eficiaries of arbitrary divine favoritism initially it may seem surpris-
ing that we would align the mormon philosophy with the idealistic

among15among the works I1 have consulted are thomas F odea the cormonsmormons chicago university of
chicago press 19519577 marvinmaninmadin S hill and james B alienallenailen eds mormonism and american culture new
york harper and row 1972 W J whalen the latter day saints in the modemmodernmoderz worldlorldTy an account
of contemporary mormonism new york john day 1964
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self denying exemplary pole of the american sense of mission rather
than with the later empire building pole the church has after all
established an extensive proselyting network in an effort to spread
itself to all parts of the globe and certainly mormonscormons accept the no-
tion that the chosen people must bring to pass the designs of god
through their own efforts rather than just waiting in passive antici-
pation for the fulfillment of prophecy but even though the mor-
mon church shows some kinshipskinships with the active pole important
distinctions remain its hoped for worldwide growth rests finally on
the assumption that with sufficient information and spiritual en-
lightenmentlightenment new members will be drawn into the church through
example the spiritual awakening will happen because it is part of
gods design and because the example of mormonism will be irre-
sistiblesis tible unlike the active sense of mission that underlay nine
teenthsteenth century expansionism mormon attitudes do not countenance
force financial pressure or hard diplomacy as appropriate means for
spreading mormonism

the entire wilderness experience component has a unique col-
oring in mormon tradition john cotton thomas shepard peter
bulkeley increase and cotton mather and other puritan divines
gave great importance to the notion of the wilderness derived from
the early days of protestantism the lollardspollardsLol lards of the thirteenth cen-
tury the friends of wyclif the waldensiansWalden sians the hutterites and
many other reform groups were fond of the idea that truth could be
restored only by following gods call into the wilderness however
with civilization evident on every hand the wilderness concept in
these earlier contexts obviously had to take on a meaning that was
mainly figurative the wilderness was mental or spiritual a symbolic
separation from established corruption a new beginning as if on un-
tried still sanctified soil but the americans and particularly the
mormonscormonsMormons were under no such pressure to turn the wilderness into a

merely metaphorical one the wilderness was as literally true for
them as it had been for the people of israel on their way through the
deserts toward the land of promise metaphor became a historical
and geographical reality that perfectly supported the mormonscormonsMormons view
of themselves as a people especially chosen to be tried a people set
apart for a holy struggle that would establish their divine merit in
the eyes of the world 16

in the book of mormon the mormon people already have an archetype of america as a haven of
safety for chosen wanderers the book of mormon wilderness struggle of the people ofjared and lehi
are not struggles against great physical odds however they are meant to stress the moral responsibility
of the inhabinnabinhabitantstantsrants of the chosen land the repeated message is that a people chosen by god for his
errands will be safe and happy if they remain obedient
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the mormon church stands today as a preserver of many original
aspects of the american sense of mission which have now been trans-
formed or dropped by most other americans claiming as their own
certain convictions that were once widespread among all americans
in many respects the american sense of mission has become the
mormon sense of mission for example though nineteenth century
spokesmen began to dilute the christian sense of expectancy and to
make the coming of christ synonymous with or just symbolic of a
gradual achievement of political perfection the mormon church has
continued to put forth the idea that under the custodianship of the
mormon priesthood america will be the literal site of christs sec-
ond comingandcomincominggAndand present day mormonscormons are comfortable with explic-
it claims reminiscent of puritan statements 17 that the american
continent is consecrated especially for them that the entire momen-
tum of the discovery settlement and prosperity of the united states
was set in motion to enable the founding of the mormon church 18

mormonscormons are likely to accept in a way that other americans have
not since the eighteenth century the notion that america is a na-
tion under god a special place providentially chosen as a refuge
for the faithful who have been called to advance his work and bring
closer the lalatteriattertterater day events that will inaugurate christs reign on
earth a literal reign that is more than just the culmination of the
progressive movement toward perfection and the peaceful unification
of mankind

public declarations of the american sense of mission perhaps
under the impact of viet nam watergate and vocal foreign criti-
cism have today dropped much of their religious rhetoric and pride-
ful allusion there is less talk of americas role as the conscience
or light or hope of the world or of its call to be a redeemer
nation there is even less reference to americas high destiny
when that supposed destiny might disguise a wish to control another
area or people instead there is more talk of international partner-
ship cooperation and world federalism based on a common recogni-
tion of human needs and human rights the national holidays still
call forth a display of much of the traditional rhetoric but the lan-
guage of canaan so dominant in colonial election sermons or even

edwards some thoughts in morksworks 4128334128 33 this new world is probably now discov-
ered that the new and most glorious state of gods church on earth might commence there

see for example ezra taft bensons statement in the address previously cited yes the lord
planned it all why so america could serve as a beacon of liberty and in preparation for the opening
of a new gospel dispensation the last and greatest of all dispensations in preparation for the second
coming of the lord jesus christ appp 103 104 the book of mormon in addition refers to the dis-
covery and eventual prosperity of the new world in the context of divine longtermlong term intention see 1

nephi 1312 20
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as recently as in john F kennedyskennedyaKennedys inaugural references to trumpet
summons and the burden of a long twilight struggle knowing
that here on earth gods work must be truly our own19 has given
way to a language that has altered the religious imagery in such a
way that it can accommodate all religious beliefs reducing the
stream of american exceptionalismexceptionalism to a mere trickle

what is to happen has the sense of mission dissipated itself
into ineffective platitude has the call to the chosen few now be-
come so inclusive as to be meaningless after all much of the mo-
mentum and compelling force of the american sense of mission
grew from the fact that those who preached and espoused it felt
themselves singled out as privileged participants in a divinely or-
dained drama clearly now that the rhetoric has expanded to encom-
pass the pluralism of american society the distinctive honor of par-
ticipation is gone and with it much of the evangelical vitality of the
cause

one scholar however has suggested that a new and more posi-
tive self image is about to emerge for america that by the decade
of the 1980s there will have developed a definition of americas mismlsmis-
sion more limited than that of the nineteenth century but less limit-
ed and less negative than that of the cold war era 2200 if this is cor-
rect if america is about to waken from a slumber of overcaution
and self doubt then perhaps mormonscormonsMormons as determined preservers of
the sense of mission and its accompanying rhetoric can be one
source of americas new confidence and self respect along with
many other friends of america I1 offer the hope that americans
whatever their religious beliefs may indeed feel this rise in con-
fidence and idealism the new world after all is a setting that has
allowed for a totally different course of events rooted often in revo-
lution and self sacrifice than has been seen anywhere else in the
world people of good will everywhere hope that the evolving ameri-
can sense of mission will reflect a desire to build upon a remarkable
past in order to serve as a model to the people of the world

johnijohnojohn F kennedy inaugural address 20 january 1961 in the kennedy reader ed jay daniel in-
dianapolisdi bobbs merrill 1967

emesternest R may americas destiny in the twentieth century american civilization A portrait
from the twentieth centarcenturcenturyy ed daniel boorstinBoors dinrinddn new york mcgraw hill 1972 p 332
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the historians corner

edited by james B alienallenailen

every time we look at a new diary reminiscence or other eye-
witness account of something that happened in the past not only
do we learn something new but we also get a new perception and
this is why the continued study of history is so fascinating we real-
ize that no matter what our present perception is new information
and new insights into the perspectives of others results in continuing
growth and change in our own understanding of the past

the documents presented in this issue of the historians cor-
ner may provide such new perceptions for many first we present a
most interesting reminiscencereminiscence of a shaker who had a confrontation
with some of the earliest mormon missionaries in ohio though his
comments are not necessarily favorable to the church the account is
significant for it represents how others viewed the mormonscormons at the
time particularly interesting are his comments on sidney rigdon
who had just recently been converted and who became one of the
greatest preachers in the church in the 1830s and leman copley
who was formerly a shaker then a mormon and eventually went
back to his old religion the journal from which this is taken is in
the shaker museum old chatham new york but dr lawrence
flake was given a copy of the entry to submit for publication

the second item which actually consists of two related docu-
ments should prove of special interest to students of utah history
the story of the 1858 move south as johnstons army approached
salt lake city is well known and yet few diary accounts of that
event have been made generally available to readers the detailed
reminiscence of a faithful saint together with the very sketchy day
todayto day diary entries of a bishop who was one of the organizers and
leaders of the move provide two different perspectives that are most
helpful in understanding both the attitudes and experiences of those
who participated
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A SHAKER VIEW OF A MORMON MISSION

lawrence R flake

youre not the first mormon missionaries to visit the shakers
declared the crusty old curator of the shaker museum in old chat-
ham NY the two elders were laboring in the albany district of
the eastern states mission where I1 was serving as their supervising
elder in the fall of 1961 1I listened with great interest as they enthu-
siastically related how the old man had gone into another room for a
few minutes and emerged clutching a timeworn volume handwritten
by one of the early shakers

the missionaries told me that the curator read to them with
considerable relish an account of oliver cowdery sidney rigdon
leman copley and parley P pratts visits to the shaker village of
north union near kirtland ohio the elders could not recall many
details of the story except that the brethren had carried with them a
revelation from the lord to be read to the shakers and that when
their message was rejected the missionaries shook off the dust of
their coats as a testimony against the villagers 1

my curiosity was stirred and I1 determined to examine the vol-
ume for myself my desire was not realized until ten years later when
I1 returned to new york state as the director of the institute of reli-
gion at cornell university the book in question turned out to be
elisha D blakemansBlakemans journal and contained the interesting account
which follows

lawrence R flake former coordinator of the eastern division of the church department of seminaries
and institutes is presently serving as president of the missouri independence mission

see dacd&c 491 4
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A MORMON INTERVIEW

copied from brother ashbel kitchells2
pocket journel by EDB elisha D blakemanblakemanj3

some time in the year 1829 the new religion if so it may be called of the
mormonscormons began to make a stir in a town not far from north union 4 it created a
good deal of excitement among the people they statedseated they had received a new
revelation had seen an angel & had been instructed into many things in relation
to the history of amamericaerica that was not known before

late in the fall a number of them came to visit the believers one by the
name of oliver lowdreeloweree Cowcowderyderyl who statedseated that he had been one who had
been an assistant in the translation of the golden bible and had also seen the an-
gel and had been commissioned by him to go out & bear testimony that god
would destroy this generation

we gave him liberty to bear his testimony in our meeting but finding he had
nothing for us we treated them kindly and labored to find out what manner of
spirit they were of they appeared meek and mild but as for light oror knowledge
of the way of god I1 considered them very ignorant of christ or his work there-
fore I1 treated them with the tenderness of children

they tarried with us two nights & one day and when they were ready to start
they proposed to leave some of their books among us to which we consented
and they left seven which we distributed among the people but they were soon
returned as not interesting enough to keep them awake while reading after some
months they called for them & took them away except one which was given me a
present they appeared to have full faith in the virtue of their books that who-
ever would read them would feel so thoroughly convinced of the truth of what
they contained that they would be unable to resist and finally would be obliged

ashbel kitchell was the organizer of the north union community and first elder of the shaker
group from 1826 to 1831 he was apparently an imposing man as gathered from this description of
him

ashbel kitchell was above medium height large head self esteem quite promi-
nent veneration large large ears and eyes deep and broad across the chest and shoulders
corpulent weighing about two hundred and fifty pounds and of a dignified and command-
ing appearance under his administration the community was organized and greatly
prosperdprospered this growth was largely due to his practical business methods and in-
domitable will decision being a prominent feature of his mind he never faltered his word
was law and when he willed to do a thing it was done without question in his dis-
course his favorite theme was a mother in deity which he handled with power and at
times was carried beyond himself although he reproved sin and disorder with severity yet
he was tenderheartedtender hearted sympathetic and easily touched by the sorrows and griefs of those
around him in all his dealings with mankind he was no flatterer but open frank generous
and candid quoted in J P maclean shakers of ohio cincinnati F J heer 190711907 ppap
171 72

elishabilsha D blakeman a shaker of memt lebanon ohio copied ashbel kitchellsmitchellsKitchells pocket journal in
august 1856 blakeman later left the shaker movement robert F W meader director of the shaker
museum old chatham NY to richard L anderson 26 august 1968

the4theathe year 1829 should probably be 1830 because in the fall of that year oliver cowdery parley P
pratt peter whitmer and ziba peterson undertook the first extended mission of this dispensation As
they passed through northern ohio they preached to the campbellitesCampbel lites including sidney rigdon at
kirtland near north union ohio this proselytizing is undoubtedly the stir to which kitchell was
referring
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to unite with them they thot sic it prudent to wait on us a while for the leaven
to work so that things moved on smoothly for sometime and we had time for
reflection I1 believed that I1 should one day have to meet them and decide the
matter and least I1 should do any thing that should injure the cause of god or
bring weakness on myself I1 wrote home for council sic but could obtain none
for the case was new and none were acquainted with it in the church therefore
they could give no council and they left me to exercise my judgment for some
time I1 felt some straitened not knowing what course to take at length I1 con-
cluded that I1 was dedicated and entirely devoted to god & desired to do what was
right that if god had any hand in that work he would inform me by some
means that I1 might know what to do either by letting me have an interview with
the angel or by some other means give me knowledge of my duty

in this situation I1 remained for a long time occasionally hearing that they
expected to come after a while and lead us into the water we continued on
friendly terms in the way of trade and other acts of good neighborship untill sic

the spring of 1831 when we were visited on satursaturdayclay evening by sidney rigdon
and lemanuman copley 5 the latter of whom had been among us but not likeinglikening sic

leman copley who joined the church in march 1831 was formerly a member of the shakers so
named because of their demonstrative form of worship founded in england this sect to avoid per-
secutionse made its way to america under the leadership of their spiritual mother ann lee who they
believed was christ in his second appearance once baptized leman desired to return to the shakers
and preach the restored gospel john whitmer the book of john whitmer microfilm of holograph
church archives historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city utah p 39.3959 of this conversion and proposed mission the prophet joseph smith wrote the fol-
lowing

at about this time came leman copley one of the sect called shaking quakers and em-
braced the guiness of the everlasting gospel apparently honest hearted but still retaining
the idea that the shakers were right in some particulars of their faith in order to have more
perfect understanding on the subject I1 inquired of the lord joseph smith jr history of
the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts 2ndand ed rev 7 vols salt
lake city deseret news 193219511932 1951 1167 hereafter cited as HC

As a result of this inquiry joseph smith received the revelation recorded in section 49 of the doc-
trine and covenants wherein the lord directed sidney rigdon parley P pratt and leman copley to
preach the gospel to the shakers john whitmer reported

the above named brethren went and proclaimed the gospel according to the revelation
given them but the shakers hearkened not to their words and received not the gospel at
that time for they are bound in tradition and priestcraft and thus they are led away with
foolish and vain imaginations whitmer book ofjohnofjohn whitmer p 20

parley P pratts autobiography confirms the outcome of this encounter

some time in march I1 was commanded of the lord in connection with S rigdon and
L copley to visit a people called the shakers and preach the gospel unto them

we fulfilled this mission as we were commanded in a settlement of this strange
people near cleveland ohio but they utterly refused to hear or obey the gospel parley P
pratt autobiography of parley parker pratt ed parley P pratt jr salt lake city deseret
book company 1938195819381 p 61.61gi

shortly after the gospel message was rejected by the shakers leman copley returned to their society
and asked for fellowship in june of that same year brother copley caused a great stir among the saints
in thompson ohio where he lived these saints had been instructed to enter the law of consecration
brother copley who owned a large tract of land there had agreed to follow this counsel but broke the
covenant As a consequence of this contention the revelation in section 54 of the doctrine and cov-
enants was given directing the saints of thompson to move to missouri

in his history brother whitmer wrote at this time the church at thompson ohio was in-
volved in difficulty because of the rebellion of leman copley who would not do as he had previously
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the cross6crossd any to sirfirsiclhiclsic well had taken up with mormonism as the easier plan and
had been appointed by them as one of the missionaries to convert us

they tarried all night and in the course of the evening the doctrines of the
cross and the mormon faith were both investigated and we found that the life of
hiristqiristchfisq selfdenialselfdenial corresponded better with the life of christ than mormonism the
said rigdon frankly acknowledged but said he did not bear that cross and did not
expect to at this assertion I1 set him without the paling of the church and told
him I1 could not look on him as a christian thus the matter stood and we re-
tired to rest not knowing that they had then in possession what they called a
revelation or message from jesus christ to us which they intended to deliver to
day sabbath and which they supposed would bring us to terms

sabbath morning matters moved on pleasantly in sociable chat with the
brethren untill I1 felt to give them all some council which was for neither to
force their doctrine on the other at this time but let the time be spent in feeling
of the spirit as it was rigdonsRigdons first visit for it might be possible that he would
yet see that the foundation he was now on was sandy as well as those he had
been on while professing the various doctrines of the day and if he should he
might desire to find a resting place something substantial to place his feet on
where he would be safe therefore I1 wished him to know what we had and by
what spirit we were moved &cac

he said he would subject himself to the order of the place and I1 left them A
little before meeting another one came from the mormon camp as an assistant by
the name of parley pratt he called them out and enquired sic how they had got
along and was informed by rigdon and leman that I1 had bound them to si-

lence and nothing could be done parley told them to pay no attention to me for
they had come with the authority of the lord jesus christ and the people must
hear it &cac

they came into meeting and sat quietly untill the meeting was through and
the people dismissed when sidney rigdon arose and stated that he had a message
from the lord jesus christ to this people could he have the privilege of delivering
it he was answered he could he then said it was in writing could he read it
he was told he might he then read the following message the text of D & C
section 49 is here quoted with only a few minor wording changes from the way it
appears in the book of commandments chapter 52152.152.52521

at the close of the reading he asked if they could be permitted to go forth in
the exercise of their gift and office I1 told him that the piece he had read bore on
its face the image of its author that the christ that dictated that I1 was well
acquainted with and had been from a boy that I1 had been much troubled to get
rid of his influence and I1 wished to have nothing more to do with him and as
for any gift he had authorized them to exercise among us I1 would release them &

agreed whichwilch thing confused the whole church whitmer book of john whitmer ch 8 sometime
between 1831 and 1836 copley was excommunicated from the church as the prophet josephs journal
entryforentry forgor 1 april 1836 reveals

many brethren called to see me among the number was leman copley who testified
against me in a suit I1 brought against dr philastusphilistusPhil astus hurlburt for threateningmythreateningthreateningly my life he
confessed that he bore a false testimony against me in that suit and asked my forgive-
ness which was readily granted he also wished to be received into the church again by
baptism and was received according to his desire HC 24332.43324352455

ingingln shaker parlance the cross referred to their practice of celibacy
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their christ from any further burden about us and take all the responsibility on
myself

sidney made answer this you meeweeareaee cannot do I1 wish to hear the people speak
I1 told him if he desired it they could speak for themselves and seepedsteped sic back
and told them to let the man know how they felt which they did in something
like these words that they were fully satisfied with what they had and wished to
have nothing to do with either them or their christ on hearing this rigdon
professed to be satisfied and put his paper by but parley pratt arose and com-
menced shakeingshakeing sic his coattail he said he shook the dust from his garments as
a testimony against us that we had rejected the word of the lord jesus

before the words were out of his mouth I1 was to him and said you filthy
beast dare you presume to come in here and try to imitate a man of god by
shaking your filthy tail confess your sins and purge your soul from your lusts
and your other abominations before you ever presume to do the like again &cac
while I1 was ministering this reproof he settled trembling into his seat and cov-
ered his face and I1 then turned to leman who had been crying while the message
was reading and said to him you hypocrite you knew better you knew where
the living work of god was but for the sake of indulgence you could consent to
deceive yourself and them but you shall reap the fruit of your own doings &cac
this struck him dead also and dryedaryed up his tears I1 then turned to the believers
and said now we will go home and started sidney had been looking on all this
time without saying a word as he had done all he did only by liberty nothing was
said to him and he looked on with a smile to see the fix the others were in but
they all followed us to the house parleys horse had not been put away as he
came too late he mounted and started for home without waiting for any one
sidney stayed for supper and acknowledged that we were the purest people he had
ever been acquainted with but he was not prepared to live such a life

he was treated kindly and let go after supper but leman tarried all night
and started for home in the morning

he had a large farm and about 100 mormonscormons were living with him on it
when he got home he found the mormonscormons had rejected him & could not own
him for one of them because he had deceived them with the idea of converting
us he felt very bad was not able to rest came back to us and begged for
union

after some consultation we concluded to give him union and help him
through and to accomplish this I1 went home with him and held a meeting in
the dooryard among the mormonscormonsMormons but few of them attended they appeared to
be struck with terror and fear lest some of them might get converted but they
could not get out of hearing without leaving the place so that I1 found that they
understood the subject I1 stayed over night and in the morning I1 had conversa-
tion with the elder whose name was knight newel K knight

in the course of the conversation I1 stirred the feelings of an old man that
proved to be the elders father joseph knight sr which so raised the in-
dignationdignation of the elder that he let on me his heaviest mettels stcstrazcsiclhiclszc he poured it on
at the top of his voice and wound up by informing me that unless I1 repented I1

should go to hell I1 waited with patience until he was thro and then asked him
if he would hear me to which he consented

I1 told him if the words he had spoken had come from a man of god they
would have caused my knees to have smote together like belshazersBelshazers but coming
as they did from a man that lived in his lusts who gratified a beastly propensity
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and often in a manner that was far below the beasts and at the same time profess-
ing to be a follower of christ his words had no weight but passed by me without
makeingmareing sic any impression

I1 then gave him a lecture on the subject of the cross and a life of self denyal
sic which was fully satisfying to all present who had the right end of the story

I1 stayed all day and assisted them to settle their affairs I1 wrote for them two or
three hours and after I1 was thro I1 took hold of the elder and walked the floor
amuseingamuseing sic him with a number of pleasant things and lastly I1 repeated part of
a verse of an old hymn which reads thus

but now as I1 close
one thing ill propose
to the man that salvation would find
no longer put your trust
in a man that lives in lust
for how can the blind lead the blind

at the recital of these words he loosened his hold and made for the door and
here ended my labors for the mormonscormons for that time

ashbel kitchel

THE MILLER THE BISHOP AND THE MOVE SOUTH

william G hartley

when approximately 30000 saints deserted their homes during
the 1858 move south most of their wagons contained sacks or
boxes of wheat in case church leaders ordered torches and axes put
to the fields and orchards north of utah county to keep them from
the hands of the US army utah expedition the wheat supply
would feed the refugees until new crops could be grown somewhere
As the endless stream of wagons rolled south from great salt lake
city along the state road one wagon after another stopped at a
newly erected gristmill osbigonbigon big cottonwood stream gladly the up-
rooted saints paid miller archibald gardner to grind their wheat
into flour among the millhandsmillhands whom archibald gardner hired to
help serve this sudden flood of customers was warren foote a resi-
dent of union brother foote later a pioneer in the muddy mission
and leader in kanabcanab recorded his reactions to his six or seven weeks
of around the clock mill work particularly noteworthy are his con-
cluding estimates of the huge quantity of wheat that the gardner
millstones floured

william G hartley is a research historian for the historical department of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints
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not too far from the busy gardner gristmill on state road act-
ing bishop joseph harker prepared his west jordan ward members
to vacate their properties the short and direct daily entries of the
bishops diary show us quickly what day by day work the four
months march to july of preparing relocating and returning re-
quired repairing wagons took much time so did finding cattle
bishop harker made a scouting trip south to find a new location for
his ward members then relocated at pondtownPond town salem they and
he built shelters and corrals planted crops and erected a school-
house in case the move south proved to be of long duration jo-
seph harker like warren foote returned to home and work that
summer A year later brother harker was replaced as bishop of west
jordan by archibald gardner owner of the mill which employed
warren foote

the originals of both of these documents are located in the hist-
orical department of the church the foote record is handwritten
in the back section of a diary book containing an earlier foote diary
and labelled on the cover emigrating company book the bish-
ops handwritten diary is sandwiched in between family records in an
oversized book called joseph harkersbarkersHarkers journal and family record
book 1818 1895 and the excerpt included here is from pages
66 68 both documents are reproduced by permission of the church
archivist

EXTRACT FROM WARREN FOOTES JOURNAL

march 1858 the forepart of this month it was the general talk among the
saints in salt lake davis and weber counties that they would have to move
enmasse to the south in consequence of johnstons army which is camped at
green river and are determed to come into the valley this spring or at least
attempedattempted to do so archibald gardner hired me to run his grist mill located on
the state road six miles south of salt lake city I1 was to commence work on
monday the 22 of march I1 was living in union I1 went down to the mill early in
the morning and as I1 went into the house bro gardner and his family were eat-
ing breakfast the first thing he said to me was well brother foote we have
got to leave here president young preached yesterday at the tabernacle that he
thought it best to move southward and and if the united states were determined
to send their army into the valley without some treaty or agreement we will burn
our houses cut down our orchards and make the country desolate as it was when
we came here he then called for a vote of the congregation they all voted aye
he then said that he wanted the poor to be helped first and totb begin tomorrow
and get into utah county at least he wanted the people to get all their wheat
floured and packed into boxes and hauled away this is about what we have
been looking for for some time consequently we were in a measure prepared for
it I1 went into the mill and commenced putting it in good order for business
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expecting to be crowded in a few days james C walker who had been working
for bro gardner was hired to assist me he was a young man and had never
worked at milling I1 soon found him to be a good careful hand in a few days the
state road was lined with teams loaded with families and provisions going south-
ward and within a week our large mill was filled full of gristsgriets of wheat to be
ground and packed it required two more hands to help in the mill one to help
james and one to help me we ground on an average from 14 to 16 bushels an
hour day and night and then could not keep up with the custom at one time
there was hundreds of bushels stored in the barn close by this was a very hard
time for me I1 had to do all the dressing of the burrs two run and run the mill
half the day and half the night besides but I1 seemed to be strengthendstrengthensstrength end for the
task I1 worked about 16 hours in 24 this rush continued about 6 or 7 weeks we
ground thousands of bushels of wheat the flour of which was hauled southward
bro A gardner declared that the mill was inspired for he never had seen a mill
grind so before but I1 think the inspiration was caused by a powerful waterwheelwaterwheel
and plenty of water and in keeping the millstones sharp but I1 acknowledge dathat
the hand of god in giving me strength to perform the labor I1 did and preventing
accidents to the machinery &cac

teams were constantly on the road going and coming from the south day
and night some went as far as fillmore but the greater part stopped in utah
county As the last families were about moving from union I1 took my family to
american fork I1 was absent from the mill two days A gardner moved his family
to spanish fork and james C walker and myself were left alone at the mill
about three weeks after I1 had taken my family to american fork I1 went there
and moved them to dry creek four or five miles below mountainvilleMountain ville with some
other families who were camped there

there were no families left in any of the settlements but the mails were still
carried regularly in utah I1 was postmaster at union and after the folks had all left
there I1 requested the mail carrier to stop at the mill I1 took out the mail for
union and sent it to the places where the union folks were camped the most of
them were camped at spring lake afterwards called spring lake villa

after the grinding slacked up at the mill I1 went to the city one day to look
around the city was as still as death not a woman or child to be seen occasion
ly I1 saw a lone man walking the streets like a lonely sentinalsenrinaldentinalsen tinalrinaldinaltinai grass was growing
in the deserted door yards and streets I1 had strange feelings and reflections what
had become of all those merry children who were wont to play in those deserted
dooryardsdooryards and streets what had become of the blooming maidens and the joyful
young men who once promenadedpromenades these now desolated streets where are the
middle aged who once caused this city to resound with the busy humbum of in-
dustry also the aged who once leisurely walked these streets leaning upon the
staff what had caused all this terrible desolation what has this people done that
they must be harrassedharrasserharrassed and persecuted in such a manner what law have they
broken

the answer is they have broken no law they have not done anything that
can justify the great government of the united states in sending an army here to
destroy us the fact is the government has been deceived through the lying re-
ports of theirjudgestheir judges and being urged on by wicked and designing men who as-
sured the president that the mormonscormonsMormons were in open rebellion against the gov-
ernmentern ment and was establishing an in dependant government of their own

after viewing the loneliness of the city I1 went to the post office the new
postmaster had arrived with the eastern mail I1 found several books in the office
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for me which I1 had sent for some time ago I1 found mr morrell the new PM
very sociable on learning that I1 was postmaster of union he inquired of me the
the situation of the various post offices esspecially those having local names dif-
ferent from the names of the post offices

soon after my return from moving my family to dry creek utah co the two
peace commisionerscommissioners arrived in salt lake city president young with other author-
ities of the church met them there to hold a conference with them bro A gard-
ner happened to be at the mill at the time he went to salt lake city to attend
the conference but their meeting was held with closed doors and he did not get
in on his return to the mill that night he reported to us that he interviewed
george A smith who told him that they had a pretty warm meeting and it
looked very doubtful about peaceably settling matters and it looked as though we
would have to burn everything and flee to the mountains on the second days
meeting matters took a more favorable turn and before night the treaty of peace
was signed this was joyful news to the saints I1 took my team and started imme-
diately after my family I1 started from the mill about sundown andreachedand reached their
camp a little after sunrise I1 told my wife I1 had come to move her home it was
with a glad heart that she heard the joyful news I1 moved her to the mill till the
union folks returned then I1 moved her to our home in union

we all felt truly thankful to get home again and praised the lord for his
mercies to us in softening the hearts of our enemies and overruling all things for
our good

general johnston established his camp in cedar valley and named it camp
floyd day after day for several days their baggage and provision trains hauled by
4 and 5 yoke of oxen passed the mill on their way to te camp floyd As they
ascended the hill south of the cottonwood bridge I1 could hear their teamsters
crack their big whips and yell out get up there brigham get up there he-
ber &cac they had named their oxen after our leading brethren in derision these
yells were generally accompanied with profanity

peace being now restored the people returned to their homes and settled
down again to their daily avocations in consequence of moveingmoreing there had not
been as much grain and vegetables planted as usual and what was put in had not
received much care and the prospect now was that the crops would be very light
but the most of the people had enough breadstuff ground up to do them a year
but it was all in the south consequently they were obliged to haul it back

I1 will now make an estimate of the amount of flour made and hauled south
from the cottonwood mills during the six or seven weeks in the beginning of the
move

As has been stated we ground from 14 to 16 bus per hour day and night and
made on an average 5838 ibslbs to the bushel the amount of flour ground in 24 hours
would be say 15 bus wheat ground per hour and 38 ibslbs of flour per bus 13680
ibslbs one weeks grinding 6 days would be 82080 lbsibs

six weeks grinding would be 492480 ibslbs or 24624 tons now as a ton was
about as much as one span of horses or one yoke of oxen could haul at a load it
is very easy to be seen how many loads of flour was hauled south from this one
mill at this time very few persons owned more than one span of horses or one
yoke of oxen

how much was hauled from other mills I1 do not know but as the cotton-
wood mills was situated on the state road I1 presume that we done the greater part
of the grinding
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now as the greater part of this flour had to be hauled back again it can be
seen what a vast amount of labor the big move cost say nothing about the
moving of families and household goods all this labor was performed willingly
apparently as I1 heard no one murmer or complain

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAL OF JOSEPH HARKER

march 21 1I went to herriman and heald two meeting at night I1 met with
the Brethern aatt the mill branch the word came for to leave the valley

march 22 1I was at home with my family a snowy day
march 23 1I went to the city to see bishop hunter on bisnessbasness of the ward
march 24 1I went to the bishops meeting
march 25 1I was ploughingsloughingploughing in evening I1 was at the mill branch the brethernethernbretherdBr

wished the ward to move togather
march 26 1I was repearing my waggon
27 1I was pearingrepeatingre my waggon
march 28 1I was at a meeting in the schoolhouse
march 29 1I was pearingrepeatingre my waggon
march 30 1I was at the bishops meeting in the city
march 31 1I was repearing my waggon for moveingmoreing south my family
april 1 1I was at the mills branch meeting and made arangementsarrangements to move

the poor of the ward south
april 2 1I was repeatingpearingre my waggon
april 3 1I was repearing my waggon
april 4 1I met with the teachers at the mill branch
april 5 1I was repearing my waggonswiggons
april 6 1I was called up before day to go out to meet our enemys I1 made

ready and went totheto the city prest young said we should move south and leave
our homes to make our enemys the agressersagressers all the time

april 7 1I was at mill I1 called at wm hickmanshickmannHick mans to do some bisnessbasness on way
home

april 8 1I was hunting cattle
april 9 1I was repeatingpearingre my waggonswiggons I1 wrote a letter to FD richards to

have samel bennion released from his milatarymilitarymilatary duerkesdueriesdueties to move his family south
april 10 1I was planting potatoes
april 1111 1I was at meeting in the city
april 13 1I was repearing my wiggonswaggons and I1 called at wm hickmanshickmannHickmans
april 14 1I started out with S bennion and wm hickman to look out a

location for the ward at night we stopedscoped at springhillspringvillSpringvill
april 15 we went over to spanish fork and pontown and found farming

land and a good range for cattle and night we scopedstoped at provoo with WG
smith we came home from provoo and we met some thousand teams

april 17 and 18 it was rainey days
april 19 1I was at the city on basnessbisness
april 20 the ward turned out to hunt stray cattle at night I1 had two

horses foundered with eating bran
april 21 1I was sick in bed
april 22 1I was making waggon bows
april 23 1I was at alx bedsteadsbecsteads mending waggonswiggons
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april 24 1I was at alx becksteadsbecksteads mending wiggonswaggons
april 25 1I was at home no meeting
april 26 1I was helping J bennion to wash sheep
april 27 1I was earringshearringshearlingSh sheep
april 28 1I was shereingsherbingshereing sheep
april 30 1I was repeairingrepeallingrepeairingalling my wiggonswaggons
may I11 I1 started with my wife eliza to move south with her children we

traveled 28 miles
may 2 we traveled 24 miles and camped at pontown the wether is fine I1 laid

of a place for the ward to camp on and a correll and commenced to dig a house
in the bank for my family

may 4 1I returned for the rest of my family
may 5 1I was at salt lake city
may 6 1I was a loading my waggon
may 7 1I was hunting a hefer
may 8 1I left my home with my family and camped at the warm spring near

the point of mountinsmountainsmoun tins
may 9 we traveled 20 miles and camped on provoo bench
may 10 we traveled 22 miles and camped with ward in pontown city my

wife was very sick
may 11 in the evening we held a mmeeting and made some arrangementarangementarangement for

making a correl and heard my own cattle bro harris had left the ward and I1

chose winwm hickman in his place
may 12 we went into the kanyon to get poles for a correl
may 13 was making a cerrel
may 14 1I was making arangementsarrangements for to start a ward heard
may 15 1I was hunting cattle and heardingbearding
may 16 we apointedappointed a capt of the gard and heard
may 17 1I was at the spanish fork planting potatoes and seeds
may 18 1I was at the kanyon hauling plespies poles
may 19 1I was makeingmareing a correl
may 20 1I was planting peas and beets
may 21 1I was explouring the kanyon for water for the cattle
may 22 1I was at the kanyon
may 23 1I was at the meeting
may 24 1I was at work getting water out of the kanyon for the cattle to

drink
may 25 1I was covering my shanty
M 26 1I was fixing my shanty
M 27 1I was at the kanyon
may 28 1I was ploughingsloughingploughing at spanish fork
M 29 1I started to provoo and met wm hickman turned back with him
may 30 1I was at meeting a good spirit prevailed
may 31 1I was planting potatoes
june I11 I1 was in the kanyon getting logs
june 2 1I was putingbuting up a school house in pontown
june 3 1I was in the kanyon getting logs
june 4 1I was repearing my waggon
june 5 1I was at work on the schoolhouse
june 6 1I was at meeting preaching by orson hide W woodruff bishop

smoot was ordained bishop over the pontown ward
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june 7 1I was repeairingrepeairing my waggon in the evening I1 was at ward meeting
to do some basnessbisness the bishop left brother eldrege and me to attend to the bis
ness his family was sick

june 8 and 9 1I was repearing my waggon
june 10 1I was in the kanyon getting logs to make a bowery
june 11 1I was at work on the bowery
june 12 1I was at work on the bowery
june 13 1I was at meeting
june 14 1I went to spanish fork to water my potatoes
june 15 1I started to west jordan ward with orders to move the families
june 16 1I visited the families and found them very loaffullloaffull loathful to

leave

june 17 1I came home in a heavy rain
june 18 and 19 1I was at home
june 20 1I was out with the bretheren hunting a range for the cattle
june 21 1I was at meeting
june 22 we moved our camp to the south end of utah lake
june 23 1I was loading my waggon
june 24 1I was hauling logs from pontown
june 25 1I was makeingmareing a shanty for my family
june 26 1I was at home with my family
june 27 1I was at home with my family
june 28 1I was at meeting I1 was apointedappointed by a vote of the meeting to act as

bishop of the camp
june 29 1I was helping to move our schoolhouse from pontown
june 5030 1I was hunting my calf
july 1 1I attended a council at the indian farm at spanish fork governor

commings made a treaty with indians
july 2 1I was mending my waggonswiggons
july 3 we returned home to our farms
july 4 returned home this morning we had lost some of our cattle we

traveled 18 miles
july 5 this morning we lost four horses
july 6 we aridedarived safe home in good haith
july 7 1I was mareingmakeing a mud work
july 8 1I was makeingmareing a mud work and planting potatoes
july 9 1I was mareingmakeing a mud work
july 10 1I was makeingmareing a mud work
july 11 1I was harvistingharvestingharvi sting wheat
july 12 1I was at home no meeting
july 13 1I was harvesting wheat 3 days
july 16 1I was at work at home
july 17 1I was at work at home
july 18 1I was makeingmareing a mud work
july 19 1I was at the mill branch meeting
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black hole
mardenjmardenmardenaMardenJJ clark

Is that what you wanted an ultimate image
of diabolic deity
take a star not ours thank god
but a star minimum two and a half times ours
or maximum twenty let it be born of cosmic dust
collapse to red giant then shrink to live its normal active life
fusing hydrogen atoms to throw out light and heat
for a hundred thousand millennia let it light the sky let it burn
and burn itself to death then let it expand and cool
to super giant then collapse again to white dwarf
then collapse again fast then faster
exponentially faster
till total
collapse

nospace
between neutrons
no movement of electrons
no neutrons or electrons at all
A singularity of infinite density and zero volume
just mass momentum charge
just energy
energy
sucking
in
gravity
gone mad
pulling everything in to itself
letting nothing escape
not even the slightest ray of light
but energy that reaches out and sucks into its
vortex

marden J clarkdarkoark professor of english at brigham young university has recently published a volume of
poetry entitled moods oblateoflateof lafelate
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cosmic dust worlds stars whole galaxies
growing proportionately with each in mass and energy

lets risk something
not a cosmonautcosmonaut
at some point long before he was close

hed be stretched out a kilometer tall
then much taller before the final compression
but try a ray of light
gravity has littlipulllittle pullpuli on light

beam it close but not too close or the hole
will suck it in completely
get just the critical distance
ten kilometers or so away
and youll send it into orbit around the hole
but keep it just a little farther out
and it will veer in toward the hole
but of its own energy and speed
pull itself out again
I1 cant help wondering though
if it could possibly escape unscathed
if it wouldnt go forever
corkscrewingCorkscrewing its way through space
warped eternally by its encounter

could stansatan be such a hole the son of the morning
lucifer the morning star lucifer gerrierterrierferrier of light
child of light
cosmic rebel for kingdoms sake
born of light shed by light exile into night
pulling his third of heaven
pulling into dark utter dark black
black hole

so now his task to suck into himself the sons of man
and of god

but push the vision push the horror
how much mass can zero volume hold
what cosmic counter forces could compete

our sun or any sun or any constellation of suns
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or galaxy of suns
sagesafe only by light years of space and time
but that energy reaching out
sucking in
until the wholewhoie of heaven yields
in ultimate cosmic vortex ultimate implosion

what need of fire or ice
just gravity
pulling allailali to
nought

if satan be infinite singularity
what then is godW ilal1141ilaullau ll11 IL 13 jooJVU
zero density and infinite expansion
infinite love and infinite light
suffused through infinite space

that ray of light we risked
some part of god
not just that ray
but all those suns sucked in

one third of him
those centers of light and energy
but now become the enemy
sending nothing forth but pull

cosmic armageddon
galaxies flow like streams of atoms
the pull increases reaches out farther ever farther
to suck all in
till god himself must feel the pull
light only lightly subject to gravity
but all that gravity
and so many of his hosts gone in
how can he even he resist that pull

but here my vision fails me
has failed me all along
for god is now a what
Isiswhoischowho
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infinite expansion perhaps
but with a local habitation and a name
love
ah yes he feels the pull
the terrible pull of love toward loss

the pull of creator toward lost creature
but not that aweful gravity

cosmic armageddon
assume its true
assume that satan wins
sucks infinite space
into himself

still never god

god gives forth

outside that hole outside that force
god gives light

but if some force of god pulled in
deep within at the very core
something must
stir
those neutrons must stir
respond to light
respond to life
push out push out push out
with ever increasing force exponentially increasing
come to life generate neutrons electrons atoms matter B ANA N G
the universe is on its way again generating
cosmic dust suns stars galaxies
earths

and here on earth we talk
or pen our feeble poems
safe in light year spaces
exponential numbers eonsbons and infinities
that awe but comfort and protect us
our little world bathed in light
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our beneficent green synthesizing our food fromgrom light
and hardly know what power might now be pulling on us

the gaintfaint dullduilduli power of dark upon me now
the soft sweet pullpuli of light
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mormon bibliography
1978

chadchaabchaajj flake

during the past two years there seems to have been an increase
in anti mormon activities with the creation of such new groups as
the ex mormonscormons for jesus whether there are actually more partic-
ipants or whether they are simply more vocal is an interesting ques-
tion that needs some research both in regard to the amount of mate-
rial and the reasons for its publication regardless the presence and
sources of the anti mormon material should be recognized

the study of anti mormon material has always been a contrib-
utive part to the study of mormonism from the earliest pamphlet
alexander campbellsCampb elPs delusions boston benjamin H greene
1832 and book E D howes mormonism unavailedunvailed sic paines
ville ohio 1834 to some of the current material the student of
mormon history cannot simply ignore these publications to fully
understand the whole experience of nauvoo one must be acquaint-
ed with john C bennetts the history of the saints new york
bradbury soden & co 1842 one ought also see T B H sten
houses the rocky mountain saints new york appleton & co
1873 for early utah history and frank J cannons under the prophet
in utah boston C M clarkdarkoark publishing co 1911 for later nine
teenthsteenth century history

much less consideration need be given to those books seemingly
written to accompany such anti mormon lectures as increase mcgee
and maria van dessensdeusensDeusens expose of the temple rites inin the mormon
endowmentendowEndomment syracuse NY lathrop 1847 which went through
twenty three editions under such titles as A dialogue between adam
and eve the sublimesuhlime and ridiculous blended startling disclosures of the
great mormon conspiracy spiritual delusions maria wards female
life among the cormonsmormons london C H clarke 1855 printed in
thirteen english editions under several titles and published in at least
four other languages and of course the most famous ann eliza
youngs wife no 19 hartford conn dusdindustin gilman and co
1875
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of no historical importance are those written from secondary
sources for the express purpose of exposing mormonism such as

lu B cakes peepstonejoe and the peck manuscript new york 1899
M W montgomerys the mormon delusion boston congregational
sunday school and publishing house cl890c1890 W wylsayls pseudpseudo of
wilhelm ritter von Wywymetalmetall joseph smith salt lake city 1886
and william jarmans USA uncle sams abscess or hell upon the
earth exeter england printed at H leducsleduca steam printing
works 1884

currently antiandantl mormon writers belong to two general groups
dissident mormonscormonsMormons and non mormonscormons who feel a need to save mor
mons from themselves

the dissident group is most notably represented by jerald and
sandra tanner whose voluminous publications for over a decade in-
clude a periodical the salt lake city messenger A bibliography pub-
lished in 1970 of their work lists 120 titles published by their press
modemmodern microfilm co with a large percentage of them written or
edited by the tanners of less importance are the materials being
produced by the ex mormonscormons for jesus these organizations some
of whose credentials are false and others questionable exist in at least
four locations they publish some pamphlets but are more interested
in making cassette tapes to be used in anti mormon lectures also
publishing fairly regularly are the fundamentalists who perceive the
granting of the priesthood to blacks as the final step in the churchschurche
apostasy and who have revived the adam god controversy still
other dissidents publish independently chiefly purloined documents
surreptitiously taken from various libraries which supposedly show
that mormonism is either a fallen church or never was true

the non mormon group consists of ministers and members of
other churches who view mormonism as a threat to christianity
the most important persons in this group are wesley walters and
walter martin the latter is a professional lecturer while the former
has done some writing about joseph smith it was rev walters
with chris vlachos who had the infamous interview with legrand

richards in which he carefully set him up and taped the conversa-
tion without elder richardssRichardrichardsss knowledge in addition there is the
ever present utah christian mission which publishes small pam-
phlets chiefly at general conference time

it may appear that there is an increase in anti mormon writers
but as one looks at the history of anti mormon writing one sees
that this situation has been the same throughout the history of mor
mons with publications by dissidents and other churches
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As in the past mormon americana vol 19 1978 has been used
for the compilation of the mormon bibliography

historical
anderson lavina fielding challenge to greatness the nineteennineteenth th cencenturytury

saints in new york ensign 8 september 197825 32
anderson lavina fielding the second mile Is paved with innovation ensign 8

june july 197830 35 50 55

dindlindandrewrew laurellaureiTlaurel1 3B tlethe earlyEzdy temples7 tp4u cfof thtes61 momsmommMormoesmonsnoes Albaibalbanylanytany state university of
new york press 1978

arrington chris rigby the finest of fabrics mormon women and the silk
industry in early utah utahutahhistoricalhistorical quarterly 46 fall 19785761978376 96

bailey jack stephan the first fifteen years A history of the cottonwood seventh
ward apnp1np 1975

bauer E A exploring old mormon trails travel incorporating holiday 149
may 197840 45

bean lee L the mormon historical demography project historical methods

ili111illlilliiiloiio11l111 197845 53

beeton beverly woman suffrage in territorial utah utah historical quarterly
46 spring 19781001978 100loo 20

bennett debra sue dress of the cormonsmormons who traveled through scotts bluff nebras-
ka between 1840 and 1860 masters thesis iowa state university 1976

bitton davis and bunker gary L double jeopardy visual images of mormon
women to 1914 utah historical quarterly 46 spring 19781978184184184.184 202

bitton davis and wilcox linda P pestiferous ironcladsIron clads the grasshopper
problem in pioneer utah utah historical quarterly 46 fall 1978336 55

briggs rosetta comp our valley mesa ariz 1978
bringhurst newell G forgotten mormon perspectives slavery race and the

black man as issues among non utah latter day saints 1844 1873 mich-
igan history 61 winter 1977352 70

britsch R lanier the founding of the samoan mission BYU studies 18 fall
1977121977 12 26

bugoynebagoyneBugoyne robert H and burgoyne rodney W belief systems and unhappi-
ness the mormon woman example dialogue 11 autumn 197848 53

bushman richard L 1830 pivotal years in the fulnessfalness of times ensign 8
september 19789 13

campbell eugene E and campbell bruce L divorce among mormon polygpoleg
amistsamista extent and explanations utah historical quarterly 46 winter
19784 23

cannon kenneth L II11 beyond the manifesto polygamous cohabitation
among LDS general authorities after 1890 utah historical quarterly 46
winter 197824107824 36

card orson scott the saints in ireland ensign 8 february 197844 48
card orson scott the saints in puerto rico where new converts lead the

church with a lifetimes worth of dedication to the gospel ensign 8
march 197824 27

christy howard A open hand and mailed fist mormon indian relations in
utah 1847 52 utah historical quarterly 46 summer 19782161978216 35
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jonahsjonass morning song

karen marguerite moloney

PROLOGUE

before I1 formed thee in the belly
I1 knew thee and I1 ordained

thee a prophet jeremiah 1155

the veil father

the veil jonah
1I might weaken they say a body tires hungers grows cold
it is a long way to nineveh
1I have trained long for this prepared waited yearned

but there is no guarantee

father wilt thou guide me

my son

and he found a ship
going to tarshish jonah 1133

so long a child of promise jonah turned
too quickly from the marinersmarineromariners whose god
content to smell a sacrifice of blood
just specified oblations should be burned
he left them to the rigging of the sail
begrudging all who did not yeamyearn to be
loved more for self than capability
and slept until awakened in the gale
he could not know how near he was to death
As he rejoined the marinersmarineromariners above
nor how his god with unconditioned love
in three days time would fire new lungs with breath
he could not know the natural man would die
to rise a prophet bold to testify

karen marguerite molony teaches creative writing at oxnard college and business communications at
cal state northridge she also is a librarian in la verne california
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so jonah arose and went
unto nineveh jonahoonah 33

while dim with distance morning rays revealed
an outline of the massive city wall
he paled to watch the brazen river reeled
beneath the gates revile jehovahsJehovahs call
Aacainagaincainoain he asked the hebrew god why he
who might have died in tarshish ofoldkofoldof oldoid age
or drowned offoffjoppajoppa had not been left free
to flee the carnal cityscites certain rage
when he perceived his camel briefly slowed
jehovah would permit him to elect
retreat upon an ununobstructedobstructed road
could raise another easier to direct
it seemed the rivers impudence decreased
he urged his camel and continued east

illIII111lillii
then said the lord should not

I1 spare nineveh jonahoonah 410 11

rebuked the prophet kneeling by the plant
its yellow leaves already turning brown
prepared his hebrew conscience to recant
resentment toward the vast assyrian crown
remembering atrocity he felt
his anger die more slowly than the gourd
the sultry sunlight dwindled while he knelt
beyond the eastern gate and sought the lord
with dawn the prophet rose rejoicing that
he held pure love for nineveh whose king
proclaiming from the ashes where hesatdesathe sat
would honor jonah with a viceroysviceroys ring
but jonah blessed the city from a hill
and journeyed home to bless his sons at will
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book reviews

TAYLOR SAMUEL W headenheavenhedden knows why thousand oaks calif
millennial productions 1979 213215 appp 5953953.95395 paper

reviewed by richard H cracroft professor of english and chairman of the de-
partmentpartment of english at brigham young university

while it continues a sober truth that it takes a great deal of sift-
ing through mormon letters to uncover even a page or two of in-
tentionaltentional mormon humor the rereprintingpri

i

ntinganting of samuel W taylors
heaven knows why sparks new hope for latter day saints with unre-
generate funny bones indeed heaven knows why is good news for
all LDS readers who weary of the my daddy is a bishop and
brand of mormon humor long for writers who delight in smiling at
instead of weeping about the human plight about the ever present
gap between our latter day saint ideals and our lelessss than celestial re-
alitiesali ties

sam taylor is back not the sam taylor who writes history like a
novelist but the sam taylor of family kingdomkmgaom vvintagemtgemage sam taylor
sam taylor at his best heaven knows why first serialized in colliers
in 1946 as the mysterious way and published by A A wyn
inc in 1948 is now reissued in paperback by scott S smiths mil-
lennial productions complete with a sober and undistinguished cov-
er that makes the novel look like a tract and thus safe for anyones
postum table

but within the plain cover is the funniest mormon novel to
date professor kenneth hunsaker in his survey of twentieth cen-
tury mormon fiction was only slightly hyperbolic in calling the
book the most delightful of all mormon novels but he is right in
insisting that the book is an outstanding comic novel the praise
is only slightly diminished by the fact that the book is so far as I1
know the only full length comic novel in mormon letters

while the book was on first appearance either deeply loved or
hated it is difficult in 1979 to understand why the book was ever
controversial innocently funny heaven knows why moves the mor-
mon or gentile reader from chuckles to belly laughs discreet of
course not at the expense of the mormon faith or its leaders but
in joyous response to the refreshing combination of things at once
familiarly mormon and erringly human

the book opens in heaven where moroni skinner is distracted
in his job in the compiling office of the accounting section of the
current history division of the records department by the way
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wardnessbardnesswardness on earth of his grandson jackson skinner Whitewhitetopfop jack
recently discharged as a veteran of world war II11 is now living a
gently dissolute existence on the remnants of the once proud skinner
ranch in a western utah valley

moroni skinner receives permission to make one appearance to
jack A clumsy messenger at best skinner makes a practice visitation
to an old friend a back sliding skeptical prospective elder looks over
the valley is impressed by katie jensen the bishops lovely daughter
and finally makes his hilarious appearance to a stunned jack to
whom he gives the laconic message straighten up fix up your
place and marry katie jensen

the complications begin katie is engaged to be married the
next day to the bishops first counselor who turns out to be a sly
hypocrite and then there is the trouble a longstandinglong standing feud
between the opposite ends of the valley as to where the chapel is to
be built and then there is the fact that the bishops wife is a closet
doubter who is not only determined that katie will marry the pros-
perous first counselor but is dubious about revelation especially the
appearance of moroni skinner to the no good jack whitetop and
then there is the bishops passion for coffee near which jack
caught by the bishop while enjoying a cup of freshly perked coffee
has foisted off as an innocent healthful noncaffeinated barley bever-
age made from an old family recipe the bishop of course must
have the recipe and then there is the question as to the father of
anita smiths child and the question as to the owner of the
25000 which jackson finds in his kitchen cupboard and and so

iti t goes
startled into action by grandpa skinners visit and by the her-

culean tasks which his would be mother in law sets for him to ac-
complishcom plish jack whitetop dashes out to resolve these and other
problems the rush through the maze of problems is hilarious but
the resolution warms the mormon heart as the repentant jack wins
katies hand becomes an elder effects the reform of the first coun-
selor solves the trouble moves the bishops wife to faith and tes-
timony and finds a recipe for coffee near at the novels end tay-
lor takes us back to heaven where we are allowed to rejoice with a
revitalized moroni skinner who has now received promotion to
chief checker of the compiling office much to the joy of his an-
gelic but nagging wife lucy

heaven knows why free from symbolic undergirdingsundergird ings and allego-
rical profundities is pure entertainment light tasteful and funny
only slightly dated diethedle novel reflects rural mormon values which
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seem more at home in 1920 than 1946 heaven knows whywhy demon-
strates how an author can deal with the matter of utah humorously
yet without painfully barbingbarbina beloved institutions if there is any sat-
ire in the novel it is on rigidity pomposity hypocrisy and self
righteousness and mormonscormonsMormons thank heaven have never enjoyed the
comercorner on those commodities with few exceptions most of the
scenes could be played by baptists lutheransLutherans catholics or mo
hammedanshammedans the delightfully notable exception is taylors fun with
the word of wisdom the innocent violations of which by bishop
jensen provide some of the funniest scenes in this funny book

heaven knows why works on two fronts it communicates famil-
iarly with mormonscormonsMormons puts them at ease and teaches them another
perspective on themselves at the same time it communicates with
non mormonscormons by underscoringunder scoring mormon humanity through portray-
ing charmingly those foibles common to all men not just mormonscormonsMormons
the result is a warm andfriendlyand friendly treatment of the latter day saints
not aspeculiarpeculiaras people but as affable neighbors in a fallen world and
not one mention of polygamy

sam taylor is back with the funniest mormon novel ever tay-
lor should be encouraged in this republishing venture which he un-
dertookdertook he notes in his introduction to determine whether mor
mons have matured to the point where we can now chuckle rather
than bristle at some of the foibles and conceits of our culture I1
think were ready
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HAVE YOU READ THESE ARTICLES
THROUGH THE YEARS IN BYU STUDIES

the expanding gospel by hugh nibley 71
the strategy of conflict joseph stalin and mao tse tung by di-

ane monson 72
freedom and the american cowboy by neal lambert 81
worlds without number the astronomy of enoch abraham

and moses by grant athay 83
A study of the text of joseph smiths inspired version of the

bible by robert matthews 91
the early accounts of joseph smiths first vision by dean jes-

see 93
chiasmus in the book of mormon by john welch 101
did christ visit japan by spencer palmer 102
civilizations out in space by hollis johnson iii11ili1111
the meaning of the kirtland egyptian papers by hugh nibley

114
the kirtland diary ofofwilfordwilford woodruff by neandeandeanjesseejessee 124
the political thought of pres J reuben clarkdarkoark jr by marion G

romney 133
zarahemlaZarahemla a short story by douglas thayer 142142

eliza R snows nauvoo journal by maureen ursenbach 154
the mormon succession crisis of 1844 by michael quinn 162
the book of mormon and the american revolution by richard

bushman 171
the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text by stan

larson 182
the early christian prayer circle by hugh nibley 191
B H roberts and the book of mormon by truman madsen

194

want more information on church history BYU STUDIES has
published the following histohistoricalficalficai issues

the historyofhistory of the church in new york 93 103
the history of the church in ohio 114 124 174
the history of the church in missouri 131 134 144144

the history of the church in nauvoo 154 182 1923

NOW YOU CAN ADD ALL THESE outstanding ISSUES
TO YOUR LIBRARY AT A 6096gogg60 SAVINGS
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TO SAY THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT THROUGH
THE YEARS

BYU STUDIES OFFERS THIS subscribers ONLY SALE OF A
WHOLE SET OR

individual VOLUMES OF AVAILABLE BACK ISSUES

vols 1 2 33 and issues 82 and 164 are out of print

you can purchase a set from vol 41 through 194
THATS 61 separate issues of BYU STUDIES for

5040504050.40
A 60 DISCOUNT OFF RETAIL PRICES

individual volumes receive 5091650 discount off retail

WE HAVE ONLY 100 SETS OF VOL 41 194 and these will be
sold on a first come first served basis for the first 19 orders we will
include a free copy of vol 33 4 which includes leonard arringtonsarlingtonsarlingtonnArringArlingtons
religion and economics in mormon history

to order your set or volumes send check to

BRIGHAM YOUNG university PRESS
205 UPB
BRIGHAM YOUNG university
PROVO UTAH 84602

utah residents add 475964.75964754.75 sales tax and california residents add 6966 use tax

ORDER EARLY SUPPLY OF SEVERAL ISSUES IS LIMITED

orders for individual issues use the following retail price guidelines vols
4 7 4004.00400 vol 8 600goo6.00600 vol 9 8508508.50 vols 10 13 8008.00800 vols 14 15 17

100010.0010 00 vol 16 7507.50750 and vols 18 & 19 120012.001200 then deduct 50 to find
the sale price
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